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A MESSAGE

from the HEADMASTER
The 1999-2000 school year has been exceptional, as our students have performed very well in

all areas of school life. In a world where change is a constant, 1 have been fortunate to be given
the challenge to provide new leadership for a school with a long and interesting history. This has
meant introducing some different perspectives on education while respecting the core values
that continue to make Stanstead College a very special school.

Now that my first year as Headmaster at Stanstead is complete, I feel that I can say with some
authority that there is much we have to celebrate here. As a small school, the relationships

between faculty, students and support staff are very close. Consequently, students express a
strong sense of belonging to something worthwhile and meaningful. Instead of being lost in the

shuffle, pride is evident in everything that our students do. Whether it is in the classroom, on a
field trip, at a performance or athletic match, Stanstead College students openly care about
giving their best. This has been particularly evident in the exemplary leadership that our student

prefects have provided to the whole school community.
Focused, motivated, and involved have been the hall-

marks of their leadership - and the younger students have
followed their example. My thanks to the prefects for

setting a very positive tone in the daily lives of our stu-

dents.

Our faculty has also been impressive this year. As the

engine behind our many programs, Stanstead College

teachers show a commitment to education that begins in

the classroom and spills into every aspect of life in this

seven-day-a-week boarding school. Not only do they

share their knowledge in their specific area of academic
\

expertise, they also act as coaches, advisors, caregivers

and role models to our students. It is important for us all

to remind our teachers how much they are truly appreci- .

ated.

Of course, I am not the only one who has experienced
transition this year; we have all had to deal with the uncertainty of our collective start to the first

year of a new millennium. Although the early days of Y2K seemed to be the product of a lot of

hype, we should not forget that the world does continue to change rapidly around us. The in-

credible capacity of the Internet and evolving applications of information technology are present-
ing fundamental challenges to the way we all interact. Witness this at Stanstead by the advent
of faculty laptops, an improvement to the school network, new computer facilities and an excep-
tional student-run website. In short, as an educational institution we must accept change. How-
ever, we must continue to strive to teach and live by timeless core values - respect, tolerance, a
love of learning, and a commitment to community. These are the principles, which were the
building blocks of our founding fathers and will surely continue to drive our success as a school
for generations to come. Christopher Shannon

Stanstead College



Standing: Miss I. Paradis. Mr. G. Chandler. Mrs. L. Atkin. Mr. C. Williams, Mrs. S. Telling. Mr. M. Salkeld.

Mr. M. McNamara, Miss J. Smith. Mr. C. Wells, Miss E. Simard, Miss B. Wadleigh. Miss J. Hew, Miss C. Campbell.

Miss T. Keeble. Miss J. McCurdy, Mr. A. Houghton, Mrs. B. Elliot. Mrs. L. Gittens. Mrs. S. Wells, Mrs. I. Marcotte,

Miss M. Mihaljevic, Mr, E, Van Dyke, Mr. A. Elliot, Mr. A. Simard. Sitting: Mr. G. Telling, Mr. P. Channell,
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HEADMASTER Mr. Christopher Shannon B.A., M.A., M.Ed.

ASSISTANT HEADMASTER Mr. Norman Southward B. A., B.Ed,, M. Ed.

ACADEMIC DEAN Mr. Paul Duncan B.A., M.A.

DEAN OF STUDENTS - Boys Mr. Peter Ashworth B.A.

DEAN OF STUDENTS - Girls Miss Carmen Campbell B.A., Dip. Ed.

DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS Mr. Andrew Elliot B.A., B.Ed.

DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS Mr. Andre Simard B.A., B.Ed.

DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT Ms. Louise Gittens B.A., Dip.Ed.

DIRECTOR OF STUDIES Mr. Brian Denney B.A., B.Ed.

BUSINESS MANAGER Mr. Christopher Skelton B. Sc., P.Eng.

Mrs. L. Atkin B.A., Dip.Ed.

Mr. Graham Chandler B.A., B.Ed.

Mr. Peter Channell

Mrs. Barbara Hetu R.N.

Miss Janice Hew B.Sc,, B.Ed.

Mr. Adam Houghton Dip S.M.

Miss Tracy Keeble B. Ed.

Miss Jennifer McCurdy B.A., B. Ed., Certificate in Special Ed.

Mr. Mike McNamara B.A.

Miss Marina Mihaljevic B.Sc., B.Ed.

Miss Isabelle Paradis B.A,, Dip. Ed.

Mr. Mark Salkeld, M.A.

Mrs. Hilary Shannon B.A., B.Ed., Special Ed. Specialist

Miss Emilie Simard B.Ed.

Miss Julie Smith B.Sc.H., B.Ed.

Mr. Geoffrey Telling B.A,, M.A.

Mrs. Susan Telling

Mr. Erik Van Dyke B.Eng., Dip. Ed.

Miss Beth Wadleigh B.A., B.Ed.

Mr. Christian Wells BSc., B.Ed.

Mr. Christian Williams B. F. A., Dip. Ed., M. Ed
Mrs. Liz Getty Librarian, Communications
Mrs. Joanne Carruthers B.A. Assistant Director of Admissions

Miss Karen Cushing B. Comm. Development Officer

Mrs. Bisia Williams B.A. Librarian

Miss Cynthia Baldwin Laboratory Technician

Mme. Isabel Marcotte B.A. Student Coordinator/Travel
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Back: T. Warawong, M. Heath,

J.N. Verreault (Head Prefect), D. Gray.

Front: O. Mosely. Mr. C. Shannon, G. Laquerre.

Back: Mr. P. Ashworth, Mr. G. Chandler, Mme. I. Paradis, Ms. M. Mihaljevic, Ms. E. Simard,

M. Tremblay Noel. L. Campbell, N. Gariepy. L. Villasenor, D. Gray, E. Sakata, T. Warawong,
Ms. J. McCurdy, Mr. C. Wells, Mrs. S. Telling, Mr. M. Salkeld.

Front: M. Lemay, K. Bujold, J. Givarz, O. Mosely, P. Davis, J.N. Verreault, G. Laquerre, B. Chen,

M. Heath, Ms, C. Campbell, J. Wu.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Officers

Honorary Chairman

Chairman of The Board of Trustees

Chairman of The Executive Committee

Treasurer

Secretary

Trustees

Georges Beaubien*

Eleanor Campbell

George F, Carter*

Robert Colby

Richard H. Colt*

Tracey Emms
Bridget Fetterly

Christiane Germain

Joseph Levy*

Samuel MacCallum

Rick McRae
Gordon McGilton*

J. Scott Morgan*

James V. Poapst

Matt Price-Gallagher

Yves Quintal

Anne Ramirez

Richard Renaud

* denotes member of Executive Committee

Honorary Trustees

Thomas C. Camp
Charles W. Colby

John H.E. Colby

IN MEMOR1AM

E. Stewart Cowen
Malcolm W. MacDonald

Lome Webster

Eric T. Webster

Gordon L. McGilton

Geoffrey Wagner

Georges Beaubien

Albert S. Rich

J. Dugald Ross*

Ron Spaulding

Hugh Thomson
Rocio Villareal

Geoffrey Wagner*

Philip Webster*

Tom Williams

Michael T. Wolfe*

Peggy Montgomery

Eric T. Webster

H. GARRY JONES

Garry Jones was known to me as an advisee, a student, member of the Board of Trustees of

Stanstead College and as a friend. There are vivid memories of his time at Stanstead as a student, of

the many French classes where he was consistent and hard- working. Many discussions filled the

evenings when I was on residence duty. The subjects were varied, ranging from the serious to the

laughable. I can still hear him say,« Oh sir! Really? » with the wry smile one could only call Garry’s, flitting

across his face expressing genuine amusement or irony. All depended on the subject. After his time at

Stanstead, he stayed close. He often came to alumni gatherings. My wife and I never knew when he

might suddenly appear on a Saturday or Sunday afternoon. « Oh, Mom and I were just driving through

and thought we would drop by.

»

Suddenly, he was in law school at the Umversite de Sherbrooke, and

the ties to Stanstead continued. Before long he was a part of the Board of Trustees, and we saw him in

a more formal way, but he remained the Garry we knew. We have all lost a loyal, faithful and dedicated

friend who portrayed exceptional commitment to all endeavours.

Paul Duncan

Stanstead College
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HEADMASTER'S OFFICE

Mr. Christopher Shannon,
Headmaster

Mrs. Geneve Channell.

Administrative Assistant
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ADMISSIONS & BUSINESS OFFICE

Left: Mrs. J. Carruthers. Mr. A. Elliot, Mrs. S. Marotte.

Right: Mr. C. Jacques, Accountant, Ms. J. Cass, Secretary,

Ms. H. Ledoux, Accountant, Mr. K. Skelton, Business Manager.

Stanstead College
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Mr. Brian Denney
Mr. Graham Chandler

n

DEVELOPMENT & rOMMIJNICATION OFFICE
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LIBRARY

Mrs. B. Williams, Mrs. L. Getty

Stanstead College
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LAUNDRY & CLEANING

Back: J. Gingras, N. Baraw, J. Dustin, E. Flanders, N. Demers
Front: J. Tilton, W. Kimpton, A. Sheldon

Back Left: A. Buzzell, T. Middleton, S. Lang.

Midddle Left: B. Flanders, M. Seguin. Front Left: R. Beaudin.

Right: R. Smith

MAINTENANCE AND GYM
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Clockwise from top left:

A. Pullinger.

A. Cline, Director

M. Batchelor, S. Webb.

J. Callaway.

S, Dubois, C. Davidson

P. Washburn, J. Roy,
B. Marotte, T. Maclure

C. Bourgouin.
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SENIOR SCIENCE FAIR
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JUNIOR SCIENCE FAIR

1st Place:

Keith Nunziata and Josh Hansen
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EgjptAir Flight 990 crashes into the Atlantic

Ocean on October 31, killing all 217 people

on board. Although suspicious actions of a

pilot are under scrutiny by American and

Egyptian officials, the cause of the crash

remains a mystery.

On October 12, the world’s official population

hits 6 billion. The designated 6 billionth human

is a baby boy born in Sarajevo.

As part of Rome's continuing restoration, the

city unveils a plan to create an 18,000-square-yard

rambling space connecting the Imperial Forums

with the Roman Forum.

In an October coup, the Pakistani army dismiss

elected Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and

his government after Sharif announces the

removal of his powerful military chief, General

Pervaiz Musharraf.

In September,

more than

300,000 Japanese

are checked

for radiation

exposure after

an inadvertent

nuclear reaction

at a uranium

processing plant.

Nearly a million ethnic Albanians flee Yugoslavia

and thousands are killed after Serbs begin a

violent ethnic cleansing campaign in 1998.

Seventy-eight days of NATO bombing bring the

war to an end in June. An international tribunal

later charges Yugoslav President Slobodan

Milosevic with crimes against humanity.

AP/Wide World Photos

Britain’s Prince Edward marries

longtime girlfriend Sophie Rhys-Jones

on June 19.

Cuban Elian Gonzalez, 6, becomes
the center of a bitter citizenship

debate after surviving a November
boat wreck off the Florida coast in

which his mother dies.

In a violent October coup, gunmen storm

the Armenian Parliament and assassinate

Prime Minister Vazgen Sarkisian and six

other top officials. 099
In July, John F. Kennedy Jr., 38, his wife, Carolyn

Bessette Kennedy, 33, and her sister, Lauren

Bessette, 34, die in an airplane crash in the

Atlantic Ocean near Martha’s Vineyard. Kennedy,

a relatively inexperienced pilot, is believed to

have become disoriented in heavy fog,

Reuters/Mike

Segar/Archive

Photos

APAVirie

World
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A tropical depression producing heavy

rain hits Mexico in November. The

resulting floods kill more than 350

people and cause 100,000 to evacuate.

in August, the U.S. pays $4.5 million to

victims of NATO's accidental bombing

of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade.

Three Chinese are killed and 27 are

wounded in the May 1999 bombing.

Kenneth Garrett/NGS Image Collection

On December 31, the U.S. returns control of

• the Panama Canal to Panama. Opened to the

world in 1914, the canal is considered one of

the greatest construction achievements in

In December, torrential rains cause Venezuela’s

' worst natural disaster of the century. Mudslides

and flash floods kill up to 30,000 people, while

damage estimates run into the billions of dollars.

Leonardo da Vinci’s “The Last Supper is

unveiled in June after 21 years of restoration.

The centimeter-by-centimeter rehabilitation

—eeu^^^cost $7.7 million and involved

electronic microscopes.

Liaison Agency

In June, Thabo Mbeki succeeds President Nelson

Mandela, South Africa’s first democratically

elected president.

After almost nine years in power, Russian President

Boris Yeltsin announces his resignation in January

2009. Yeltsin names Prime Minister Vladimir Putin

acting president pending elections in March.

In September, Russia begins a military campaign

against Chechen nationalists to regain control of

the breakaway republic. More than 200,000 people

flee the region, but a fierce rebel resistance

stays to fight for control of the capital, Grozny.

*5 •;
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Archaeologists

excavate 105

mummies in a

2,000-year-old

underground

Egyptian tomb

believed to contain

a total of 10,000

mummies. The

necropolis will shed

new light on the

Greco-Roman era

and will allow

scholars to chart

demographic data

and the incidence

of disease.

V'!

In September and October, powerful earthquakes

“ strike around the globe, killing 15,000 people in

Turkey, 1,450 in Taiwan and at least 122 in Greece,

American history.

AP/Wide

World

Pholos/Robert

King
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Henderson

Canada News Wire/Royal Canadian Mint

Larry Fisher is sentenced to life in

prison for the 1969 slaying of younj

nursing aide, Gail Miller.

The search for the remains of

Michael Trudeau, son of the former
Prime Minister, comes to an end in

September. The younger Trudeau
was killed in a avalanche.

Adrienne Clarkson becomes the 26th Governor

General of Canada in October. Clarkson

replaces Romeo LeBlanc as the Queen’s

Representative after the investiture ceremony

in Ottawa.

.
Canadian authorities on the west coast

continue to intercept ships carrying illegal

immigrants from China. The migrants were

taken to Canadian Forces Base Esquimau.

British Columbia race driver Greg Moore is

killed in a crash at the Marlboro 500 in

Fontana, California. Moore, 24, had been the

youngest driver to win a CART series race.

ii mint isoucb opcuaii tic ixujai Vsauauicui I
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“Pride" coins to commemorate the end

of the 20^ century. The coin is designed by

Donald F. Warkentin of Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Every month, a new coin is released.

Canadian military personnel participate in the

United Nations’ peace-keeping effort in East

Timor, Indonesia. Over 500 Canadians helped

secure the rebellion-torn province and provide

humanitarian aid. 1999
The NHL’s Toronto Maple Leafs move into the

new Air Canada Centre in February. Maple Leaf

Gardens, nearly 70 years old, loses millions

without the Leafs and is put up for sale.

AP

PholcVChuck

Sloody
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The takeover of Canadian Airlines by Air Canada

receives federal approval in December, despite

concerns that the bigger company will dominate

the market.

In January, the Maritimes are pounded

by blizzards that leave as much as 70

centimeters of snow in southern New

Brunswick. Cities like Halifax are almost

completely closed down.

On New Year s Day, new smoke-free

workplace regulations go into effect

in Victoria.

September 1999 starts the first class

in Ontario to finish high school in

four years instead of five.

MLA Dan Miller is sworn in as

British Columbia's premier after the

resignation of Glen Clark.

The Nunavut flag is unveiled in April as Canada

celebrates the new Inuit-led Territory. As big

as western Europe, the Nunavut Territory

represents the first change in the Canadian

map in 50 years.

In January 2000 new Chief Justice Beverley

McLachlin officially takes charge of the

Supreme Court of Canada. McLachlin is the

first female to hold the position.

In June, almost 50,000 Quebec nurses launch

an illegal strike that lasts nearly four weeks.

Athletes from 42 countries compete in the 13
th

Pan American games held in Winnipeg from July 23

to August 8, 1999.

Colin Corneau/Brandon5wi

Three-time World

Champion and 199

Olympic Curling

Champion, Sandra

Schmirler, dies in

March in Regina,

Saskachewan.

Schmirler was 36

years old.

David Milgaard is awarded a compensation

package of $10 million for his wrongful murder

conviction and spending 23 years in prison.

Canapress
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A The Java Ring contains a computer chip providing

electronic access into buildings for students.

Eventually the ring could be used as a library card,

digital wallet, electronic ID and authentication for

students’ online homework.

A The body ol a 23,000-year-old woolly mammoth is

discovered in October frozen in the Russian tundra.

Study ol the preserved fur, organs and soft tissue

could unlock the mystery ofwhy the species died out.

FEELit technology allows users to experience

computer technology through their mouse. Users

can “feel” buttons, text, the weight of a stuffed

desktop folder and the groove of a scroll bar.

In August, NASA releases photos from the Chandra

X-ray orbiting telescope of a hot cloud of gas from a

star that exploded more than three centuries ago.

The telescope took 23 years and $1 billion to develop.

Fifteen-year-old Amber Ramirez undergoes surgery

in which half of her brain is removed to stop the

spread of a rare neurological disease. Doctors

hope the remaining portion of Ramirez’s brain will

compensate for the removed tissue.

In an epilepsy treatment

breakthrough, surgeons

implant a “pacemaker”

into the chest with a

seizure-preventing

nerve stimulator

connected to

the brain. The

computer-controlled,

battery-powered

unit can last up to

live years.

Researchers announce in July the

creation of a cancerous human cell by

genetically altering a normal one. This

significant breakthrough is an important

step toward developing drugs that could

potentially wipe out cancer.

In December, IBM announces a $100
million research initiative to build a

supercomputer 500 times more
powerful than current models.

In August, U.S. surgeons begin using computer-

enhanced robotic technology lor heart bypass

surgery. Because the chest cavity is never

opened, this technique reduces pain and

shortens recovery time.
1999

On August 11, the last total solar eclipse of

the millennium crosses the globe. Thousands

of people from Canada to India experience

daytime darkness during which the moon

completely covers the sun.

AP/Wide

World

Photos
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Parents, with help from their doctor, select

the gender of their baby using a technique

called MicroSort, which separates X-bearing

(female-determining) and Y-bearing

(male-determining) sperm. The success

rate is about 92 percent for females and

69 percent for males.

The jawbones of two kangaroo-sized dinosaurs

are discovered in Madagascar in October. Dated

to the early Triassic period, 230 million years

ago, the bones could be the oldest dinosaur

fossils ever found.

Researchers at

Massachusetts

General Hospital

reveal in July that

they have successfully

regenerated the

central nervous

system of lab rats

with severed spinal

cords. Applications

for human paralysis

treatment are

very encouraging.

A new board game,

Infection, hits stores in July?

Fun and educational, players race around the board

catching diseases, described in detail, and trying to

be cured.

in October, Sea Launch Company, a multi-national

’ consortium, launches the first commercial satellite

into space from a floating platform in the Pacific

Ocean. Boeing is a major partner in the venture,

along with companies in Russia, Ukraine and Norway.

In October,

biologists isolate

one of the

enzymes that

sets Alzheimer's

disease in motion.

This scientific

discovery will

lead to new

treatments and,

possibly, a cure.

Over 4 million

Americans,

including former

President Ronald

Reagan, are living

with the disease.

A Researchers report they have successfully

altered the learning and memory behavior of

mice by inserting a gene into their brains.

This genetic-engineering breakthrough maybe

helpful in treating human learning disorders

and Alzheimer’s disease.

In June, scientists announce the

creation of two new elements. The

nucleus of new, super-heavy element

118 decays into element 116 within

a millisecond.

Scientists studying Albert Einstein's

preserved brain report it has unique

characteristics. The region governing

mathematical ability and spatial

reasoning is significantly larger

than normal.

To mark the 30th anniversary of the first moon

landing, astronaut Neil Armstrong’s lunar

footprint is featured on a 1999 postage stamp.

Reuters/Scott

Olsoii/Archive

Photos
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Airlines begin installing elaborate in-flight

entertainment systems that allow passengers

to watch movies, play computer games, listen to

music, read headlines or browse the Internet.

The fashion accessory of 1999 goes by many

names- power beads, mood beads and prayer

beads. Many sellers claim the beads boost

tranquility, energy, creativity and intelligence.
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Cosmetic companies increasingly use

entertainment celebrities instead of models for

their advertisements. Sarah Michelle Gellar,

Jennifer Love Hewitt, Jennifer Lopez and Shania

TWain are among the celebs who appear in ads.

A continuation of the

cargo pants trend,

messenger bags with

pockets galore hang

at the hips of teens

everywhere.

With the huge

increase in cell

phones, many

cities enact laws

restricting their

use while driving.

Restaurants and

theaters are also

requiring patrons

to turn phones

off as a courtesy

to others.

PADK

In August, a Levi Strauss & Co. megastore opens

in San Francisco. The store features a hot tub

where shoppers can soak in their jeans for the

perfect fit and a computer-scanning system to

help customers get the right size.

In December, Honda introduces Insight,

a car that combines a conventional

gasoline engine with a small electric

motor, decreases ozone and carbon

dioxide emissions and gets 80 mpg.

Several companies offer “digital wallets'

for teens who want to shop online

but don’t have credit cards. Parents

deposit money into an online account;

then teens can spend the money at

designated Web sites.

Apple Computer introduces its new iBook laptop

in September. The super-slim, neon-colored

units follow the highly successful launch of the

translucent iMac desktop. 1999
A new line of scented candles called Aromapharmacy

comes in amber glass containers and looks like

prescription drug bottles with creative names such

as Ritalert, Cramprin and Valiumello.

Courtesy

Aromapharmacy

Eric

Sander/Liaison

Agency
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Inline skaters can now power themselves along

with the new Roller Cycle Personal Power

Accelerator featuring a 1.5-hp-driven wheel. An

optional spiked rubber tire for traction makes it

also possible to use while cross-country skiing.

Shawls and wraps

show up everywhere

in the fashion

world. Hollywood

celebrities like

Salma Hayek sport

the fashion trend

in all colors

and fabrics.

Stretchy nylon

jewelry that looks

like skin tattoos

is a big hit in 1999

The nylon bands

are worn around

necks, wrists,

arms and ankles,

and come in

several colors.

A Gap TV

advertisement

for vests starts a trend across”

America that has teenagers wearing

the fashionable sleeveless jackets.

Several rappers start their own clothing lines,

' making hip-hop wear big business. Popular

artist labels include FUBU, Roc-A-Wear, Phat

Farm, Wu Wear, Sean John and X-Large.

Teenagers need an average of nine

hours and 15 minutes of sleep a night,

according to research at Brown

University’s Bradley Hospital. The study

also shows a direct correlation between

school grades and duration of sleep.

An influx of dot-com companies

advertise on television. Ads during the

Super Bowl sell for an average of $2.2

million per 30-second commercial.

Agrowing number of U.S. school cafeterias offer

pruneburgers, a healthy low-fat combination

of hamburger and prune puree. Other prune

items in the works include hot dogs, pizza sauce,

barbecue sauce and gingerbread cookies.

Magellan, a satellite navigation system for

- motorists, offers complete U.S. mapping data,

voice and visual instructions in seven languages

turn-by-turn directions and a library of points

of interest

Wireless Web access becomes a reality in

September when Sprint PCS announces the

first nationwide wireless data service. Shortly

thereafter, several other providers debut similar

service for hand-held Web phones.



Video game fans snap up a record 15,000 copies

of Sega’s highly anticipated Dreamcast system in

the first 24 hours after its launch in September.

ABC’s summer fill-in quiz show “Who Wants

to Be a Millionaire,” with host Regis Philbin,

returns in November and is a huge hit with

viewers. By January 2000, several major networks

launch quiz shows of their own.

The Sixth Sense with Br uce Willis and Haley

Joel Osment is the No, 1 box office hit for five

consecutive weekends in the summer.

After 19

nominations,

Susan Lucci finally

wins an Emmy

Award for best

actress in a

daytime drama

series for her role

as Erica Kane on

the ABC soap opera

“All My Children.”

Launched in January 1999, MIVs “The Tom Green

Show" becomes one of the season’s most popular

shows. The Canadian host’s bizarre man-on-the-

street pranks are the show’s main attraction.

The Blair Witch Project, the year’s surprise movie

hit, is the documentary-style footage of three

students lost in the Maryland woods and

threatened by the presumed Blair Witch. The film

costs $100,000 to make and grosses $140 million.

Tom Hanks and Tim Allen return as the

voices of Woody and Buzz Lightyear

in the animated feature Toy Story 2.

The sequel breaks box-office records

during its Thanksgiving release and
wins a Golden Globe award.

In a botched stunt, WWF wrestler Owen
Hart falls from the rafters at Kemper
Arena and dies in front of 16,300 fans.
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Jennifer Love Hewitt leaves “Party of Five" to star in

her own Fox television drama, ‘Time of Your Life,”

The show focuses on Hewitt’s character trying

to make it in New York while searching for her

biological father.
1999

In June, Mike Myers' sequel Austin Powers: The

Spy Who Shagged Me proves to be a bigger hit

than the 1997 original. Dr, Evil’s alter ego Mini-Me

is extremely popular even though he has no lines.

Marie

Meiin/ABC
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American Beauty, starring Kevin Spacey, Annette

Bening and Thora Birch, captures the Golden

Globe Best Drama Award. The dark satire of

suburbia and family dysfunction receives a total

of six Golden Globe nominations.

In December,

actor Jim Carrey

portrays zany

comedian Andy

Kaufman in Man

on the Moon.

Carrey wins a

Golden Globe

award for his

performance.

The new arcade game Guitar Freaks features

two guitar controllers and a screen to help

players follow along to popular songs.

Medusa, the

world’s first

floorless roller

coaster, opens

in August at Six

Flags Great

Adventure in

New Jersey.

The 4,000-foot,

toe-dangling

ride has enough

drops, loops,

rolls and

corkscrews

to thrill

every rider.

Set in 1980, the critically acclaimed NBC

show “Freaks and Geeks" follows two groups

of teens trying to make their way through

high school.

The long-awaited prequel Star Wars: Episode I The

Phantom Menace hits theaters in May 1999, taking

in a record-breaking $28.5 million on its opening

day and going on to gross more than $420 million.

Six Flags Great Adventure

The Talented Mr. Ripley, starring Matt Damon,

Gwyneth Paltrow, Jude Law and Cate Blanchett,

opens in December and earns popular and

critical praise.

in September, the New Roc City entertainment

center opens in New York. The complex includes

an amusement park ride on the roof, two skating

rinks, 19 movie screens, restaurants, an arcade, a

Michael J. Fox announces in January

2000 he will leave the popular ABC
sitcom “Spin City" at the end of the

season to promote awareness of

Parkinson’s disease in hopes of

finding a cure.

After 10 seasons, Fox cancels the

hit show “Beverly Hills. 90210." The

show followed characters through

high school, college and careers.

health club, a supermarket and a hotel.

The

Everett

Collection



Sheryl Crow, Eric Clapton and the

Dixie Chicks are a few musicians

who rock Central Park in a first-ever

trimulcast concert seen and heard
on the radio, television and Internet.

More than 1 million viewers tune

in each weekday to vote on their

favorite videos on MTV’s "Total

Request Live” with host Carson Daly

and popular musical guests.

Backstreet Boys'Millennium wins the Billboard

Music Awards Album of the Year and becomes

the best-selling album of the year with over 10

million copies sold.

Computer games feature big music stars on
' their soundtracks. Sheryl Crow contributes her

talent to the Tomorrow Never Dies soundtrack,

Metallica to Hot Wheels Turbo Racingmi
Naughty by Nature to NBA Live 2000.

Superstar Mariah Carey releases Rainbow in

November and begins a world tour in February

2000. Carey is named Billboard Music Awards Artist

of the Decade and is awarded the distinguished

American Music Award of Achievement.

a*

Released in June, Santana's Supernatural shoots

' up the Billboard album chart, sells over 6 million

copies, and earns 10 Grammy nominations.

U.S. sales of music by Latin artists shoot up

48 percent in the first quarter of 1999 thanks

to artists such as Ricky Martin, Jennifer Lopez,

Enrique Iglesias and Marc Anthony.

Britney Spears’

album ...Baby

One More Time is

the second-best-

selling album

of 1999, earning

Spears the

Billboard Music

Awards Female

and New Artist of

the Year Awards.

Limp Bizkit leads the way in the resurgence of

rock music, along with Kid Rock and Korn. In

September, MTV showcases the trend by airing

“1999: Return of the Rock,” which examines the

history and future of rock music.

HUE

_
Saturday Night Live: The

Musical Performances

Volumes 1 mi 2 are

released in September.

The CDs feature 30 of the

) musical acts that have

appeared on SNL over the

.
past 25 years.
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After a successful New Year's Eve

reunion performance, the Judds

begin their first tour in almost 10

years in February 2000. Since

they disbanded in 1991, Naomi has

recovered from Hepatitis C.

Best New Artist Grammy nominee

Christina Aguilera gives an exciting

performance during the Super Bowl

XXXIV halftime show.

Fiona Apple releases her long-awaited second

album to rave reviews in November and begins

a tour in February 2000. The album features a

90-word title, which is commonly shortened to

When the Pawn,

“NetAid,”a concert dedicated to relieve hunger

and poverty, airs live in October on MTV, VH1,

the BBC, as well as radio stations in 120

nations, making it the widest-heard musical

performance in history.

Shania Twain becomes

the first woman since

1986 to win the Country

Music Association’s

Entertainer of the Year

Award at the 33rd annua

awards show.

Lou Bega’s

rhythmic “Mambo

No. 5” hits the

VHl’s “Concert of the Century” spotlights the

'
importance of music education in schools. The

all-star show includes Lenny Kravitz, Sheryl Crow, Eric

Clapton and B.B. King, as well as high-profile actors.

In a strange twist, Garth Brooks releases the album

The Life of Chris Gaines in which he pretends to

be a fictional rock star. Gaines wifi be the main

character in a movie called The Lamb, currently

in development.

4*

MP3, technology

that compresses sound into a very small

file, becomes a popular alternative to

the CD. MP3 files are downloaded from

the Internet onto computers or portable

player units, making it possible to take

a personal music selection anywhere.

V
AP/Wide World Ptotos

Ricky Martin takes the music industry by storm

after his show-stopping performance at the 1999

Grammy Awards show. Martin’s first chart-topping

single, “Livin’ la Vida Loca,” helps him win the

Billboard Music Award for Male Artist of the Year.
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Both Detroit Lions running back

Barry Sanders and German tennis

star Steffi Graf announce their

retirement in 1999.

On February 7, 2000, Tiger Woods
wins his sixth consecutive PGA Tour

event, tying Ben Hogan’s 1948
winning record.

battle with testicular cancer, becomes the

second American to win the event.

The Dallas Stars beat the Buffalo Sabres 2-1

in triple overtime to win the 1999 Stanley Cup

championship, four games to two.

David Cone of the New York Yankees pitches

a perfect game against the Montreal Expos in

July. Cone’s feat is the 14th perfect game in

modern baseball history.

4-

ln September,

tennis phenom

Serena Williams,

17, overpowers

Martina Hingis

to win the 1999

U.S. Open title.

The St. Louis Rams stop the Tennessee Titans

at the 1-yard line on a final play to save their

23-16 Super Bowl XXXIV victory.

Golf

T champion

Payne Stewart is

killed in a bizarre

airplane accident

in October. After

the airplane's

takeoff from

Florida, an

apparent loss of

cabin pressure

incapacitates

everyone aboard.

The aircraft flies

on autopilot for

four hours until it

runs out of fuel

and crashes in

South Dakota.

Rusty Jarrett/Allsport

The Houston Comets earn their third straight

WNBA championship in September, beating

the New York Liberty 59-47 to win in three

straight games. 1999
Dale Jarrett wins the 1999 NASCAR Winston Cup

championship after a four-victory season.
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Andre Agassi wins the French Open in June

and becomes the fifth man ever to complete a

career Grand Slam. Agassi goes on to win the

U.S. Open in September.

In the January

2000 Sugar Bowl,

No. 1 Florida

State beats No. 2

Virginia Tech

46-29 to capture

the National

Championship.

Travis Pastrana, 15, wins the gold medal in the X

Games’ inaugural Moto X freestyle motocross event.

The fifth year of this ESPN-sponsored competition

is held in San Francisco in June and July.
In July, the U.S. women’s soccer team wins the

1999 World Cup by beating China 5-4 in penalty

kicks following a 0-0 tie. More than 90,000 fans

attend at the Rose Bowl and another 40 million

watch on television.

A In June,

**
the San

Antonio Spurs win

their first NBA

championship by

defeating the New

York Knicks four

games to one.

The New York Yankees win the 1999 World

Series in a four-game sweep against the

Atlanta Braves.

tf/Wide World Photos

in July, many major league baseball

umpires announce their resignation as

a labor protest. The strategy backfires

when owners accept the resignations

and in September, 22 umpires lose

their jobs.

In January 2000, Michael Jordan returns

to pro basketball as part owner and

President for Basketball Operations of

the NBA’s Washington Wizards.

The U.S. team beats the European team to win

golf's Ryder Cup at Brookline, Massachusetts, in

September. The American’s stirring comeback

is marred by unruly galleries and a premature

victory celebration.

2 0 0 0
A Twenty-year professional hockey veteran Wayne

Gretzky announces his retirement in April 1999

after setting or tying 61 records. TWo months

later, “The Great One” is inducted into the

Hockey Hall of Fame.
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As time zones welcome the new millennium

on January 1, the world celebrates with

grandeur, pageantry and spectacular

fireworks. President Clinton gives a hopeful

speech in the minutes before midnight at

the Washington Monument, and 2 million

people gather in Times Square to watch

the specially built 1,000-pound Waterford

crystal ball drop at midnight.

The Eiffel Tower -A>-
Paris, France

-A Space Needle

Seattle, Washington

I

1
3
I

Fearing the collapse of the world’s banks, utilities

' and transportation systems, thousands of people

stock up on food, water, money, ammunition and

generators. After midnight, it soon becomes

apparent that the preparations were unnecessary.

The public and private sectors spend

hundreds of millions of dollars to ward

off the Y2K bug. The world lets out a

sigh of relief after midnight strikes and

no major computer malfunctions occur

The FBI warns of possible terrorist acts

on New Year's Eve and stays on national

alert throughout the celebration. After

the arrest of one man with bomb-making
materials, Seattle decides to cancel its

Space Needle celebration.

A surprising number of people, appalled by the

exorbitant costs of travel and events, decide to stay

home on New Year’s Eve, Many companies and

performers drastically slash prices as a last-minute lure.

© 2O0fl Jostens, Ene. (KW117?
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FALL TERM

SENIOR BOYS’

FOOTBALL

COACHES: Mr. A. Elliot

Mr. A. Simard

CAPTAINS: J. N. Verreault

M. Tremblay - Noel

Back row: J. Hsu. P.T. Lacroix, P. Sawaya, J. Quenneville, J. Laberee,
M. Hunt. B. Chen, T. Nguyen. Middle: C. Dreher, Mr. A. Elliot.

L. Von Lonski. M. Sicard. C. Kostlin, J.N. Robitaille, T. Gauthier,
C. Lesieur, D. Miller, M. Shearer, Mr. A. Simard, L. Comeau.
Front: W.S. Sim. N. Gariepy, A. Anderson, J.N. Verreault,

M. Tremblay-Noel, J. Givarz, T. Spirk, J.S. Gagnon.

The 1999 football season turned out to be highly rewarding, while at the same time, extremely frustrating. Starting the season with only a
handful of Veterans’ returning from the 1998 roster, this year’s edition of the Spartans was comprised mainly of first year players. However, by
season’s end, some two months later, the team had molded into a cohesive unit and had compiled an impressive 6 and 0 record.

This fall, for the first time in recent memory, Alexander Galt failed to field a team. This leftjust Stanstead and our perennial Lennox-ville

rivals. B.C.S. Reduced to two teams, the league was suspended for the season, leaving the Spartans with only a schedule of exhibition games.
The Spartans dominated in the three games played with B.C.S. Convincingly winning each of the encounters in shutout fashion. In a post

game ceremony, following our final victory over B.C.S.. the team was presented with the Senator C.B. Howard Cup for the fourth consecutive

year.

In mid-October wejourneyed to Hamilton for our first ever encounter with HiMeld-Strathallan College. The two teams were very evenly

matched in an extremely hard fought struggle. The Spartans prevailed, however, when In the dying moments of the fourth quarter, Alex
Anderson scored wha t proved to be the winning touchdown in a 1 3-6 victory, and clearly the highlight of our season.

Rounding out our abbreviated schedule was a victory over Seminaire de Sherbrooke and, in what has become a much-anticipated annual
fixture, the Red and White recorded a solid win over a talented team from Appleby College.

The team’s success was attributed to three things. The speed and power of our tandem running backs, Jean-Nic Verrault and Alex
Anderson, a proud and determined defense which yielded a total of three touchdowns In six games, and the outstanding leadership provided by
our team captains, Jean-Nicolas Verreault and Mathieu Tremblay-Noel.

The twenty-seven athletes comprising this year's team are to be commended for their work ethic, sportsmanship and irrepressible spirit.

A. Elliot M.V.P. Jean-Nicolas Verreault
A. Simard Major “S" Ai Anderson, Jean-Nicolas Verreault, Matthieu Tremblay-Noel

Senior “S” Nick Gariepy. Tomas Gauthier. Jared Givarz, John Labaree

Stanstead College
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Fill TERM

SENIOR BOVS’

SOCCER

COACH: Mr. G. Chandler

CAPTAINS: D. Gray

T. Warawong

Back: Y.J. Oh, L. Melendez, J.I. Gutierrez, L. Odimbossoukou. F. Probst,
D. Yoon, M. Marino, F. Fauret, G. Eder, J. Merino.
Front: K. Nunziata. A. Beyer. P. Rowan, T. Warawong, Mr. G. Chandler,
D. Gray, K. Aoki. J. Lee, J.H. Hwang.

a

The 1999 Stanstead College Soccer Spartans completed an unusual but
successful season. Despite not having a league in which to play, the team forged
on and improved substantially throughout the season.
The Spartans compiled a 5 wins, 9 loss, 4 ties record which at first glance seems
like a dismal season. However. 7 of these losses were by one goal decisions. With
the exception of a couple of games, Stanstead played an exciting, team oriented
style which strongly emphasized skillful passing and attacking. Particularly
pleasing were fantastic efforts and wins against Royal St. George’s College of
Toronto (who were eventual CAIS Tournament finalists). King's Edgehill of Nova
Scotia, LCC of Montreal and Galt. The Spartans always raised their performance
against more experienced and favored opposition. Specific mention must be
made to Senior “S” winners Gustl Eder, Luis Melendez and Javier Merino for

exhibiting those characteristics that every team-oriented organization must
have. Dedication, versatility, positive attitudes and strong work ethics on a
constant basis were their keys to success. Congratulations to Major “S” winners
Keith Nunziata, Pat Rowan, captain Darren Gray and captain Taweesak (P.I.)

Warawong. winner of the Bobby Moore M.V.P. Trophy, for consistently high
performances in practices and games. Their leadership contributions and
abilities to impact games were demonstrated daily. Finally, a big thanks to all

team members for a most enjoyable and fun season! "Freedom"!
Coach Graham Chandler

Stanstead College



Back: Mr. E. VanDyke, M. Lemieux, S. Granofsky, H. Goodsell. T. Jacobi,

L. Campbell, I. Chavarie, S. Lebrecque, S. Ward, J. Lopez-Fajardo.

Front: S. Garcia, B. Channell, J. Haddad. C. Landry, S. Stremmelaar,

M. Lill. G. Bettez, K. Bujold, M. Tagalik.

FALL TERM

SENIOR GIRLS’

SOCCER

COACH: Mr. E. Van Dyke

CAPTAIN: M. Lill

The Stanstead Senior Girls' soccer team had a
different mission than in years past. Win or lose, we
were going to play proper soccer. Intelligent soccer.

Control soccer. Instead of kick and chase, we
wanted to pass and communicate. And luckily, this

year's group of athletes was skilled enough and
smart enough to do It. By the end of the too-short

season we could see the results of our endless

control drills. We beat a Seminaire Salesienne team
2-1 after losing to them 6-1 earlier in the season.

And we were obviously the better squad against rival

BCS in our final meeting, convincingly dominating

them in a 1 -0 win. Congratulations to Senior “S”

winners Lesley, May and Isabelle, Major "S" winners

Sam and Tamara, and Trophy winner Captain Lill.

And many thanks to the entire team for being the

most coachable group I’ve had the pleasure of

working with. Every single player subscribed to the

team concept ,
adjusted their game to fit the team,

and had fun doing it. Can’t wait till next year.

Coach Erik Van Dyke

Spectrum 2000



COACH: Mr. G. Telling

CAPTAINS: E. Mosely

J. McRae

Back: Mr. G. Telling. E. Moseley, A. Parker, S. Jongvanlch, A. Prebola,

L, Valasco Gomez. J. McRae. J. Ramirez. A. Martinez, R. Studli,

Mr. M. McNamara.
Front: S. Villalobos, R. Jacobi, P. Ross, M. Tang, A Castanon, A. Hemadez,
G. Ruiz, R. Carvallo.

This was an extraordinary season without the regular
ETIAC League. The Junior Boys made a good showing
with a victory over BCS rivals up the road. Due to

unforeseen circumstances concerning shorts, the early-

season practices consisted of a great deal ofmnning
and fitness training. This paid offwith an improved
level of stamina and a reduction of injuries. Tire team
realty did hit its collective stride in the second half ofthe
season, though, with strong victories against B.C.S.. at
home, and Centennial Academy, L.C.C. and West Island
College, in Montreal. Indeed, the first ofthe two major
highlights ofthe team’s performance was a brilliant

game against L.C.C. who were worn down by excep-
tional skill and determination, carried out in adverse
weather conditions. The climax to the season came on
the traditional ETIAC day at Lennoxville when the side
put on two tremendous displays of talent and sports-

manship. preserving its composure in the Final’ to beat
the team from Knowlton convincingly. The overall

results were: 8 wins. 5 losses and 1 tie. Congratula-
tions to all the players and Mr McNamara for nis co-

coaching. An enjoyable and productive season!

Coach Geoffrey Telling
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Back: Miss I. Paradis, V, Rocke, E. Snay, M. Todd, C. Bueno Ros.

M. Sarinana. K. Campbell. Miss T. Keeble.

Front: S. Birge. C. Villeneuve, M. Raouf, A.M. Macias, G. Journet, S. Elliot,

J. Lopez-Cabrera. D. Comeau, M.V. Falet.

Absent: C. Rickel.

COACHES: Miss 1. Paradis

Miss T. Keeble

CAPTAIH: S. Elliot

The 1999 soccer season was a rebuilding one
for the Junior Girls. We started out strong by
winning against BCS 4-2 in our first home
game and then we had a series of loses but the

girls never gave up trying. Then came the last

day of our season where as always everything

came together and we played our best game of

the season which ended with a heart breaking

tie of 2-2 against Knowlton. Although this was
a tough season, the Junior Girls this year

attained two of their majors goals which were

to communicate on the field and the second

was to work as a unit. We want to thank the

team for their dedicated efforts and for making
this season a very special one, Congratulations

to the four girls Sarah Elliot. Danielle Comeau,
Victoria Rocke and Kara Campbell who each

won a Junior S. Thank you to Miss Keeble for

all her help and support. Good Luck next year .

I will miss you all.

^^^oache^JsabelleJParadisan^Trae^Jfeebl^
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FALL TERM

BANTAM BOYS’

SOCCEB

COACH: Mr. M. Salkeld

CAPTAIN: A. Couet-Morin

Back: Mr. M. Salkeld, R. Bujold, J. Elliot. A. Gingras, M. Emrich, A. Caron,
T. Prevost, M. Studl.

Front: S. Breton, A. Marcotte, T. Wood, A. Couet-Morin. J. Roy, C. Muir,
J.M. Lanot.

The 1999 season started in disappointing fashion
for the Bantams. The break in the schedule
provided through the public school’s work to rule
proved to be something of a blessing in disguise.

Stanstead fought close games against Knowlton,
Lenoxville and BCS, four times coming out the
loser by the odd goal. The highlight of the season
however was the second game against Centennial,
where a late Shanny Breton goal leveled the scores
and provided the team with their best result of the
season. The play and work level of captain Alex
Couet-Moiin and fellow award winner, Michael
Studli were an inspiration throughout the season,
each being involved in many of the teams better
moments. Special mention also goes to Aaron
Gingras for his goals and link play as the sole

striker, and to Alex Marcotte for his line saves
throughout the season. Nonetheless, the reason for

the improvement of this team was their synergy,
therefore all members deserve thanks and praise
for an enjoyable season.

Coach Mark Salkeld

Stanstead College



Back: H. Hutchins, R. Ramos, A. Gillespie. B Balouri, K. Schmidt,

C. Nakano, Miss J. McCurdy.
Front: C. Downing, P. Fierro, S. Wood. Kt. McNamara, G. Coburn,

A. Thibeault, R. Velasco, Km. McNamara, M. Fortier.

FALL TERM

BANTAM GIRLS’

SOCCER

COACHES: Miss J. Carruthers

Miss 1. McCurdy

CAPTAIN: Kt. McNamara

This year we were pleased to see that we were
going to have enough girls for a Bantam team.
Learning new skills like throw-ins or sending it

long as do our strong defence of Amy. Karin.

Hannah, Hope. Mitora. Jeung Won joined us
later and also played defence. Caitlin and
Gabrielle were versatile playing both defence
and goalie. Our forwards were strong this year
with returning students Chiaki, Katie, and,
Sarah. Add to that the high quality new
students: Bianca and Paloma and it is easy to

see why we spent most of the time around the

other team’s goal. Not to forget the girls who do
the most running: our other halfbacks Annie,

Kim, and Regina. We had a good season as we
developed both individually and as a team.

Most importantly of course the number one
rule in Bantam Girls’ Soccer we had fun.

Thanks to everyone.
Coaches Jennifer McCurdy

Joanne Carruthers
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COACH: Miss J. Hew

CAPTAINS: P. Davis

6. Laquerre

Back Row: C. Guzman, L. Cuenant, E. Stuart, S. Gillespie, E. Sakata,

M.Lemay. E. Drake, C. Phomburi, E. Nguyen, S.Nunnelley, N. Desjardins,

Miss J. Hew. Middle: R. Perretta, S.K. Cheng, K. Yoshike, P. Shen,
K. Iwasaki, B. Forino, J. James, K. Cuenant, R. Retchless, N. Ednie,

L. Villasenor, L.P. Villeneuve. Front: J.D. Ross, P. Davis. P. Wang,
P. Vincent-Marc|ui.s, G. Laquerre. M. Heath.Q. Moseley, A. Judge, J. Wu.

The Cross Country RunningTeam had a very successM
year. We dominated most categories at every opportunity

thanks to Luc. Phil, Genevieve, Elizabeth, Sarah, Lauren
and Cristobal. This Stanstead team is unique because it

contains both genders and the age categories cover the

entire spectrum from bantam to senior. Nevertheless, all

36 individuals managed to bond together to have a great

season. I’m surewe all have one thing in common. .

.

every ninner probably got lost at least once out on the

trails. Throughout the season, we had tots oflaughs in

terms ofmud—Sarah, Judy, Melissa, Lucille, and
Meagan. The students always supported one another

.

As well, Cristobal got so tired from winning medals that

he rested on the shelfin the bus. One cannot round to

the closest minute particularlywhen Lauren won a gold

medal by a mere 4 seconds. Congratulations to

Brandon and Lauren forJuniorS achievement along

with Phil and Genevieve for SeniorS awards. Laurenwas
also the recipient ofthe trophy. We will have many
memories to look back on and many more to experience

in the coming years, thanks for a great season.

Coach Janice Hew
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WINTER TERM

SENIOR BOYS’

HOCKEY

COACH: Mr. M. McNamara

Mr. G. Chandler

CAPTAINS: J. Givarz, J.D. Ross

J. Quenneville

Back: B. Forino, T. Spirk. A. Parker, P.T. Lacroix, S. Lue, R. Peretta.

Middle: Mr. G. Chandler, Y.J. Oh. M. Sicard, T, Gauthier, J. James,
J.N. Robitaille. A. Prebola, F. Fauret, J.S. Gagnon. C. Lesieur. Mr. M. McNamara
Front: A. Brassard, A. Anderson. J. Quenneville, J. Givarz, M. Studli. J.D. Ross,

P. Rowan, M. Tremblay-Noel, J. McRae.

This year's edition of the hockey Spartan’s proved to

be one of the strongest in school history, culminating
an extremely successful season by capturing the

Provincial Juvenile Boys Hockey Championship. The
team posted an impressive 29-9- 1 record against very

strong Midget. Junior. Prep School, and High School
teams from Quebec, Ontario and New England.

Stanstead fought its way into the finals of all five

tournaments in which it competed, winning three of

the five. Aaron Brassard established a new standard for

goaltenders with a GAA of 1.76, while Justin
Quenneville established a scoring record with 45 goals

and 38 assists in only 38 games. Our captains. J.D.

Ross, Jared Givarz and Justin Quenneville, demon-
strated outstanding leadership throughout the season.

Thank you to Graham Chandler for his sage advice and
valuable help in practice. A special thank you to each
and eveiy player. You gave your best in every practice,

and played with great determination and courage in

every game. You should be very proud of what you
have accomplished this season.

Coach Mike McNamara

‘‘J
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WINTER TERM

SENIOR BOYS’

BASKETBALL

COACH: Mr. A. Simard

CAPTAIN: T. Warawong
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Back row: I. Chen. K. Nunziata, J. Lee. P. Wang, G. Eder, M. Marino.
D. Yoon, F. Ou, B. Chen, D. Li, S.K. Cheng, Mr. A. Simard.
Front: P.I. Warawong.

This season started with what looked like a mediocre squad which would have to rely upon Taweesak
Warawong as the main returning veteran. The new forwards and the returning guards and how they
could handle the pace of the senior level Is what would dictate our ultimate success. Our league
schedule was somewhat light until the return of the work-to-rule schools in late January. Stanstead
hosted the Anderson-Bailly tournaments and, as usual, put on a line show. It was the highlight of

the sports season for our own basketball teams as well as those who came to visit us that weekend.
(Just ask TP, Shaq, and the coaches from St. John's!) We managed to go undefeated and won the
Anderson plaque for the first time in tournament history. We were on a tear at that point of the
season, winning eight games in a row. Our three forwards became unstoppable as long as we could
get them the ball in the paint. Our highlight game came against Galt, when we soundly defeated
them at home in one of our best performances of the year. It was probably the first time in ten years
that we defeated Galt In a league game. Our low point came the next day against BCS, a team which
we had beaten all year long. We ended up losing to them in what can only be described as a brutal
game in all respects - poor play, no game clock, etc. By an ironic twist, they went to the ETIAC
playoffs over us. We were bitter, especially since we had proved that we could play with the best
teams in the league. Our victory in the Anderson did win us a spot in the Visser. where we once
again met up with Galt. The game was tied at half, but they eventually pulled away. Our season
came to an end but we had many positives to look back upon. At the very least, we look forward to

starting next season with a group which expects to win their share of games. Taweesak .as the team
captain, led the squad. This year he played to his potential and was a strong and positive leader who
also won numerous tournament all-star awards. Massimo became a real player and David
contributed well offensively. Jack made positive contributions, ian did his usual good job as
manager, ffopefuily everyone learned a lot and enjoyed the season.

Coach Andre Simard
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Back row: Mr. E. Van Dyke, S. Stremmelaar, M. Tagalik, O. Moseley,
T. Jacobi, C. Landry, L. Cameron, M. Lemay, K. Campbell, S. Elliot,

S. Gillespie, I.Nazon.

Front: M. Lill, L. Campbell.

WINTER TERM

SENIOR GIRLS’

RASKETRALL

COACH: Mr. E. VAN DYKE

CAPTAINS: M. LILL

L. CAMPBELL

I thought this was going to be a rebuilding year, with only

four returning. I was wrong, as our team turned into the

most successful team ever. Even though five players were
still in Grade 1 0 and seven were playing Senior level

basketball for the first time, we accomplished the following:

3rd in the ETIAC, 4th at the Montreal Invitational, 2nd at

the BCS tourney, won our own Invitational, won the LCC
Tournament and won the Sliver Banner at the Anderson-
Bailly Small Schools Provincials. While success is nice, it is

more important that this group was truly a TEAM. They
were ajoy to work with. No dissention. no pettiness (except

for the occasional sisterly spat). Team performance always

superceded individual stats. The girls respected and
supported each other. They loved to leam, they competed
hard, and they knew how to have fun. Thanks to our
captains. Major “S" winner Undi Campbell and Trophy
Winner Megan lill. Their commitment to the program was
a great example for the new girls coming in. With ail that

was learned this year, and with only 3 players leaving, I

cannot wait for next year.

Coach Erik Van Dyke
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WINTER TERM

UNIOR BOYS’

BASKETBALL
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COACH:

CAPTAINS:

Ms. J. Smith

M. Ou

E. Moseley

Back row: L. Wong, R. Jacobi, J. Hansen, J. Ou, R. Retchiess, L. Zhao, A.

Lui, J. Hsu, M. Tang, L. Comeau, Ms. J. Smith.

Front: E. Moseley, M. Ou.
Absent: A. Gingras.

f
'

The junior boys’ basketball team had a fun

season of growth this year. We had a difficult

season against teams that were physically

bigger and stronger. At the LCS tournament in

Montreal, the boys started to play together as a

team, anticipating passes and putting offensive

plays together. By the time we went to the BCS
tournament in the spring, a different team had
taken the court (even though it might not have
been evident on the scoreboard).

The team played each game with a great deal of

heart and class. This was especially evident in

a very lop-sided game against Massey-Vanier
where ours was the team acting like the

winners at the end of the game!
Thanks for a terrific season, guys!

Coach Julie Smith
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Back row: Ms. M. Mthaljevic. M. Sarlnana, C. Villeneuve. M. Fortier,

L. Cuenant, M. Todd, E. Snay, S. Nunnelley, K. Schmidt, H. Hutchins.

C. Nakano, A. Gillespie, C. Zhou. H. Birge, Miss B. Wadleigh.

Front: A. Thibeault, D. Comeau. K. McNamara.

WINTER TERM

JUNIOR GIRLS’

RASKETRALL

COACHES: Ms. M. Mihaljevic

Ms. B. Wadleigh

CAPTAINS: D. COMEAU

K. MCNAMARA

This season began just as any other season would - a

few girls knowing how to play but the majority of them
having never touched a basketball until now. It was
going to be a challenge but we were confident that we
could shape this group into good basketball players.

Two things became very evident; we had a young team

and we were "vertically challenged”, excluding

Shannon, of course. What we started out with at the

beginning of the season and what had transformed by

the end, was truly amazing. Confidence, self-

assurance and a sense of pride could be seen in all of

the players. It was a pleasure to watch the girls as the

season unfolded. Highlights from the season were:

Everyone on the team scoring a basket in a game
against RRHS, Bianca scoring for the opposing team
by doing a perfect lay-up In our basket. Melissa

scoring a basket with her eyes closed. Danielle making
several three-pointers. We would like to congratulate

Danielle, Annie and Amy for achieving Junior “S”

awards. Your hard work was greatly appreciated.

Coaches Beth Wadleigh and Marina Mihaljevic
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WINTER TERM

GIRLS’

SQUASH

Back: Mrs. L. Atkin, M. Njoku, G. Njoku, B. Jauregui,
S. Granofsky, M. Heath, P. Vincent-Marquis.
Front: C. Phromburi, E. Nguyen, M. Lemieux, E. Stuart,
J. Haddad, J. Wu.

First we would like to thank the players this

season for exceptional competition both as a
team and as individual players. The game of
squash is not easy and it was rewarding to coach
these players and to watch them grow. Many of
the players were new to the sport and have
shown an incredibly fast improvement. In a short
period of time they became strong competitors
and held their own on the courts. When we
travelled the boys and girls demonstrated class
and good sportsmanship, not only in the way
they won, but also in how they lost. We had
many good times during the season and good
squash playing. They certainly made the school
proud and should be proud of themselves as well.

Finally we would like to congratulate Jean-
Nicolas Verreault and Melissa Lemieux for

receiving the top squash prizes.

Coach Christian Williams
Coach Leila Atkins
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Back: Mr. C. Williams, C. Kostlin. J.N. Verreault, N, Gariepy,

K. Cuenant, L. Odimbossoukou, F. Probst, N. Ednie, S. Wilson.

Front: A. Burke, S. Villalobos, A. Martinez, A. Hernandez, M. Hunt.



COACH: Mr. C. Wells

CAPTAINS: P. Ross, P. Sawaya,

A. Couet-Morin

Back row: J. Roy, J. Ramirez, A. Castanon, J. Merino, L.P. Villeneuve,
G. Ruiz, M. Raouf. Middle: C. Dreher, A. Wagner, S. Jongvanich
S. Maas, R. Studli, D. Miller, C. Guzman, J. Elliot, R, Bujold, T. Wood. Mr.
C. Wells. Front: M. Studli, J. Laberee, A. Caron. P. Sawaya,
P. Ross, A. Couet-Morin. S. Breton, R. Carvallo, C. Muir.

Basically our season consisted in playing Bishops
College School, and our record against them was 4-2.

The high point for us as a team came in their

tournament where we opened with a win against
B.C.S., and then played Royal St Georges in the
second game. It was an extremely hard fought 1-1

draw for most of the game, but it slipped away from
us as with 3 seconds left. Between us and the final

now stood RCS Netherwood, a burly group of
Maritimers. We never once backed down, though,
and despite the adversity of the previous day hung
on to win 3-0. This victory was particularly sweet as
a coach, because it showed a lot of character to win
when it would have been easier to quit. The final was
against Royal St Georges. This game turned out to be
another close one, but Stanstead lost in a shootout. 1

was extremely impressed with the character that this

team showed. Every member of this team can be very
proud of their performance this season in general,
and at this tournament in particular.

Coach Christian Wells
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Back row: R. Ramos, J. Lasa, I. Chavarie, S. Ward, C. Angarita, M. Raouf.

Middle: C. Dreher, C. Hofferer, R. Velasco, K. Bujokl,

L. Villasenor-Caron, S. Wood. S. Iglesias, Miss E. Simard.

Front: J. Lopez, P. Fierro, C. Muir. K. McNamara, V. Bonneau.

COACH: Ms. E. Simard

CAPTAINS: L. Villasenor-Caron

S. Wood
K. Bujold

I had a great time with the girl’s hockey team this

winter. There was a lot of firsts for everyone: it

was my first time coaching hockey, for some of

the girls, it was their first time skating or even
holding a hockey stick. Let's just say that we
came a long way since our first practice in

December. The highlight of our season was
certainly when we went to Westmount arena
where we played in front of the whole school. We
lost 2 to 1 to ECS but we put on a great show.

What made this team so great is that out of those

17 girls, we had 5 nationalities and girls from
grade 7 to grade 12. They all came together to

form a girl’s hockey team where they learnt,

enjoyed, loved the game and still do. I hope you
started a long and great tradition at Stanstead

College, girls! I would like to take this opportu-

nity to thank Mr. McNamara and Mr. Wells for

their help throughout the season.
Coach Emilie Simard
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WINTER TERM

SWIMMING

COACHES: Mr. P. Channel!

Mr. I. Paradis,

Ms. J. McCurdy
CAPTAINS: D. Gray

G. Bettez

Back row: E. Petroussevitch, D. Gray, L. Melendez, J.M. Lanot.

Middle: J. Lopez, G. Joumet, V. Rocke, C. Bueno Ros, L. Von Lonsky,

S. Labrecque, N. Desjardins. M.V. Falet, B. Channell. Front: S. Garcia.

E. Drake, G. Bettez, G. Laquerre, Miss J. McCurdy, Mr. P. Channell,

Miss I. Paradis, L. Cuenant, E. Sakata, L. Arroyo. A.M. Marcias.

This year the swim team started with an advantage because at least 90 percent of

the team had already swam before coming to our program. They were an excellent

group to work with and to especially coach .Our team was determined to always

better their times and improve their strokes and we were beside them every step of

the way. We were also very lucky to have two very fantastic and competent
swimmers Darren and Genevieve B. to be our captains and to constantly volun-

teer their help to the other swimmers on the team. We also got the opportunity

while travelling at other schools to realise how lucky we are to have the facilities

that we have even though it did get hot and scratchy in the water once in a while.

Furthermore we had a fantastic season. Where we did not have much time to

train between meets and less time to train for the final GMAA competition but we
still competed against Club swimmers and we still made our presence felt winning

15 medals and ribbons all together. It was truly a pleasure for us to coach such a
talented and determined team. Both their performances, progress and behaviour

made us feel proud anywhere we traveled and that goes to show how special this

team was. Eugene and Jean-Michel were our two rookie swimmers and they really

added energy and spice to our practices. Their classic question that always

seemed to come up was Miss do 1 have to wear this Speedo? I would like to thank
the swim team for making this season one of the most successful we have had in

the past and to wish them good luck in their future endeavours.

Coaches Isabelle Paradis, Petter Channell, and Jennifer McCurdy
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5. Chan. C. Downing, Miss T. Keeble, J. Bonneau, A. Judge.

WINTER TERM

CROSS-COUNTRY

SKIING

j#

COACH: Ms. T. Keeble

The ski team started out as a rather large one, with about 20 students. In the

end, it consisted of four dedicated and hard-working girls: Jo-Annie. Sany,

Caitlin and Amber. For a while, it looked like we may become the Winter Cross-

Country Running, Weight-Training. Tae Bo, and Intramural Team. However, the

snow did come after Christmas and we were able to enjoy many days of skiing. I

had an interesting challenge before me this year. Two of the team members had
skied before. I’ll never forget the first day we decided to do the campus loop.

Helping girls up and down small hills proved to be a workout in itself. That's the

day we earned the name THE PENGUINS. At the start, we did a snow dance to

make it snow. Richard asked us to stop dancing at this point and we had to

agree. We discovered this one day when we decided to venture off behind

Sunnyside beyond the bicycle path. I can still see Amber having trouble

standing up. Jo-Annie bopping to her music, Sany laying in the snow on her

back yelling, “Miss, I fell down!”. What an adventure! That day we all learned

about orientation. As long as you keep the church steeple in your sights,

everything is okay. I wish that everyone could have received an award at Sports

Assembly. All of the girls gave it their all every day and showed enthusiasm

toward their sport. Congratulations to Caitlin for winning the Cross-Country Ski

Award this year. Her dedication and level of skill were outstanding. Thank you
for a great season girls. See you next year.

Coach Tracy
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SPRING TERM

SENIOR BOYS’

ROGBY

COACH: Mr. N. Southward

Mr. M. Salkeld

CAPTAIN: J.N. Verreault

Back: J. Ross, J. Hwang. S. Gingras, A. Brassard, B. Bolouri.

Middle: Mr. M. Salkeld, P. Sawaya, S. Maas, M. Marino, L. Melendez,

J. Laberee, Mr. N. Southward.
Front: P. Rowan, A. Anderson, B. Chen, D. Gray. J.N. Verreault, N.

Gariepy, Y.J. Oh, M. Tremblay-Noel, F. Fauret.
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The 2000 Senior Rugby season was highly successful once

again as the teamwon fifth consecutive undefeated titles in

ETIAC League and Playoff Championship as well as repeat

Montreal GMAA 7's Champions. The team opened the

season in early April with a long ride to the Cheny Blossom
Tournament in Washington, D.C. to finish with a 1-1

record where they met teams from Boston and Connecticut
Unfortunately extreme weather cut the tournament short

and the team returned early to Stanstead to be greeted by a
foot of snow! The season continued under more favourable

conditions with a successful trip to TCS in Port Hope.

Ontario for the National Independent Schools Tournament
and finished with respectable 2-2 record. These two early

tournaments proved to be invaluable experience gained as

the team went on to be undefeated in all league and
exhibition play (8-0-0) against teams from Vermont, New
Hampshire, Ontario and Quebec. Major "S’ winners included

captain Jean Nicolas Verreault (winner ofDonald A. Ross
Trophy), Darren Gray, Mathieu Tremblay-Noel and Alex

Anderson. Tire Senior ‘S' was awarded to Brian Chen and
YJ Oh. Thanks are extended to all the players for their

efforts in a superb season!

CoachesNorman Southward and Mark Salkeld
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SPRING TERM

SENIOR GIRLS'

RUGBY

COACHES: Miss 1 . Simard

Miss B. Wadleigh

CAPTAINS: G. Laquerre

G. Bettez

Back: S. Birge. V. Bonneau, E. Drake, C. Angarita. S. Elliot, S. Iglesias,

L. Arroyo. Middle: J. Lasa, M. Raouf, S. Granofsky. M.Tagalik,

L. Von Lonsky, I. Chavarie, S. Garcia, G. Coburn, Miss E. Simard.
Front: G. Bettez, P. Vincent-Marquis, D. Comeau, G. Laquerre, T. Jacobi,

G. Journet. K. Bujold, S. Ward. V. Rocke.

Spring 2000 was a successful season for the senior girls'

rugby team. I did not expect the team to become ETIAC
champions again this year but they pull through and did
it. This year was a building year, out of the 25 players, only
8 had played before. They leamt a great deal about what it

takes to become good rugby players and play together. Our
season did not start very well in the NIS tournament but
once we got the first victory against TCS, there was nothing
and nobody to stop us, not even the New England
champions.The GMAA 7's tournament will also be one to

remember even though we lost in the finals in overtime.

Our championships finals was a very stressful one but
thanks to everybody’s hard work, determination and
Tamara’s 3 tries, we won in second overtime 15-10
against Massier-Vanier. I am looking forward to work with
most ofyou next season, it will not come fast enough. One
thing is for sure, we had our share of overtime this year
and hopefully will have none next season. Congratulations
to Tamara Jacobi, the Roger Marino trophy winner and to

the other Major S winners: Genevieve Laquerre, Genevieve
Bettez, Sofia Iglesias, Isabelle Chavarie and Tamara and
senior S winners: Danielle Comeau, Sarah Elliot, Victoria

Rocke and Sam Granoski.
Coach Emilie Simard
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W^.f SPRING TERM

V v.;> TENNIS

w r

COACHES: Mr. C. Williams

Miss C. Campbell Back: Mr. C. Williams, L. Velasco. P. Supino-Mayka, C. Lesieur,
M. Lemieux, A. Burke. L. Villasenor. G. Eder, C. Bueno Ros, J. Merino.
Miss C. Campbell.

L. Wong, C. Hoferer, G. Ramirez, M.V. Falet. A. Hernandez,
A.Thibeault, A. Parker, A. Cho.

Stanstead College
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We wish to thank the tennis teams for a fantastic

season. Although it was short because of the rainy

month of May, we did manage to play in a
number of tournaments this year, including the

Sehvyn House Invitational where our top 4
represented their school and teams exceptionally

well. We participated in ETIAC; played and
defeated schools such as Galt and MVR, giving the

teams the 2nd place win. The players were

competitive and held their own on the courts. They
exhibited class and sportsmanship. Miss Campbell
and Mr. Williams are very proud of our players

overall and wish them all the best in the coming
year. Special congratulations go to Javier Merino

for winning the boys shield and to Lucille

Villasenor for winning the girls shield. Adam “Pee

Wee" Parker and Gustl Eder your leadership,

sportsmanship and hard work are greatly appreci-

ated! See you next season!

Coaches ChritianWilliams and Carmen Campbell
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SPRING TERM

JUNIOR BOYS’

RUGBY

COACH: Mr. C. Wells

Mr. C. Shannon

Mr. J. Stark

CAPTAIN: E. Moseley

Back: S. Villalobos, C. Dreher, C. Guzman, G. Ruiz, J. Elliot. L. Comeau.
J.M. Lanot, C. Muir. Middle: Mr. C. Shannon, T. Lim, S.D. Kim, J.H. Park,

M.H. Ou, S. Lue, R. Bujold, J. Hsu, J. Lim, Mr. C. Wells.

Front: L. Bolduc, R. Studli. R. Jacobi, B. Forino, E. Moseley, A. Prebola.

M. Tang, A. Martinez, M. Emrich.

At the junior level, it was a short tough season
in which victory eluded the team through each
game. We faced several teams, some of which
were strong in terms of skill, and others which
were simply stomg physically. Much of the team
is made up of bantam age players and they

showed a lot cf courage, playing usually much
bigger teams. In our bantam games we fared

better int erms of wins and losses, as we posetd

a record of 2 and 1 through three games. I am
certain that had the season been just a little bit

longer, the junior team would have begun to

have had similar success.Neverhteless, many
players showed great character and desire and I

want to thank each of them for their commit-
ment to the team and their refusal to quit even
though at times it would have been easier to do
so. Thanks for the great season.

Coaches Chris Shannon and Christian Wells
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Back row: L. Campbell, J. Pape, S. Breton, Miss M. Mihaljevic. P. Ross. A.

Gingras, J. McRae.
Front: Miss J. Hew, R. Peretta, J. James, K. McNamara, S. Wood.

SPRING TERM

SOFTBALL

CHAMPIONS: The Dodgers

COACH: Miss. I. Hew

CAPTAIN: J. McRae
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SPRING TERM

GOLF

COACHES: Mr. A. Simard

Mr. G. Chandler

Mr. M. McNamara

Back: Mr. A. Simard. Mr. M. McNamara. J. Quenneville, R. Carvallo,

T. Warawong, Mr. G. Chandler.

Front: M. Hunt. D. Miller, J.S. Gangon, P.T. Lacroix, T. Gauthier.

The second year ofthe golfprogram began with fourteen
keen students who were faying out for eight spots. Despite
the wet spring, we managed to do our tryouts in North
Hatley and made our team. We had two returning players -

Taweesak and Ricardo - and sixnew golfers. Our season
involved daily play at Eiufferin Height CC and lots of

ham'n’cheese bag lunches. We played in four tournaments,
with the best individual performance beingTaweesak's Low
Gross at MVR and the best team performances a win at

Richmond and a tie for first at our own invitational. There
was an ETIAC League this year, with each ofthe four

tournament results counting towards the championship
banner. We placed second to MVR and the ETIAC. The
internal team champion is decided by a four day 36-hole

tournament. This year there were two dose fights: between
Justin and Taweesak for the first place; and Ricardo, Tom
and FT for third. Taweesak ended up taking the plaque as
team champion with Justin in second and Ricardo in third.

Thanks to all the boys for the enjoyable season - we played
every day whether raining or sunny and they all were
serious and improved over the course of the season. Thanks
to the coaches - Chandler, McNamara, and Simard - for

doing an extra sport in order to see this pregram take place.

Coach Andre Simaid
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Back: J.D. Ross, J. Quenneville, J.N. Verreault, T, Warawong. Middle: K. Nunziata. L. Melendez,
J. James, M. Tremblay-Noel, D, Gray, A. Anderson, P. Rowan, A. Brassard. Front: I. Chavarie,

S. Iglesias. G. Bettez, G. Laquerre, T. Jacobi, M. Lill, L. Campbell, S. Stremmelaar.

A*
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SENIOR CAPTAINS

Back: J.D. Ross, J. Quenneville, J. Givarz, M. Tremblay-Noel, D. Gray.

J.N. Verreault, T. Warawong.
Front: G. Bettez, G. Laquerre, T. Jacobi. M. Lill, L. Campbell.
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1 ALL LETTERWINNERS 1

Fall: MAJOR “S” SENIOR “S” JUNIOR “S” BANTAM “S”
Soccer Soccer Soccer Soccer

Darren Gray Lesley Cameron Kara Campbell Bianca Bolouri

Tamara Jacobi Isabelle Chavarie Danielle Comeau Alex Couet-Morin

Megan Lil! Gustl Eder Sarah Elliot Katie McNamara
Keith Nunziata Luis Melendez Siravach Jongvanich Mitora Oyadomari
Patrick Rowan Javier Merino Emmett Moseley Michael Studli

Samantha Stremmelaar May Tagalik Alex Prebola Annie Thibeault

Taweesak Warawong
Football

Alex Anderson
Mathieu Tremblay-Noel
Jean-Nicolas Verreault

Football

Nicolas Gariepy
Thomas Gauthier

Jared Givarz
John Laberee
Cross Country Running
Phil Davis
Genevieve Laquerre

Jorge Ramirez
Victoria Rocke
Cross Country Running
Brandon Forino

Lauren Cuenant

Sarah Wood

Winter: MAJOR “S” SENIOR “S” JUNIOR “S” BANTAM “S”
Basketball Basketball Basketball Hockey
Lindi Campbell Massimo Marino Danielle Comeau Gerardo Ruiz

Megan Lill Hockey Amy Gillespie Sarah Wood
Taweesak Warawong B. Forino Emmett Moseley Swimming
Hockey
Aaron Brassard
Jon James
J.D. Ross
Patrick Rowan
Justin Quenneville
Swim
Genevieve Bettez

Darren Gray
Genevieve Laquerre

Luis Melendez

P.T. Lacroix

A. Parker

A. Prebola

Swimming
L. Arroyo
E. Drake

Meng Hang Ou
Annie Thibeault

Hockey
Keely Bujold
Isabelle Chavarie
Jorge Ramirez
Paul Sawaya
Michael Studli

Swimming
Claudia Bueno Ros
Victoria Rocke

L. Cuenant

Spring: MAJOR “S” SENIOR “S” JUNIOR “S” BANTAM “S”
Rugby Rugby Rugby Rugby
Alex Anderson Brian Chen Brandon Forino Rhett Jacobi

Genevieve Bettez Danielle Comeau Emmet Moseley Gerardo Ruiz

Isabelle Chavarie
Darren Gray
Sofia Iglesias

Tamara Jacobi

Genevieve Laquerre

Mathieu Tremblay-Noel
Jean-Nicolas Verreault

Sarah Elliot

Sam Granofsky
Y.J. Oh
Victoria Rocke

Michael Tang Santiago Villalobos

-
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CHOIR



PUBLIC SPEAKING & DEBATING

Stanstead College



CREATIVE WRITING

Phromburi, M. Njoku. Mrs. B. Elliot, M. Hunt,

Lemieux. E. Nguyen.
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CURRENT AFFAIRS & ARCHIVES

Sack row: Mr.s L. Gittens, S. Birge, L. McDowell,

VI. Lemleux.
Front: L. Campbell. Erica Stuart.

Back row: S. Elliot. G, Laquerre, J.D. Ross, J. Pape, B. Jauregui, G. Njoku.

P. Vincent-Marquis. J. Lee. Middle: Miss B. Wadleigh. N. Ednie, ,J. Lopez. J. Haddad,

C. Landry. S, Granofsky, Mr. C. Shannon. Front: S. Ward, M. LU1, T. Jacobi.



INVESTMENT & INTERACT

Back: J.D. Ross. G. Laquerre. Mr. A. Elliot, Miss M. Mihaljevic,

T. Warawong, J.N. Robitaille, L.P. Villeneuve. Front: P.T. Lacroix,

D. Gray, J.N. Verreault, K. Cuenant, C. Landry, J.S. Gagnon.

Back: Mr. G. Telling, J.N. Verreault M. Heath, T. Warawong, M. Tremblay-Noe

M. Ou. 1. Chen, C. Angarita, J. Lee. Middle: J. McDowell, P. Wang, B. Chen,

K. Cuenant, J. Wu, C. Landry. Front: J. Lopez, J. Haddad, O. Moseley.
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By Sarah Gillespie

I CANNOT BELIEVE YOU’RE GONE

THE SUN STILL SETS EVERY NIGHT
AND WESUNRISES WE USED TO WATCH
STILL TAKE PLACE.

I CAN NEVER FORGET YOU.

YOUR GENTLE SMILE AND SWEET DISPOSITION
LIVE ON IN MY HEARTALONG WITH THE LESSONS
THAT YOU HA VE TAUGHT ME.

I CANNOT CONTROL MYSELF

THE TEARS FLOW CONTINUOUSLY
DOWN MY CHEEKS, AGAINST MY WILL,

AS I REPLA Y THE EVENTS OF YESTERDA Y IN MY HEAD.

I KNOW THIS IS ALRIGHT.

“IT IS OK TO CRY, ’’ YOU ONCE SAID,

AND FROM THEN ON
I WAS NEVER ASHAMED OF MY TEARS.

I CAN ONLY PRAY.

The Ant's Demise
By Joshua Hansen

Scuttling across the floor went the little ant

Searching for food for its tribe

About half-way across it began to sweat and pant

As IT sensed an uncomfortable vibe.

In the past the ant was more careful

Seeking food only by night

Driven out by hunger it began to grow fearful

Hunger, one ant cannot fight.

Now as the ant's limbs were shaking

A shadow crept across the floor

In fear a last leap the ant was making

When a boot, the ant's body tore

So remember the ant as a token

As YOU SWEAT, TOIL AND PANT

For life is a gift that can be broken

Therefore, we are a lot like an ant.PRAYERS OF COMFORT I SEND TO YOU

,

AS WELL AS REASSURANCE
THAT YOU ARE TRULY THE DEFINTION OF THE WORD COMPANION.
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WHEN YOUR FATHER FALLS FROM GRACE
By Andy Burke

When your father falls from grace

You lose a friend,

That you can never replace.

All truths are uncovered,

Your greatest pain is discovered.

You taught me how to be a man
But I don't know if I ever really can.

You taught me to be strong

You told me to keep going on,

But it hurts to see you so weak,

And it pains me to see you baring on defeat

I don’t know if I could, once again

Take the pain I felt back then.

When my father fell.
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The World Continues To Turn

By Elizabeth Drake

You have all day to say
By Juliana Papt

All your life you 're looking for something,

And then it's presented to you.

Like a fish at a banquet

,

Or a diamond in the sky

Thatfell like a shooting star.

You do almost eveiything that you possibly can

To turn you like around exactly the way you want.

But it's not like that at all.

For a gift is something that you should neverforsake.

Just as long as the gift’s given in goodfaith.

Keep it there in your heart,

And don 't think about the past.

You don't think

You just remember,

And it will carry you through the bad and good.

You ’re you and nobody else,

So remember that, every day.

Keep it up andyou ’ll remember,

What you 've done rightfor a change.

Determination is the key, and you will go far.

Stanstead College



Time
By Amber Judge

THE TICK TOCK OF TIME
ARE TWO HANDS TACKED DOWN

UNABLE TO BREAK FREE
FROM THE RHYTHM OF ITS SOUND

THE NAGGING NEEDLES
POINTING US OUR WAY

THROUGH THE PATH IS TIME
IN TIME WE FOREVER STAY

I LOOK AT MY MASTER
MALICIOUS IT CAN BE
IT’S TICKING FASTER

MAKING LIFE FLOW OUT OF ME

Unfaithful Friend
By Hope Hutchins

I HAD A FRIEND

AND THEN ONE DAY',

She said “/hate you”

AND WALKED AWAY

I WAS SAD,

I WONDERED WHY .

Bit then / found new friends,

THAT DIDN’T IJF

Then one day,

SHE CAME BACK,

And she said;

“YOU HAVE WHAT OTHERS LACK”.

/ TURNED AWAY,

AND DIDN’T BELIEVE.

Then I said;

‘You SHOULD LEAVE”.

From that day on,

SHE NEVER RETURNED.

I THOUGHT ABOUT WHAT HAPPENED,

WHAT I HAD LEARNED

ALTHOUGH WITHOUT TIME
WE’RE FROZEN IN THE SNOW
ETERNAL NOTHINGNESS

UNFIT TO DO, NOWHERE TO GO

ENJOY EACH MOMENT
ENJOY BEING YOUNG

ALTHOUGH TIME FLIES BY
OUR LIFE HAS JUST BEGUN.
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Wliat is a Miracle

?

by Kim MacNamara

What is a miracle?

People say its an out of the ordinary event.

When a person gets cfiredfrom cancer,

When a child survives a shark attack,

A man visits the moon

Other people say it's a simple everyday event.

When the stars twinkle in the moonlit sky.

When a rainbow shines over the horizon,

A fishy swimming under the Niagara Falls.

A miracle might be

When a grandmother survives a heart attack.

A miracle could also be

The joy offlipping over a rock

And discovering a tiny ladybug.

What is a miracle to you and me?

m m m-

BY Remy Studli

When I turn you on

You START MAKING STRANGE NOISES

When I fall asleep

There you are not far from me »

You CAN BE REPLACED

Just as I can be

I PLAY WITH YOU IN THE MORNING
" \ f? ‘J&y

And before I go to bed

We enjoy our time together

And I ENJOY WHAT I SEE

I OWN YOU V
You ARE MY COMPUTER

Stanstead College
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THE CAST & CREW
Melinda Loana von Lonski

Mrs. Grant Isabelle Nazon
Will Jean McDowell
Mrs. Henderson Olivia Moseley

Mr. Henderson Emmet Moseley

Miss Robson Sarah Elliot

Polly Tamara Jacobi

Bruce Luis Felipe Melendez

Anne Pascale Vincent-Marquis

Eleanor Amy Gillespie

Understudies Christian D'Alessandro,

Sarah Birge

Stage Manager Seymour Ward
Prompt Amber Judge

Set Pia Supino-Mayka,

PLUS HELPERS

Sound Rob Retchless, assisted by

Brian Chen, Ty Nguyen,

Alex Couet-Morin,

Alex Caron

Coustume Sonia Wells

Programme Liz Getty

Director Geoff Telling
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Friendship at First Siahl

for the girl on the subwa
By Sarah Elliot ^ if

By Jamie Elliot

I don’t know the n^meffof your parents^
Or what colour “four room/is pamted.

But you scrunch your nose afe yoi/read your

k book, V L
And tf^ aVi^uabUfinow yobk^^ J

Leave me alone.

Doiftkou see? V _

/ do notj^mt to be distumed.

That Twliat nmy
btit what 1 mean is

please keep trying to comfort me j
/ 'm feeling lonely and oh, so sadM
/ could use a friend ttocheer ni¥ up

so leavfJme alone~*m

|h, I know, to rem
etend notip noti<

at we were meantAnd thi3 makes me
To be/riervds

read my eyesYou close your book probably because^.
You find it hard to concentrate...

In this subwaycar. /'
,

baf^ you’re thinking now of how you vwshedV
You c^iild go home, V

\ Dial up aramiliar number
d\|ien talk and listen to someone who cared

Suddenly £feel as though I am not^f^ffie

In this world. #
N—This is friendship at first sight

I need a best friend and it looksj^ffvaugh
you do too. ^

,

please keep tryingand I'll let you in

Patience

Bv Keith Nunziata

IVfy patience is a cloth,

It grows evermore threadba

My gvinofc hWo never felt the bark of
0^ it great tree

My jacket never torn by its branch.
The arrow from my bow is for sport,

not meat, v
m

And now, no matter how hard x try to

,

be free,
I can Inever feel Any of these.

In this Weflra* of mdral, garbage and!
, overcrowdedness.

Goodbye girl on the subwapL
This partin^Hp&s left me feeling so lately

Even though I was lonely to begin with.
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MY SISTER
BY JUDY WU

Our Friendship

By Emily Nguyen

As our friendship is torn in two
I feel the same pain as you do
I can see the pain in your eyes
The love you keep for me without a lie

Please forgive me
For the hurt I put you through

I barely lose my temper
But I cannot hold my anger
When trust plays an important matter

I have been cold and decisive

Because I no longer want to live

Around false impressions

I now know it was a wrong decision

Life without you is hard
When suddenly we grow apart

Even others crowd me
I still feel so lonely

As if something is missing
I want to stop believing

I want to avoid my true feeling

I want to kide my pride

And take you back by my side

Maybe in time things will get better

As the good old days
We will then walk the same way.

WHEN I WAS FIVE YEARS OLD
I SNEAKED INTO MY SISTER’S BED
SHE LET ME SLEEP BY HER SIDE

WHEN I WAS SIX YEARS OLD
I STOLE MY SISTER S DOLLS 7

SHE PRETENDED SHE DIDN'T NOTICE

WHEN I W AS EIGHT YEARS OLD
I READ HER DIARY

SHE NEVER READ IT AGAIN

WHEN I WAS TEN YEARS OLD
I SECRETLY USED HER MAKEUP
SHE HELPED ME WASH IT OFF

WHEN 1 WAS TWELVE YEARS OLD
I STARTED TO BORROW HER SKIRTS

SHE BOUGHT ME NEW ONES

WHEN I WAS FORTEEN YEARS OLD
I YELLED AT HER FOR BEING BOSSY

SHE GOT UPSET AND CRIED

W HEN I WAS FIFTEEN YEARS OLD
I CAME HOME TOO LATE AFTER A PARTY
SHE LIED TO MOM AND DAD FOR ME

TODAY I’M SIXTEEN YEARS OLD
THOSE MEMORIES ARE STILL LOCKED IN

MY MIND
NOTHING CAN EVER MAKE ME FORGET

THOSE SHARED MOMENTS

WE’VE BEEN SISTERS FOR MANY YEARS
THE BLOOD FLOWING IN OUR VEINS ARE

THE SAME
NOTHING CAN EVER COME BETWEEN US.
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Sarah Birge

Jo-Annie Bonneau
Aaron Brassard

Claudia Buenos Ros

Anderton Burke

Kara Campbell
Bridgitte Channell

Isabelle Chavarie

Yu-Wei Chen
Su-Kai Cheng

Danielle Comeau
Christian D'Alessandro

Sarah Elliot

Tomas Gauthier

Sarah Gillespie

Jose Ivan Gutierrez

Artemio Hernandez
Chieh Hsu

Matt Hunt
Kiyokazu Iwasaki

Tamara Jacobi

Jonathan James
Siravach Jongvanich

Gwenaelle Journet
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Amber fudge
John Laberee

Stephanie Labreque
Paul-Thomas Lacroix

Tung Li

Megan Lill

Anamarina Marcias Romerc

Jesse McRae

Javier Merino Escamilla

Emmet Moseley

Shannon Nunnelley
Meng-Hang Ou

Adam Parker

Mona Raouf
Rob Retchless

Jean-Nicolas Robitaille

Victoria Rocke
Mark Sicard

Emily Snay
Luis Velasco Gomez
Lou is-Philippe Villeneuve

Pascale Vincent Marquis

Seymour Ward
Stephen Wilson

Kyohei Yoshike
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GRADE
Ranee Bolduc

Shannv Breton

Alexandre Caron

Ricardo Carvallo

Antonio Castanon
Kwok Chuen Tang

Gabrielle Coburn
Alexandre Couet Morin

Nicole Desjardins

Caitlin Downing
Matthew Emrich

Marie-Victoria Falet

Brandon Forino

Joshua Hansen
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Andres Martinez
Keith Nunziata

Jason Ou

Robert Perretta

Alex Prebola

Christine Rickel

Peter Ross

Monica Sarinana

Remy Studli

Marina Todd Dip
Catherine Villeneuve

Alexander Wagner

jeung Won Yoon
Celine Zhou Mo
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Bianca Bolouri

Lauren Cuenant

James Elliot

Amy Gillespie

Aaron Girtgras

Cristobal Guzman Lobo
Rhett Jacobi

Jean-Michel Lanot

Janisley Lopez-Cabrera

Stephan Lue

Katie McNamara
Chiaki Nakano

Mitora Oyadomari
Eugueni Petroussevitch

Jorge Ramirez

Gerardo Ruiz deTeresa

Karin Schmidt

Michael Studli

Annie Thibeault

Regina Velasco

Santiago Villalobos

Sarah Wood
Timothy Wood
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Hannah Birge

Ryan Bujold

Landon Comeau
Christopher Dreher Leard
Paloma Fierro

Hope Hutchins

Alex Marcotte

Kim McNamara

Chris Muir
Rebeca Ramos Montoya
Jayson Roy
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Sany Chan
Melissa Fortier

Sung Ki Lee

Dea-Youn Lim
Dea-Young Lim

Allen Liu

Che-Yu Liu

Wai-Hin Wong
Long Zhao
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£2000
GRADE T EM E

Genevieve Bettez

1 have no idea how to start this off. 6 years is such a long time and I have
had so many great memories. It seems kind of silly that I’m expected to

narrow it all down to something that will fit in so small a space. Above all, I

want to thank my family for giving me this opportunity. I’m so grateful that

I have people like you in my life. I would also like to thank all the teachers

for their support, but a special thank-you goes out to Mr.Denney, Mr.Van Dyke and
Mr.Chandler for making this year so enjoyable. To my friends. I’ll never forget you guys
even though we'll all be going our separate ways. Despite the rough times, you were the ones
that made it all worthwhile. I’ll never forget these past 6 years and I don’t think I could
because they are a part of me now. After being here for such a long time they’ve managed to
carve themselves into my character. Thanks to everyone who has made a difference in my
life, however small it may have been, trust me. it didn't go unnoticed.

These past 2 years have been a very interesting and outstanding experience. I learned

how to not hit people when I really wanted to and how to appreciate good food when
I went home. But the most important thing is that I met incredible people and have

many great memories that I will never forget. I would fust of all like to thank my
family for their emotional and financial support. Liz. thanks for initiating me to the

Spanish life style. It felt good to let it go in the BCS showers ! Jared - Montreal 20 km. Nick - sorry for

the car ride! Les - call me when you are able to meditate, we will discuss it. How many Tim Honon’s
are there in Ontario? Steph, you have been a sister for me. Les. Steph, we have at least one thing in

common, la reine du camaval ! Jared thanks for the good times, while they lasted. My numerous nights

with Isa. sorry for scaring you, but I really had a spirit in my room. Doing my laundry with Val, we
almost flooded the basement. Meg and our talks about life, you have been really helpful. I would also

like to thank Mr. Denney for always being there when I needed to talk. Mrs Simard for being a great

adviser and Mrs. Telling for being a great step-mom. Good bye SWC. I will miss you all.

Lesley Cameron

Stanstead College



Wui-Tsung Chen
Finally, freedom is coming!!! One year passed so fast, it is just like yester-

day that I started here! Even though I always complain about the school

rules, there is still something good for me to remember. This year, I have

improved my English so much and started to interact with people from

different cultures. Also I got more time to think about myself and improved

myself. I want to thank to my roommate, Mike Shearer, who has being living with me for

almost the whole school year and also a special thanks to all of my teachers, especially to

Mr. Wells, who always encouraged me when I was about to give up. I will also miss all of

my friends that I have made here, especially KIYO. KYOHE1 AND SIRAPOL, enjoy the rest

of your school year”S” eh!!!! HA Ha Ha BYE!!!!!

Yin-Jen (Brim} Chen
From grade 7 to 12, these 5 years have been very special and I still can’t

believe the time is up. One thing that was always in my mind, l wanted to

leave this place, but really, I'm not sure anymore. There are too many people

that 1 have to thank, and to fit them all in this small box is just impossible.

Liam Meg, Liv, Cream. Darren, PI, Danny, Paul, Rox, Jules, Jared, SI, Rob,

Stef. Kane, Nick, Woo Sung, Miss Wadleigh, Mr. Wells... etc, thank you for always being

there for me. Teachers, thank you all. Prefects, Wednesday Assembly, you are the mam Erru,

1 can never forget any of the time that we have spent together in Toronto, on breaks and

weekends. You are the best thing that ever happen to me. You have also made me a much

stronger person since the first day we met. I’m going to miss you tremendously but keep in

mind that I love you as always. Of course, my family, mom, dad, bro, you have made my life

a lot easier. Ink and paper are just not enough to express my deepest thanks and love 1 have

for you, thank you.

Ah Ra Cho
I am not a great writer so I do not know how to express my thoughts and

how I feel well. Also, it is really hard for me to write about my past tour

years on a small piece of paper. However. I will try my best to write because

I really need to thank to all people I know from Stanstead. First of al , Mr.——

-

Shannon Mr. Southward, Mr. Duncan and the other teachers who helped me

continue and finish studying at Stanstead. If they were not here. 1 would not beHiere either

and my life changed in many good ways because of my being here. Secondly, my friends,

"hey^ways gave me the strength not to give up my dreams and they encouraged me when-

ever I had^problems. I won’t ever forget you guys. My little sis. Imsoome 1 "e
^
er.“,

T

d

vou were nice or I liked you. Now, I say so, I like you and you are my best little sis Last of

all mv best friend Woo Sung as my boy friend! You are the BEST and I love you. . . I love

SuS-I^remmter you. would you remember me?...” (Sarah MacLaughan)

Elizabeth Drake

ueiinneiy neuer man n w uui i ,

conditioner issue! Sam, thanks for the endless tat camp s ones
‘

^ p aj[a
taking us laugh. By the way, shave your legs, don’t

Gen.B it was great to let fly in the shower with you after w’ •
|
Ti,.in ]. s

forget the plans about India. Carolina, sorry for destroying the furmS JuS %Mksto
to the ESU for this unforgettable opportunity and to my

and f iane for
Mr. Telling who seems to know everyone I do, and to Mr. and

^

rs

e and y isit any
looking after me every break. Don't forget to stay in touc y

time. Justin (animal friend) I love you. x.x.x.
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Neil Emm.
First and foremost I would like to thank my parents and family for allowing

me to attend this school. Todd, Laura and Chris thanks for keeping in touch

with me over the past three years. Joon you were a good roommate this

vear trv not to sleep too much next year. I would like to thanks M.S., J.R.,___ J V J O L.O., F.F ,
DM, T.S., F.P.. C.K., A.B.. MX. I N, L.V.. J.L..

J H ML D G S L. and The Mexican Crew for being there. Mike, there s snow at Jay.

Frankie the Ferret, Pat and J.D keep on the Washington Fuel. Felix and Clemens Moin

Moin. Tom watch out for the Bats. LuLu Palou, thanks tor being a great friend. To the grade

12 Physics class - remember it is all in the potato gun. Later Stanstead.
1

Thanks to all the people who have helped me and to the people who have
made my Stanstead experience a good one. So many great things have
happened while I have been here, and so many wonderful friends have been
made. To my friends; you guys are the ones that make it great, I love you all.

Well ladies and gentlemen, it’s been excellent; I will never forget it. I’m out.

Jared Givarz

Nicolas Gariepy
Five years, half a decade, what does one do in most of that time? My senior

year will take up all the space. I'll never forget the things like: Finally

becoming a prefect! Oct30. Ben Harper with the boys JNV , JG, JD and

SP...hey"JN are you okay? Finally getting a senior “S” in football. Spending

12 hours watching Kane play video games. “Hey Nick c’est ta fete!!". And
most of all the people. JG (aka PONPON) probably the most bizarre yet great roommate. JN

"C'est de la BS", t’aurais pu faire de l’argent avec THERA! DG what can I say. Meagan and

Liv you've always been there, just don’t tell stories of my past please! Les, who cares ? Gen,

crash pas mon char!! Mr. Simard, you probably know more about me than I do myself. Mr.

Wells, you knew it all in my bad times. ..thanks for the philosophy. I will finish by saying

that the most important people in life are your friends... don’t ever betray them... .some of

you might know what I mean.

Stephan Gingras
What can I say about Stanstead besides that it was a very interesting place. I

have gone to Stanstead for four year and have met people I will never forget.

1 have had great pleasure in seeing the school grow and change. I have made
friends from around the world that are now leaving the school. When the

school year ends I will find myself looking back over the years and the

seeing people that have changed for the better and the friends that have made my life

wonderful. 1 wish everyone at Stanstead a great time this summer. The teachers have been

great and helped me to learn that it’s not what you know only that your mind is open and that

there is more to learn. I hope that Sean, Meg, Olivia, Brian. Isa, PI, and Woo Sung find what
they want out of life and find themselves. If we look at our life as book, I have just com-
pleted a major chapter of the book. Thanks for the support from everyone, it made Stanstead
a fun place.
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Darren Gray

Joon Oh Hwang
I loved staying up, drinking coffee all night just to sleep during the classes.

Most of you probably think that all I do is break all the rules to put myself in

trouble However, I just want to let you know that I have never worked

harder in my entire life (believe it or not). Thanks to my parents and friends

back in Korea for always being there for me. I would have hated this p ace

so much without you guys (you know who you are) being here with me especially Neil, the

coolest roommate on this planet earth. Thank you so much for being my Big Daddy . 1

wouldn't have been able to finish my year if anyone else had been my roommate. Take care.

I’ll see y’ all around.

Bertha Jauregui Ori^l
First and most important, thanks to my parents that have been so supportive,

encouraging and loving throughout my whole life. LOS AMO. Thanks to

Gus and Bere for being such good siblings. Thank you too, my dearest

friends (XZRLGF) for filling my life with joy and for beheving in You

have always been there. GRACIAS. This has been a year full of accomplish-

raents in which 1 have gained knowledge and skills to continue my 1nature lif^
&

Stanstead! I'll never forget the discos at my room, escaping at 1 OJ
AM banana bread

robbers, Sandra (
Thanks for ur friendship te quiero un Ch), Mr. Chandler, Mr Van Dyk

(thanks for the magic tricks), Luis, Chaye and Meagan (las qu«ro),
^J^hiv

miss u guys) and much more. Guys ? U know I 11 always tern j,.,, you mean a
Em, and Cadeaux. thank you for all the good tunes and for our great fr.endsh.p. You mean

lot to me. We've laughed and cried but the story is not over. Thanks to Mrs. Telling, Miss

Campbell and Mr. Denney.

If we never take any chances, we'll never win big. Three years ago I took a

chance coming to Stanstead and it has changed my life. As I leave, I must

thank those who sent me on my way: Mr. Simard, Mr. Denney and Mr.

VanDyke. Also Mr. Chandler and Mr. Salkeld, the Davis tag team combo.

Mom, Dad, Jeff, I love you guys. Tops, good luck this summer, maybe

you’ll finally win our little contest. To everyone who ever made me laugh or smile, thank

you. Now for the memories: Daytona Beach, baby! Jared's adventure & JD s D-A-D. Justin

and the two a.m. rugby practice (stupidest idea of my life). Luis, rayando el sol! Fourth floor,

thanks for making it easy. WEST! JJ, we had some good times, buddy. Sarah, my love thank

you for opening my heart: always follow your dreams. Phil, we'll meet again, and one day

we’ll both find what we’re looking for. JNV, Brian. Liv, Nick, SI, thanks for the friendship

and advice: good luck wherever you go. Always keep your head up and mind stiaight. May

the force be with you.

Meagan Heath
Six years later, and it looks like my time’s up, but I have to thank some

people before 1 go. Liv—remember the good times; Bri—what'll I do

without you: Isa—my bubble baby; Nick—you are my confidence; Gen—

[t’s time to move on; Burger—I’m not always like this; Liz—you could

blackmail me; Pom & Saka—how many kgs. Mr. Wells, you have taught me

more than you will ever know. Mr. Denney & Mr. Chandler, you re my support. Mr.

Telling* you provide my rationale. Mme. Marcotte, you 11 always be my guardian angel.

Mom & Dad, thanks for the last year and having brought me this far. Finally, thanks to the

outsiders: Rox, Ann, Li, Jo, Jay. Jeanette, Nelson, and everyone else who made me who I

am. especially Bren for showing me that you can’t plan everything, and V. Simard tor

making me be strong.
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Genevieve Laquerre
Success and failure, love and hate, great times, not so great times, long-

lasting friendships, amazing swimming and rugby, etc. These are just a few

of the many memories I'll keep from my experience at Stanstead. Thank you

a 10000 times mom and dad, for giving me this mind-opening opportunity

and for your incredible support. I love you very much; you are the best

parents! As for all my friends, you have made life at Stanstead so much more entertaining so

I can only say that I appreciate it big time! I wish the best to all of you. Mike, you are my
"weights buddy”, don’t forget! Sam, you are just too good! I hope we won’t lose track of

each other guys. JD, I want you to know that I am thankful for your patience, care, trust and

for the wonderful 2 years we have spent together. 1 love you with all my heart: you are my F

best friend and soul mate. I truly hope it will stay that way. “In life I know there’s lots of

grief but your love is my relief.” (Bob Marley). Genevieve

Melissa Lemieux
This year is my second year at Stanstead. Days flew by quickly and I don’t

really want to leave, but all good things have an end. I had such a memo-
rable time! I grew and learned a lot through the year. All this has been
possible because of my friends, my teachers and my coaches who supported
me and showed me that life is great and taught me to enjoy the moment. Just

some memories for the people concerned: the squash tournament and the forgotten lingerie,

night mission, my break back home, carnival, Le Menteur, Annie, merci pour ton aide, PT et

sa coche, night talk with Emily and Liz, Charles et ses 27, je prefere t’...Also I would like

Michelle to know that I appreciated her and will miss her very much. Emily, you're the best!

(Merci d'avoir toujours ete la pour moi!). Charles, merci pour tous les tendres moments
passes en ta compagnie.Tu as toujours ete a mes cotes et ta presence m’est tres precieuse.
Finally, thanks to my parents who gave me this opportunity to come to SWC.

Charles Lesieur __
I would like to thank a lot of people: The Ross family, Jean Nic who was my
partner for almost the whole Hockey season, PT for finally scoring that goal
on my pass in the Provincial final, and LP for his friendship. Jared, for the
fun we had in calculus class and everywhere else (C’est la vie!). Miss v

;

Campbell for being on my back all year when I was with Melissa threatening
me with her House Confinement and calling me a “loser”. I’m sorry Miss but you can’t
change the world by hating men. My friends from “Le Coeur” in France and I congratulate
them for their France Cup. La famille Lemieux pour m" avoir accueilli et si gentiment re^'u.
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raa famille Pour 111 avoir permis de venir ici. Demiere mais pas des moindres, ma
belle Melissa pour avoir ete la pour moi et m' avoir tant apporte. Je ne t’oublierai jamais mon
bebe. Je t aime mucho mucho ma fiancee. I will remember all the things that happened to me
here, the good as well as the bad, and they all have taught me a lot. Nitro!

1 never expected to be here for so long, nor that I would get so much out of
my time. Over my years here I have changed from a possibility to an
actuality. Now, as 1 prepare to leave, I am only beginning to realize how
much the people of Stanstead have given me: you'll all remain a part of me
forever, for you’ve helped make me who I am. To all my friends, each of I

you has made my life richer for your presence - I can’t thank you enough. This year has beei
fantastic: special thanks to the Grade 12’s, the basketball team and the Cast—it’s been a
blast. Meg. Isabelle, Merle, Brian, Sarah E, Luc and Emmet, I love you all very much—wemustn t ever grow apart. Mr. and Mrs. Wells—I’m in awe of you both Mr Van Dvke
thanks for all the good conversation—you’ve gone above and beyond and I’m a better’nersn,
for knowing you. Mom, Dad and Wyatt: far or near, your warmth has always been with me-thank you. It s been a wild ride, but it’s time to move on. Take care y’all and stay in touch.

Olivia Moseley
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Isabelle Nazon
The most important thing that SWC brought into my life is a greater under-

standing of self worth and personal values. This is my fourth year and

unfortunately the last. I 'm leaving with a sense of pride knowing that 1 will

have a future and hopefully a successful one. SWC has giving me the chance

to excel and proven to me that everyone is a winner in their own special

way. Choir and Theatre Arts played an incredible role in my life here at school and 1 would

like to thank Mr. Telling, Nick. D, Mrs. Wells and all the members, for their support. I would

like to thank my friends (you know who you are) for making life here incredible and unfor-

gettable. A warm thank you to all the teachers, especially Mr. Duncan my adviser, for being

there for me. And last but not least. I would like to thank my parents for all they ve done and

for giving me the opportunity to get a higher education and a greater understanding of life. I

love you Mom, Dad. Pascale and Fabrice. What would I do without you?

Emily Nguyen
be first day of school seemed to only happen yesterday and yet it is now
ime to say farewell. Time passes by like the breeze; it comes and goes

without letting us enjoy ourselves entirely. Although my friends are not

lany. they are the best and represent the most pleasant memories of my stay

t Stanstead. They taught and helped me to grow. Thank you, Emi for a good

_;art of the year, Martha, my favourite psychiatrist, for listening to my complaints, and

Bertha for being my friend. To Lizzy, thank you for being my best roomy and thank to Ah
Rafor tutoring me whenever I needed it. Particularly to Melissa, who I wish I could get to

know better, je te remercie de m’avoir accompagnee aux petits dejeuners et d'etre my best

amie. I also had the opportunity to know a magnificent teacher, Mrs. Atkin, who is always

there to support and encourage me. I would like to wish you all the best and I am very

grateful for everything. It was quite a year!

Martha Njoku
This year came and went so fast. First and foremost I want to thank my
Savior, Jesus Christ for making this entirely possible. Also my parents,

because without them this would not have been possible either. To my
closest friends, Bertha, Emi. Cream. Emily, to my dearest sister Gift, this

-- year was great also because of you guys. To my little sister. Karin, to my
special little sister Lauren, I will not forget you. To Alex Prebola and Michael I ang, you will

always be in my HEART. To my friends, you know who you ate, Justin, Phil, Jean-Nick,

Kane, and Warawong. To my good friends and also to my teachers. Mr. Van Dyke, you still

won't be able to Chirp, Mr. Chandler. Wild and crazy guy. Mr. Simard (MARTHA!), I don't

think I will hear my name called like this anymore and to Mr. Denney, thank-you. I will

never forget the great times we all had together, and thanks for the great memories. Shout out

to the Wells, the Tellings, Miss Paradis and to Miss. McCurdy, the greatest advisor.

PEACE!

Young-Joon Oh

Jr
How unfortunate, I never knew that I had to write ANOTHER Grad write-

up. Lots of memories in 5 years. I can’t write everything that I want to write

because we only have maximum 990 characters including spaces and

punctuation marks. Now get yourself prepared for YOUR grad write up or

you may fight over it with Mr. Duncan (the probability of your winning is

not guaranteed above 0%). I learned lots of things from Stanstead: I Learned how to get

injured, get U's, hours and study hall. I remember the trip to The Molson Center, being

Davis mailman for 3 years and the Washington Rugby Trip. Anyway people, no matter how

many years you have to survive Stanstead, you’ll have great memories, success, and conn-

dence, become a more mature and determined person (Is this good advertisement Mr. Elliot.)

Special thanks to my advisor Mr. Salkeld (I never understood what he was saying during

advisee meeting) Mr. Chandler, I mentioned your name last year, so don t try to kill me.
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Chatvalai Phromburl
I can’t believe how fast the year has gone by, and all I can do now is hold on

to the memories I've had. This past year was the most tun and productive

year I've learned a lot through many tears and laughter. Thanks to all of my

friends for each smile that have made my days, friendly chats, and for being

who you are I'll never forget any ot you especially, Emi. It s unbelievable

how much we think about food, aishiteru. Bertha, your hugs are unforgettable; Martha, I

know we’ll keep our “ No “ to the end. Gift, The cutest.. ..Thanks!. Meg, running in the snow

and hopping on the street. Cutie Cat, do we really look alike? PT, Merci. Brian, Thanks for

lending me your shoulder. A big thanks goes to the Tellings. Mrs. Atkin, Miss Paradis, the

Wells and Miss Keeble for supporting me through out the year. I couldn't make it without

all of you. Lastly special thanks for my family & friends back home for always being there,

and supporting me when I needed you the most.

Justin Quenneville

Emi Sakata

There are numerous people I could thank; I could also go on and on. E.B.

First, Mr.MacNamara, thank you so much for making me love the game, Mr.

Ashworth you can never work too hard. Mom & Dad, your sacrifices were
worth it. Don’t ever think otherwise, you’ll always be my biggest idols.

Peter, I love you through all the bruises! Mike, no one is a better sport than

you. Justin, I’m glad you came along. Couch viewing forever! JNV, Si, Darren, Les, Lucille,

Felix. Didier, Angel; you'll always be great. Now for the best. Jared, I am your best friend

through no matter what. 1 could never JUST remember you. The most precious comes last

because you always save the best for last. Gen, people like you are only found once in a
lifetime and we still have one. Your person has changed mine. Now anything is possible. The
two years have made me grow ten times faster than any other. I am proud to love someone so
completely. You are gold to me and now I know the difference between gold and brass. (Ben
Harper). JD.

I’ ve been at SWC for three years and sadly the end has come so quickly. 1

can't believe I will not be returning to the Stanstead I have become attached
to. I have many memories which will never disappear from my heart. Cream,
you are like my sis! We cried, fought, and laughed. We shared everything.
Martha. I won’t forget chatting with you after lights out, you are the best
listener. Bertha, my good friend, bonny Gift. My friends Judy, Emily, Isabelle, Olivia,
Meagan. my close Webster girls, all my Japanese friends and Brian who is always there
encouraging me. You guys have made my year here the best! I couldn’t live without you
guys! Here is a big hug and thanks. Special thanks to Miss Wadleigh for being such a great
advisor. Mine. Macotte thank you for always taking care of me and of course my greatest
gratitude goes to my family, especially my mom and my sis. I’m so happy that I could spend
my time here at SWC and I’ll never forget those memories.

I was asked to describe my year at Stanstead in 990 spaces. Everyone

complained that their wasn’t enough space on the sheet, but I think that there

is too much space, and it’s a little intimidating. As for my year, I owe
everything to my best friend and girlfriend Liz, aka (animal friend). From
every break to Vallarta and the movies, I had the time of my life, thanks

baby. Sorry Carolina for the damaged furniture. You will catch me one day Noel. Sam,

thanks for the info on summer camps. To my bro JD and that annoying person across from us

and his sack lunches (let the big dog eat). To my line-mate Pat, what a year (sorry about the

spaghetti). For Mr. Chandler and those putting challenges and Mr. MacNamara for helping

me out for university. For Goodsell and those brutal computer assignments and Jared for the

choreographed dances. 1 loved those prefect assemblies. Thank you everyone and keep in

touch. I love you Liz. only 4 years.

James Ross
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Michael Shearer
A whole year is hard to sum up in a few sentences. However, I would like to

begin with thanking all of my teachers, showing me that if 1 put my mind to

something anything is possible. Thanks you to my parents for giving me this

great opportunity. I have met so many great life long friends. JD and Justin

have shown me the ways. 1 have them to thank for my secure presence at the

college. Felix and Clemens have kept me sane through these long months Our long discus-

sions and hip-hop session were the bomb. You guys are great friends. Jared, thank you for

making me laugh. Sam, without you I would never be so successful and thanks for putting up

with my whining. Thanks to Lucille for being there for me, to Isabelle for being so unique, to

Neil, my fitness man, to Gen, my fitness inspiration. Thanks to all of the beautiful babes for

making my year so enjoyable and to all of my friends in Ottawa. Finally I would like to

thank Mr. Chandler for teaching me responsibility & the rules of life.

Woo Sung Sim
;till remember the day when I first came to Stanstead and now I have to

:ave after spending 4 years. Sometimes I really hated this place, but now I

tve to move away, and I'm sad that 1 have to leave. I’ve had so many great

mories, and I met many friends here at Stanstead. Thanks to all the people

being there and helping me. Especially for my friends: my best roommate

who supplied all the food all year around, Matt, Stephan (the F-farmer), Charles, Olivia,

Brian, Isa, Darren, Steve, and all the Korean crew. Mrs. Atkin, my biggest supporter and the

best advisor ever, Mr. Van Dyke, who had the greatest influence on my future, and Mr.

Denney for university applications! SPECIAL thanks to My parents and Ah-Ra, for their

love and care. I love you. Some of us are scared and worried about next year, and I know I

am. but I also know that we will have great times and success, but I hope that you won’t

forget all the great times that we spent here together.

Samantha Stremmelaar
I could never have imagined that my sixth year would have been like this. I

have met so many people that I will miss so much. Megan, babe. I promise

that Masteen will write back. Lindi bug. I luv ya. Gustl, thank you for

always being there when 1 needed you. Felix and Clems, my German boys,

there will always be a place in my heart and in my home for you. Mat,

whenever you need me, you know I m there. Mr. Chandler, thank you tor everything. At a

time when it seemed like no one cared about my season, you did. Isabelle. I love you for so

many reasons. You are my saviour and my best friend! And finally, Mike, my closest fnend.

I have done so many things with you and because of you. You know that you can accom-

plish great things with your life and you just have to believe. You have always been there

for me and I intend to do the same. Thank you for just being Mikey. A most important

thank you goes to my parents and Nana without whom I never would have met all these

incredible people. Thank you!

Mathieu Tremblay-Noel_
p^ee years have passed and I still feel the same love for this school that I

.ad when I arrived. The school changed and me with it. Come on! Who

hought I was going to go out with a girl? Bon, commenijons. Val, la soeur,

idle pas, tu sais que je te comprends, Breaks in Montreal, having to steel

arena's credit card.Getting familiar with the word gummy ,
gaining

,

eight. Staying up late watching TV. Prefects "dancing” assemblies. Enjoying one night of

grade 12 privs before losing them, sorry by the way! Proving to everybody that a big guy can

Jance. The fact that I was going out with the best girlfriend helped my year a lot Caro

thanks for your patience with me; I know that we did not agree on everything u je aime

juaod meme. I had the best time with you and I will not forget anything. Thanks to Miss

Campbell for her help, to PI for his food, to my brother to raise the phone bill and to my

rarents to push me. To all my friends, good luck next year and I love you all.
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Jean-Nicolas Verreaul

t

It’s legitimate that the way someone will be depends a lot on the environ-

ment in which he had been in when he was a kid. This environment for me

was SC My views on the school changed a lot in 4 years of isolation. At 1
st

,

this place seemed to me like hell but 1 then gained enough maturity to realize

_____ all the good it would do me in the long run. Things will always be the way

you want them to be. There are so many perspectives and philosophies and I learned to

believe and live on my own. Many contributed to my learning, 1 my parents, merci pour le

support et la patience et tous vos efforts pour faire de moi ce que je suis maintenant, my

sister for working hard to keep a close relationship with me through my independence and all

of those who supported and respected me in the last 4 years. No need to mention the friends,

staff and parents that helped me grow since we 11 be keeping in touch. Live in the present,

but make sure you don’t regret the past. I am now on to the next step.

Lucille Villasenor

Throughout the year, I have learned that not everything will go as I planned,
and the only thing I can do, is to suck it in and move on forward with my life

and my future and see the past as memories and lessons. I would like to take
a moment to recognize and thank the people who have always been by my
side: Miss Campbell (Mini Miss) and Mr. Chandler -best friends and
advisers a student can ever have. Matt and Woo Sung - best roommates and friends for life.

Melissa, with your love and support, and your decision to join my journey, has given me new
hopes and great expectations to look forward to. Thank you tweetie! Then there’s my
family, thank you for always being there! Dad, You’re the MAN! You have always been by
my side and supported me. When I’m down and out, you would pick me up and guide me
forward to the right path. Thanks dad. without you. who knows what would happen. Thanks
every body for everything! Grads of 2000. 1 wish you all the BEST.

Taweesak Warawong

Meng Kai (Paul) Wang
Time never waits for people. In these years I have met a lot of great friends,

and for sure, I can’t ever forget about these wonderful memories. Brian, the

sexy guy. wish you all the best, whatever you do. wherever you go. F. Ou,
hopefully I’ll see you at Queen’s. To all my friends out there, I can’t list all

the names ‘cause of the space. I want you guys to know though, you made
my life at Stanstead so colorful. Movies in Pi's room, late night studies, basketball every-
day... Oh, and to the basketball team this year, you guys rock!! A big THANK YOU goes to

the faculty and the staff. I learned a lot from you people. It's not easy to study abroad, but I

finally got through it. Mr. Van Dyke, I love your class. Mr. Wells, Cal was fun. Miss Keeble,
thanks for your tolerance, Miss Campbell, you’re my favorite. Mr. Simard, my great advisor,
you re the best! Mr. Chandler. Davis is much better this year! Good luck to everyone. Live
the best of your lives! Love to my family, I could not have gotten through it without your
support!

Just the thought of June 17 lh
is bringing tears to my eyes. So many people

and memories that I will never forget. These past six years will always be a

part of who I am and who I will become. I am thankful to all my amazing

friends and even the people who I barely knew. Trust me you also influenced

my SWC year. I am also thankful to my great teachers, the incredible parents

I met and the amazing staff. All of you were always there for me and you helped me live

through my hard and sad days and you joined me through my happy ones. I would like to

give a big thanks to the best adviser one can have: Mr. Ashworth, I will never forget you.

And Finally I owe my two hugest thank you’s to my bro for always being there for me and to

my mom who gave me this great opportunity and thanks for putting up with your little

lawyer! I LOVE YOU ALL!
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Alexander Anderson
These past three years have gone by very fast. To all the people who are

leaving, cherish these memories because believe it or not you will miss

Stanstead after you leave. Cale, I wish you could have been here this year',

but we still have our good times. Nebraska. Clau - 1 can’t believe you never

gave me any ice cream. Kane - you won the bet. Pat-Jonc. Gianfsky — you

are rmht, you are too good for Kane. Lauren - has Antonio recovered from all that dragging

around'7 Matt - speaking of crazy. JS - Bio. Justin - Blaylock. Pat you and I have become

close and I enjoy your friendship a lot. Clau, you have been a great friend through it all

Lauren, thanks for always being interesting and such a good friend. Kane, thanks for always

being there and for putting up with all the things 1 do to you for amusement. I would like to

thank Mr. Wells for being such a great advisor. I would also like to thank my parents for

giving me the opportunity to come and for always being there for me.

Carolina Angarita
This, my first year at Stanstead, was an unforgettable experience. It was a

year that I learned so much, not just through academics but also through

friendship, responsibility and love. I want to first thank some Pe°P*e
,

°
.

have been there to support and help me during my tough times. Mat, 1 will

always have you carved in my heart, as well as in my memories. This year
,

wouldn’t have been the same without you. The next is to some wonderful g' r)N e
,

a^one

unique in their own way. Each one has taught me so much and has fi e my e

incredible memories. Reeuerden, amigas X siempre. Mimmiss, Chiquita pero

grandiosa”Gracias por todo. Matty & Mark you two were always there to encourage me to

never lose my Smfc Sam, I will never forge, the laugh we had To

have all been great to live with. Lucille thanks for making my days in Stamstead worth while.

To the rest of you, GOOD LUCK in your future plans, or see you NbX 1 ylak . .
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Kensuke Aoki
These past five years have been such a great time for me. I ve learned lots of

things in this peaceful place. Stanstead and I ve made lots of friends here.

Some of my friends aren’t coming back and I will miss them, but those

memories I made with you guys will always be here to support me. It s

impossible to recall the facts, but it is possible to recall my

memories. ..Kane. Massimo, Gustl, Luis and all the friends I made. This feeling and appre-

ciation are difficult to express with my English, so I will put all of my thoughts into a word.

Thank you.... I also thank my parents who have made my stay at Stanstead possible. Without

your help and support I could not have done this. Kansya shimasu.

Valerie Bonneau

Lucia Arroyo
When 1 decided to come to Stanstead, I never thought I would learn so

much. I will always remember this as one of the greatest experiences I have

ever gone through, and I want to thank my parents for the opportunity. I

want to thank all my friends because without them this wonderful experience

wouldn't have been the same. I wish I could have enough space to express

how much you all mean to me. A mis siete hermanas, gracias, por estar siempre ahi. Jime,

gracias por ser como eres, cumplimos nuestro sueno! Roomy room, I won t forget you. Val

nena, te adoro. Mat, what can I say to my eating partner? Lucille gracias por todo. Lionel,

corazon, tqm. Gustl, my tutor, Jess, July, Sam, Stef, Jo.... Thanks to every one who made

this year so great. Good Luck! to all. Last but not least I want to thank all my teachers and

coaches, because you all taught me more than what you think.

Coming to Stanstead was, for me, a big opportunity. I made a lot of unfor-

gettable friends and here is a little word for each of them. Thanks to my
sister who almost burned Webster down on my birthday; Lucia who taught

me what the word “messy" really meant; Isabelle, for being the best friend I

could possibly have, and with whom I learned that Gaspd was actually part

of Canada... Gen, with whom I flooded the basement doing laundry. Do you remember Gen?
Mis favoritas cabronitas, Sophia, Carolina, Jimena who were great friends. Claudia and Ana,
my Mexicans sisters. Sandra, with whom, in Austria, I learned what PAY-TV was all

about!!! Special thanks to Mr. Simard and Mr. Denney, who made me discover the world.

And most of all, I would like to thank my parents who were always there, supporting and
encouraging me. They believed in me from the beginning to the end. Love you mom and
dad! I will never forget all my friends from Stanstead (you know who you all are).

Keely Bujold
When I first found out 1 was coming to Stanstead I didn’t know what to

expect. I didn't think I could be happier here than at my old school. Oh, how
wrong I was. Being someone who really enjoys sports I found it convenient
to have mandatory sports activities. I adjusted quickly and made many
friends I feel I’ll have forever. The classes are smaller and there is more of a

one on one relationship with the teachers. This helped my marks reach an average I never
thought achievable. Had it not been for this I would not be where I am today. The school has
enabled me to succeed and reach standards I never thought possible. I am thankful for this
and the support of my family and friends. Lindi, we lead parallel lives, thanks for always
listening. JS merci for taking time off your busy schedule. Mr. Denney and Mr. Chandler
don’t worry P:

will be back! Ryan, I love you and am so proud of you! To the friends, I

didn’t mention you know I love you and I look forward to another great year!
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Kane Cuenant

Frank Fauret —
I‘ ve been at Stanstead for 3 years now and it has been a great experience for

me. I really improved myself and learned a lot. First, I would like to thank my

parents for giving me the opportunity to be here and all the support that t ey

give me. Thanks Tom for your friendship. You have been a great roommate.

Paul. I’m sure you want the broom. Jean-Nick, vive le Mexique et le shocker.

Et mcs deux francais David et Lionel je vais nTennuyer de ce que 1 on a tait

ensemble, Thanks to Julie, Jess and Meg just for being good friends. You guys

are funny. Et finalement, merci it ma bi-biche adoree pour etre la lorsque j
ai

besoin de toi. Je t'aime fort fort fort mon bebe.

Lindi Campbell
I will always remember the good things about Stanstead. and try my hardest

to forget the bad. To my friends; Jean, you have finally outgrown your

drama-queen days, Luc, thanks for the imaginative stories, Erica, you were

by far my wackiest roommate, Megs, I love all the obnoxious things we do

together, Keely, you aren't really that fat, Gustl, I love you and it’s always

maybe later. Sean, thanks for keeping me sane. Peeyai, Lefties rule, Olivia Noodle and

Megan Rice Pudding, thanks for all the stupid conversations, Sam, Agnes, and Psychotic-you

girls are the best! Clau and Val. for letting me practice my French, Massimo, for not letting

me be the tallest, and Kara for listening to me. Thank you to Miss McCurdy for being a great

advisor and friend. Miss Paradis for believing in me, Miss Mihaljevic for all our girl talks,

and Mr. Van Dyke for teaching me in all facets of life. Of course thank you to Dad, Mom.
and the rest of the family for all your support and love. See you next year!

Judy Wu, you are the most boring person in the entire school but, for some

reason you're so boring that you’re funny. I will also always remember

never pick cardboard! ! Kensuke, I never saw you all year. For some reason

though I thought I'd mention you. Nick, to tell you the truth I won’t miss

you. 1 will never forgive you for not lending me your TV. JS I hate you

Because of the shrimp you put into my bed. Al, you’re one of a kind. Especially when it

crimes to my sister. I know it’s hard being dumped after three years going out with someone

that is half your age and that’s your friends little sister. I will never forgive you for putting a

sausage in my bed. Brian, what can I say? Five years is a long time. I hope you get what you

want. Jared, you always have something stupid to say but, for some reason your dumb facial

expressions made me laugh.

Gustl Eder
I met a lot of great people here, a lot of them are great friends by now and

these people made my time here great. I want to thank my advisor, Mr.

VanDyke. I love your playful cockiness. I also want to thank Mr.Chandler

for his great coaching and for being such a good house director. Mr.

Ashworth, thank you for giving me such great advice and for being a great

friend who I had so much fun with. Coke rules sir. I want to thank my friends Jessica. Keely,

Caro Lucille and Jean. You guys are great. I also want to thank Sofia, Peeyai. Jean-

Sebastien Marie-Victoria, Erica, Judy. Massimo, Luis-Felipe and Catherine for all the great

times we had. I want to thank my parents for giving me the opportunity to come to Stanstead

and for all their support. Lastly, I want to thank Lindi. You were my light in the dark, and 1

love you for everything we share. I don’t know what I would do without you. Thank you for

the support and the fun we had together. I will never forget it. Take care.
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Sandra Garcia Del Rio

Jessica Haddad

This year came true and I don’t have words to say how glad I'm to be in

Stanstead for a year. I want to thank my parents because of their effort I was

able to be here. Thank you for your support. My friends were there every

moment. Val, thank you for always taking care of me. Sofa, thank you for

being there and helping me. Ana, you will always be my little sister. Ji, I

hope to be in contact with you. Clau, you always make my day with your smile. Bertha,

you're always listening to my problems. Lu, remember that I’m going to be there if you need

me. Caro, thank you for your suppport and for understanding me. Jo, you always make me
feel better. Mat, Matti, Mark. Don’t forget me and I’m going to miss you a lot. Martha and

Gift, thank you very much for every thing you did for me. Sam, I’m not going to forget you
and your songs. To my teachers who were there 24 hours a day helping me and encouraging

me to continue, thank you. Finally, I’m very sad to say good bye, but I’m leaving with

memories of an incredible year. Thank you for making it so special.

Samara Granofsky
This year has gone by so fast, and you all have heard my fat camp stories.

Justin, thanks for everything and being Simon the joker of the pact. Lizzy,

keep shaving those “ areas” I love you. Babe, we’re like atoms in a field. Al,

you’ll find someone. Tom, thanks for the talks. Jiuli / Jess. I love you guys.

You were always loads of fun. Jess, my Polish swear word, Juili, our dirty

little talks that always turned out to be a laugh. Mel, your Phat. Clau, keep smiling. Meg,
don’t change. Sandra, thanks for putting up with me. Caro / Sophia, gimmie loving. Jimena,
you’re smaller then I am . I love you. Pia Guess what?. Stephy that’s my baby. Lizzy, hurry
its 7:30. Loren, the desserts look good. Mr. Shannon, thank you. Ms Wadleigh, I know you
love me. JD. you’re a laugh and you to Gen. L. and Meg.H. Thanks for tucking me in and
you too Lindi. Frank, cows go baaa. Lucia, I love you. Thank you to everyone who is in this

school. You have made my year fun. And Kane, I am too good for you.

I arrived here in grade nine and I didn't know what to expect. It turned out to

be a great year, which then lead to a good and successful grade 10 year. The

next thin 11 I knew I was prefect in Bugbee, and in grade 1 1 . This year went

by just as fast as the others. There is only one reason for that though, and

that is because I had so much fun. The Bugbee kids were actually pretty

a0od. ..At least most of the time. The prefect assemblies turned out being pretty good, but

also very tiring. Kane, maybe next year we should try to plan ahead. Pat,. .Oh No! That s all

I have to say about that. I think Tom knows how to help you there. Al, we will have to keep

up the football tradition next year in Toronto. Miss Paradis, or should I Say Mrs., Best of

luck to you and thanks for all your help. Thanks to Mr. Duncan for all the French help, even

though I missed a lot. A great hockey season this year, FU never forget it. Finally. I'd like to

thank my parents for giving me the opportunity to come here.

Thank you to my family for the continuous support and love. After being at

Stanstead for three years, it has helped me to become a much stronger
person. I have many people to thank. Miss Mihaljevic, thank you for
believing in me. Mr. Chandler, I would like to take this opportunity to thank
my second daddy for making me smile. Happy Valentine’s day. To my bebe,
je t’aime. I’ll never forget you. You love my clothes more than me. To my little man, keep
them in line. Thanx for your precious friendship. Judy, it’s a soccer player, Mel and balloons
Frank, t’es mon Nutty Professor! Sam, holera. To the three girls who made Stanstead such a
great experience, you girls are much more than friends to me, I love ya. Clau. Even though
you’re crusty, I still love ya, the cup cake. Juli: the way I wake up, listening to me after

&

dances, macaroni con cheese. Meg: you must have ridden 3 or 4 miles. I'd still be your
friend. Thank you to everyone for the great memories.

Jean Sebastien Gagnon
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Christine Hoferer
First of all, I would like to thank my parents for making this year possible

for me and for all the support they gave me during the year, even though

they were far away. Thank you very much! Then I would like to thank Ms
Hew for the talks we had. You were a great advisor! Last of all, I would likew niTiif to say that this past year here at Stanstead was just great! I learned so many

things that I will always need in my life. I met a lot of new people that I will remember for a

long time. This year here was really one of the greatest in my life so far!

Sofia Iglesias Martine

What a year! Stanstead College, the place where your life is filled with

excitement, and you don’t have a clue what you’re eating. But it was still a

good year for me, thanks to my boys, Felix and Mike. I love you and 1 will

miss you when I am back in Germany. Ty, my roommate, 313 was chill. Pat,

Sean Alex Beyer, JD, Jared, Carolina, Sofia, Lucia and Jimena, I’ll never

forget “sopita”!, Luis’, Aaron, Neil, Joon, Kenzuke a.k.a the guy in the shower. Not to forget

Isabelle and of course Lucille, Mona, my advisor Miss Hew, the maintenance guy, and the

guy at alumni day, who said: You can only have fun here if you break the rules!, Sam, thank

you so much for always letting us come to your house, it was great! All the people that have

experienced the little restaurant at the airport, it was the right start to all my breaks, keep it

real, Stanstead style!

Lilian Krieg
irst of all, I’d like to thank my parents, who made all this available to me I

ant to tell you, how grateful I’m for all your dedication and the emotional

tcrifice of letting me go. I appreciate all your accomplishments and

itience so much! Ich liebe Euch! - This year I got the greatest gift. Cadeau,

au really made my year a memorable one, as you were roomy, friend,

ttimate and little sister to me! - Une autre personne que j
apprenais d aimer, cest

alerie! Ma petite, tu m’as encouragee mfatigable! Merci pour ?a et tout ce que tu as fait,

hanks to the entire staff! You showed me, what school could be! I had an amazing time

ith you’ To my "German Connection”: Danke, dass Ihr eintach da wart. You gave me all

) much during this year; what I want to give to you is the following:
^^infSThad

ke one-winged angels - just together they are able to fly. -unknown- glancing back <

ie most gorgeous year of my life! But it also became clear where e oi g y,

vu!

First of all I want to thank my parents for giving me the opportunity to come

j Stanstead. I am very grateful to them. I also want to thank all the teachers,

ou have all been a great help. I end this year with so many wonderful

lories and a bunch of new friends, who are all so special to me. I am so

v that I got to meet a group of Mexicans that were always there for me. I

3e you guys never forget me because I won’t. Matt, Mat and Mark! you guys are the best,

it will not be the same next year without you Matt,but I promised I will always keep in

touch. Matt, with you this year, it was so much fun! Thanks for always been there for me and

making me realise how much I am able to do. Gusl, Lucille. Val. Jo, Ivan, Sam, Mona,

Neil! You guys are great. Thank you for listening to me. I hope that everybody had a

wonderful year because I did. I will never forget it Thank you all!

Clemens Kostlin
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Stanstead College has given me the opportunity to develop both academi-

cally and athletically. A heartfelt gratitude goes out to all my great teachers

and to all my friends. A huge thanks to Clau and Judy for always being

there and for all our wonderful talks! Judy, you have great taste. Clau, do
not forget your cup! Frank, Tom, Kane, and A1 - It would be boring without

you. Jess and Juli, I know you two love balloons! Lindi and Meg, my grade school buddies!
I hope you all remember the good times together! Alex, my love, you are one of a kind! You
have taught me so much and have given me so many priceless memories. Je t’aime
beaucoup! Especially to my parents, thanks for giving me this opportunity. I love you both
too much for words!

Melissa Lemay

Ci audine Landry
Thank you to my parents for this opportunity of a lifetime. I have made

friends I will never forget. Jared, my little chicken. 30 hour famine with A1

& Tale Judv & Mel, our special talks. Les yeux bleus ou verts de Jean-

Nick Lauren. headmaster's table! Hey girls go to 281 ! No Pat, I don’t want

ice cream! Polo, what? Thank you to everybody : Felix Kane, Lionel

mouton, Valerie. Tom, Adam, the Mexicans, Mr. Simard & Mr. Van Dyke, you were both

my second daddies! Slowdine, the password is, taboo, advisee meetings, thank you. Judy je

lie t’oublierai jamais! Je t’aime fort mon beau Frankie. Merci pour tout! Finally thank you to

Megan, Juliana and Jessica. You girls were like sisters to me. The cup star, stinky, super-

man pizza boy, Polo, juicy, Patrick, brave heart, wuss. Out summers & sleepovers. Dances,

,

every party, every secret, basically everything! I will never forget our friendship! I will miss

all of you!

Jimena Lasa Aguilar
This was an unexpected year, but now that it is over I realise that it was one

of the most amazing years of my life. I learned to live on my own. But the

most important thing was I had the opportunity of meet a lot of people that

will be in my heart forever. My teachers were always there tor me, thanks.

My six friends, that I can call sisters. Thanks for sharing the treasure of

friendship with me. Mark, I learned how to love because of you. Thanks for teaching me.

Also 1 want to thank my parents, Fransisca y Georgi, los amo. And of course Lionel, mon

mejor ami tqm , Felix or Feliz te adoro ninito.Cleam or Sopita, Lucille cuidate amiga, Mona

or dedito,Steph love you roomy, Matty and Mat what a coincidence!, Neil I m gonna miss

you, mexicanos y Arte, Gustl no more Physics!, David et Paul merci. Lucia nada nos va a

separar, you will always live in my heart and memories. Sandra, eres una c...ompanera muy
buena te amo. And after all I just thank God and my brother Paco.

Ka Ho (Jack) Lee
Three years ago, I came to Stanstead and it has been a great time. All the

friends I made I would hope to keep for life, especially Paul, Wai Ming and

Stefan. Nights out with Danny, rooming with Peter, SK's bb, Shiho’s

dumbness, Massimo's accent all made it enjoying here. Kiyo. . . too many
stupid things between us. Thanks to Mr. Chandler for being #1 advisor, to

Mr. Van Dyke for his expertise in Physics and bb. Mrs.Duncan & Ms.Campbell, I won't

forget. Thanks for being #! annoying azz in class and get beaten up by GE, LC & ML. Clo,

ha?wha?ha?he?? Luis is the best Mex. M. Tang, what are you doing? Ian, can I have your

credit card? All these made a childish me into a present me. I must thank all these people. I

loved the people here! Ah.. 1 more year and ja~ne!
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I-Hisu (Michelle) Lin
Well, three years was long enough for me to stay in Stanstead, and, I want to

say lots of thanks to people who helped me during these three years. Espe-

cially I would like to thanks Miss Campbell and Mrs. Duncan. To Mrs.

Duncan: you are the best English teacher I ever had in my life. Thanks a lot!

I will not forget you forever. To Miss Campbell: you are the best adviser in

my life ( usually I just have one ). Thanks for your help whenever I needed you. Anyway, the

only thing that I really want to say to people who have been of help to me is: “ Thanks a lot!

I will never forget it.”

Juliana Lopez Fajardo
Thanks to my family for all the support and for giving me the opportunity of

a lifetime. Rob. thanks for everything, Paul, I love your great jokes. Frank.

’m your munchkin. Tom, volts is representing. Sam, I'll never forget fun

imes. Lionel, el papi morenito. Jone, muevete mamita alas latinas del 2000

j

gracias! Judy, it’s a soccer player. Mel & balloons. Lauren, I dare you.

sabel. you are my sister Jared polio. I learned the importance of great friendships thanks to

Clau, Jess, and Meg I love ya. Clau: Braveheart the cup, the river with Brig, getting ready at

vour house. Thanks for the notes. I like big booties. One cake? Pick up my pen please, our

chats after dances, sakamon macaronis con cheese. Meg, you silly. Magog, I m your fan.

Three miles, we have each other. Thanks to the staff for all the support. Sorry for being so

loud. You made a difference in my life. Sorry if 1 forgot anyone. Thanks Stanstead for being

a part ofmy life. Viva Colombia!

Massimo Marino
Stanstead College. . ..the first time I heard I was coming to study here, I was

Sfeally scared, but now it has already been three years that I am here and I am

feally glad I came. These years really changed my life m school and society.

From Stanstead I have lots of memories like talks with Luis, tights with

Gustl, which I won but he cannot admit it and the soccei tournament m
, _ _

"Toronto in the room with Kensuke.Gustl and Luis. Kenny, please stop making tun of me.

Luis, thanks for everything, you are a great friend and Gustl, taly never s“rr^ffh
ed

’

remember that. Also I would like to thank JS for being a good roomniate. even if he was

annoying sometimes. I am sorry if I didn t mention someone, bu pr

you next year .Now 1 would like to thank Mr.Chandler for being a great ad\ isor and

Mr.VanDyke and Mr.Simard for helping me improve in basketball.Now

goes to my parents who made this possible.Grazie.Vi voglio ben • y

Sean Maas
It’s finally happening. First of all, I would like to thank my parents for

getting me here. Julien, Rob, Liam, Brian, Meagan, Jean, Lindi, Gustl, Luc,

Sam, Isabelle, Mona, Peeyai, Massimo, Stephan, Roxanne, thanks for always

being there. Stephan, where’s my brake and don’t fall in the river next time?

Senior rugby rules. Rob that weekend at your house with Corey, Julien. and

Steve that was a killer. Mr. Wells, you are the best advisor but you still have to put up with

me next year. Kane, I want your room. Al, I told you I would get your glasses. Luis, you are

he best roommate in the school. I hope you come back next year. Mom, sorry again for

getting lost in Montreal. Bijan, Andy, Mona, and Peter, we had great times on the ski hills.

Clemens and Felix, thanks for the German phrases. That’s everything. I will see everybody

next year.
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Jean McDowell
Its been fun, these few years. I can only begin to thank all of my friends

for their great companionship and support. Bloody Mary in the gym, driving

school, adventures with Megan in her Subaru, Night At the Roxbury,

boating across the lake, ‘I saw your mom! , Truth or Dare - Erica, what did

you have to eat?, missing the grade eight camping trip, Taboo with Luc,

Olivia, and Emmet, Sign 175, laser quest, chats with Gustl and Sean. Hotel d Ouchy with

Lindi (it’s on tape), our adventures in the Explorer (that was kind of fun...), finding little

gold sparkles, being shot, white out boy, multi-colored hair, the Eaglestons of St. Jay, Sybil,

Erica, Ariana, ‘You like that? Huh? Huh? . Sam Granofsky and hei husband. Kiss Me, Jess -

‘Oops! I dropped my pen'. Gustl and I getting mooned by ..., Valerie and her little musical

lamb, las calientes, famous players signs, dating an old friend. Thanks to all of my friends,

even the talkative ones. I will never forget these memories. A great big thanks to all of the

teachers who made things fun, and another one in particular, to Mr. Denney for being the

best advisor for me. Mom, Dad, Mamie, Grandma, Papie, and Grandpa, merci beaucoup!

Luc McDowell

This year is my first year at Stanstead College, but maybe not the last one.
Stanstead was such a good thing for me because first I learned how to work.
I'm very impressed by the sport activities. How can a little school like this

be so good? Probably because we have a very good coaching team.The last

thing than I can say is that Stanstead is maybe the best school than I have
ever attended.

Luis Melendez Ortega
Another year has gone by and so many things happened that I will always
remember. Gustl, Massimo and Kenny in Toronto, Javie, Yoon

,
Alex , YJ

and teasers. Darren and all sport seasons with you Tim Hortons Mana
,

31.17 que la fuerza te acompane. Alex Beyer we miss you .where is Sidapol?
Christian and Neo, you are amazing. Ice cream, swimming, Savannah. I

spend my best weekends with you guys. Sean, my computer is my alarm clock. Klems you
are the man. Mike and Felix Labastida 2000. Lucia, Jimena, Sandra, Carolina, Anna,
Claudia , Sofia gracias por todo Valerie, Jo Annie et Isabelle merci. Mr. Chandler, Mr.
Salkeld, Mr. Simard, Ms. Wadleight Mme Paradis et M. Duncan merci. Mr. Telling, thanks
for believing in me, to every one in the play thanks. Mi Familia, I love you all. Dad, if there
is any god, that is you!Viva la vida ,Viva la Verdad Por donde saldra el sol?

David Miller

So its been years, and what have I learned from this place called Stanstead?

That its about late night camping trips and lunch table confessions, about

how to keep running
, saving a dance for the lonely girl, and of course,

about the most important mistakes. And so I have my friends to thank for

this. Meg. our summers with the Jay twins, thanks for keeping your mouth
shut. Lindi, you're my ultimate audience, Megan Heath, I hope you find your theme song.

Emmet, its all about the toast. Sean, do me a favor and save your cousin for me. Gus. in a

perfect world you’d carry up Masse’s tray. Erica, my partner in crime. Liv, I owe you the

piece of my mind that’s a little more open, and little more mature. I hope that we will

eternally represent the virtue of pink snowmen. To the special teachers who taught me more
than I thought I could leant, thanks. And lastly, of course, to my family, toute ma famille.

and the town of Coventry. Thanks.
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Ty Nguyen
I do not really know what to say, but I did enjoy my time this year when
returning to Stanstead. During this year, 1 have been generally "good” as my
sister said, and hence I would like to give many thanks to Mrs. Atkin, who is

always there to give me the best advice and support when I most need it.

Also I would like to thank Luis Melendez for being such a best mate, to

Lionel and Clem for all the fun stuff in Davis and throughout Stanstead . You guys were

great and I think this is the reason why the year flew by in such a short time. Well summer is

back and have fun. guys.

Gift Njoku
Wow ! I can ‘

t believe the year is over. First of all. 1 want to thank God and

my parents for making it possible for me to come to Stanstead. I also want to

(hank all my friends : Bertha , Cream ,
Emi and of course Lilian. I want to

(hank you for everything, especially for all the food. Lilian, you are the best

roommate 1 have ever had. Thank you for listening to my problems and for

all the German things you gave me . Without you I would not have eaten bears. I love you . 1

would like to say thank you to all my teachers, even from grade 10 . Mrs. Telling and

Madame Paradis, thank you . And to Webster thanks for being nice friends . A special thank

you to Martha for being there for me . I don’t know what I would do without you. I love you

. Mom and Dad, you are the greatest parents a girl like me could ever wish for. I love you

both. Thank you. To all my other friends, I love you all and I will never forget you. To all

those coming back, see you next year. Bye.

Cheng Hung (Frank) Ou
During these past years at Stanstead, I have made a lot of good friends and a

ot of memories. I will never forget the friends that I made here. I would

ike to thank Mr. Duncan, Mrs. Atkin. Mr. Van Dyke and Mr. Sirnard for

teing nice to me.

Lionel Odimbossoukou
It is my first and only year at Stanstead College. Honestly, I am not going to

miss it, but my friends here will never be forgotten. Even some of the

teachers! But I am not going to say who because I might make some jealous.

I learned a lot here, a lot in school, a lot in sports but I think that I learned

more about myself and everything that is around me than anything else, and

I am thankful for that. That is why 1 would like to thank my parents who wanted me to be

here for a year, the teachers who are so dedicated to their students and jobs, to Stanstead

which is a place where you can learn more than you think (not only in school). But, most

important I would like to thank myself for having understood and learned a lot of things, I

would like to give special thanks to the friends that were here everyday: Jimena, Jess,

Juliana, Judy, Steph, Lucia, Megan, Claudine, Melissa, Samara
,
Lucille and to all of the

others that I'haven’t named. I would like to tell you all thank you and see you in 20 when we

will all be rich and famous!!!
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Syrapol Ridhirapest

Hi, I first want to thank God, my mama and my dad for giving me this great

opportunity to accomplish my feats. I have to thank my grandpa for support-

ing us. Shout out to my boys in Germany. The Sheraton Hotel was a very

good experience for me, If you know what I mean Jared! One yeat no room

change, Pat, we had a very good time man. Thank you tor helping me and

keeping me on track. Acapulco Babe! Mike it was a pleasure to meet you. I know that this

year was just the beginning. We have our whole life and we are going to keep being li lends.

I love you! J.D. Ross! Bremen man!! I love you. 1 won’t forget you, you are a wonderful

person with a good heart. Lucille, you are maybe the most interesting person I have met in

my life, thank you for always being there for me. Jimena. I want to thank you for helping me

smile every day. Thanks to all the Mexicans including Angel , Clembo! Aus Fehlern lernt

man. Thanks Sam, for providing me your house and for being a good lriend. Isabelle, Lesley

and all I forgot. Thanks.

I came to Stanstead five months ago. It was very new coming here, but it

was still a very good experience. I didn’t know anyone here when I came

and now I have many good friends. I really thank “Tank" the best person

that I’ve ever known.” Cindy Crawford" my girlfriend, who always encour-

aged me to fight every obstacle. Final fantasy - with out this game “I ‘m

dead”. OK, now for real - Mr Telling .Mr Simard, Mr Denney .Miss Campbell, Mr Elliot, I

couldn’t have done it without you because you all taught me .Thank everyone .
p„s. “I'll see

you next year.”

Patrick Rowan
I would like to start off by thanking my parents and little sister for making
so many sacrifices, which allowed me to come to Stanstead. I would also

like to take this opportunity to thank my grandparents, aunts, uncles, and

cousins. All of whom I have mentioned above have had a significant impact

on my life while I have been away for these four years. While on the topic of

thanks, Mr. McNamara thanks for keeping me on track throughout these years. Felix Probst,

room 312, what an experience. Probably my biggest supporter in the student body this year.

For example at hockey games, thanks buddy. Mike and Matt, Ontario represents. Hey Felix

what time is it? 1 1 :00? October break, from 4 days to 10, pretty tricky eh Felix. Thanks to all

the puck bunny’s, you know who you are. Al’s goat and Captain. Many good stories eh! Al.

Tom. Felix, and J.S. want to go to the cottage? Oh no! Justin, thanks for an amazing season
and especially at the provincials, we could not have done it without you.

Juliana Pape
The few years that IW^b^to^FStanstead College have been quite a

different experience than I’d expected. I’d thought that it would be a little

more rigid and have more traditions, but it s actually a casual place where

you can feel welcome. Here’s a warning tor the newcomers, though

sometimes the food can be inedible. The campus is pretty small but in the

spring it’s beautiful. But in winter, which continues right up until April, a jacket

definitely be advised in this cold climate.

Felix Probst
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Paul Sawaya
First of all, I would like to thank my parents who have given me the oppor-

tunity to come to Stanstead. By allowing that, I have lived the most wonder-

ful and useful experience of my life. I’d also like to thank all of my teachers

that have been very kind to me from the very beginning. During this past

year. I have learned and discovered many things about life and myselt that I

wouldn’t have discovered anywhere else. I've build up an exceptional relationship here at

Stanstead with everyone around me which I will never forget. I’d just like to say that I m
going to miss every single one of my friends here with whom I have spent wonderful

moments and unforgettable memories. Juli, Claudine, Megan, thanks for your support

throughout the year. To my girlfriend Jess, I love you and you'll always stay in my heart;

(how’s my little smurf doing?). Jean-Nick. Frank, le Mexique c’etait 1 fun. The experience I

have lived at Stanstead was one of a kind. It has made great changes in my life, which I am

very thankful for.

Cheng Hung (Peter} Sum
Three years, it seems to be a long time, but I feel like I just arrived in this

piece of beautiful land. It is as if everything is still new and fresh to me and

every memory of life at Stanstead is still as clear as crystal. Although not all

things I remember are sweet and happy, I believe it will be a pleasure
1

recalling them. As a Bugbee senior it has been a pretty special year. I really I

have to thank Kane who provided a lot of drinks, food and his big lounge. Without him and

his room it wouldn’t be fun in Bugbee with just two seniors and four prefects. So, thanks a

lot Kane! I really don't have much else to say because I’m going to stay for another school

year. So, to those who are going to leave me at the end of the school year, enjoy the rest of

1 your life and I wish all of you luck! Bye.

Thomas Spirk
Well, two years at Stanstead. I can't say it's been all that bad. 1 ve made

many good friends and have many unforgettable memories. Pat, oh no to my

roomy. Thanks for a great year and a great friendship. To my Stanstead

hommies Lio, David, Paul and Joony. Thanks for a great year. To my little

women, thanks for all your help you’re great friends and you helped me

through this year. To my girls Juli and Meg, y ‘all are great. Thanks for the support. To all

the crew VPC 4 LIFE Matt, Aubie, Lil.B., tre dog, you overcame the devil. Now its my turn.

To my big bro, thanks for keeping me straight with all your support. Love ya. Mom, Dad and

my loving aunties, thanks for all the support over the years. Mr.Ashworth, thanks for all the

help over these last two years, I couldn t have done it without you. You ve became a great

role model and a great friend. To my main homie Matt, thanks for these great years of

childhood memories or not. And to my friend Diane, I love ya lots. Thanks for your help

over the past few years.

Erica Stuart
Over the past 5 years I have met so many amazing people and had so many

great memories that it seems impossible to fit it all into this space. Mr

Elliot, thanks for being a great advisor. Lindi, you were the best tnend

anyone could go through “hell" with, and though we missed those live

concerts we will always have “Cotton Candy . Pia, you are the greatest

roomie a girl could ask for, thanks for everything, you’re the best. Meg. I got to school

before you! Luc, we haven’t been arrested yet, but we'll have to keep trying! Jean, what can

I say, we (you, Ariana, Sibyl and I) have been through so much over the years and you have

always been there for me. I am unbelievably grateful, thank you for being the most amazing

person I have ever known. Last, but not least, I want to thank my family: Mom Dad, and

Bree, thank you for giving me all I have. You guys are a never-ending source ot inspiration. 1

love you.
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Pia Supino-Mayka
“Don't walk in front of me, I may not follow. Don’t walk behind me, I may

not lead. Walk beside me and be my friend.

Albert Camus

May Tagalik
Coming to Stanstead is one of the best decisions I have ever made. Everyone

is so kind here and the academic programs are excellent. But, what brought

me to Stanstead are the sports programs. I really love playing sports because

when you are on a team you meet new friends and everyone has fun. I

would like to thank my coach Mr. Van Dyke for two great seasons of soccer

and basketball. You have taught me so much, thank you. I would also like to thank Miss

Simard, one of my rugby coaches, for teaching me how to play rugby when I didn't know
how to play at all., thank you. Last but not least, I would like to thank my advisor who is

also one of my rugby coaches for teaching me so much about life. You were always there for

me and you helped me all the way through. I couldn’t have done it without you, thank you
very much.

Loana Von Lonski

The difference with leaving Stanstead in grade 8 and leaving this year is that

1 won’t be returning and I know that I’ll miss everything twice as much.
Claudine. (es-tu moulue ou fondue?), Emi (don’t worry, you’ll be my fat-

sharer forever), Natsuko (you’re the best roomate!), Melissa (you’ve got
great taste!), Lucille (we finally survived Colby!), thanks for being there
with me through the tears and laughters. Jess, Juli, he wasn’t a soccer player! History class-
What year will I defeat my cellulite? Kane, plastic or cardboard? Wanna join the Asian circle
someday ? Kensuke, do you eat your spaghetti plain or with sauce? Special thanks to Mr
Ashworth (I’ll miss your brownies!). Mrs. Atkin (you’ve been a great coach), and Ms
Mihaljevic for always lending an ear. To my parents, thanks for all the love and support And
once again, to all of you guys from Stanstead. thank you. This book might end up covered
u'ith dust with its pages fading but my memories of you never will.

It’s over already? The year has passed by so fast, and soon all there will be
left will be great memories and loving friends. Thank you mom and dad, you
made it possible for me to come here. I love you. Miss Mehalevic, you are

the sexiest advisor ever, thanks for being always there for me. Seymour, I’ll

never forget my roomy. Our exercise, our camp-stories, I love you sweetie.

Val, the craziest bathroommate a Loana could want: you tucked me in at night, and sprayed
your forest-spray on top of me. Pia, what can I say. I’ll miss you, already. I love you! And to

Mr. Telling, Mrs. Wells and the TMHTC-crew, thanx for teaching me how to cry! Mr.
Simard and Mr. Elliot, thank you for letting me be part of the football-team! Hey Justin,

haha. And for the ones I forget to mention, there is no room here, but I love you guys, too.

Ting Yi (Judy) Wu

iso; Stanstead College
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Good Luck to all the Grads

David Yoon
It was just my first year at Stanstead and I feel like I came here yesterday.
Wow, the time flew so fast, but 1 had such a great time here. 1 had opportuni-
ties to try other stuff that 1 was not able to do at home. I got to know many
people. So, um. . . I'd like to thank God for providing this lucky chance to

me. I also thank my parents, who were always praying for me. I thank my
dear teachers who supported me sharing their humungous knowledge. 1 also thank my friends
who helped me when 1 was lost. 1 thank my dear roommate who was always ready to listen to

me. Thank you all and, “May God be with you forever...
”
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ACADEMIC AWARDS JUNIOR SCHOOL 1

Art Prizes Grade 7

Grade 8 Katie McNamara
Grade 9 Marie-Victoria Falet

Mathematics Prizes Grade 7

Grade 8 Katie McNamara

Grade 9

Integrated Science Prize Grade 7 Kim McNamara

Physical Science Grade 8 Lauren Cuenant

Biology Grade 9 Keith Nunziata

English Prizes Grade 7 Kim McNamara

Grade 8 Lauren Cuenant

Grade 9 Joshua Hansen

History Prize Grade 8 Lauren Cuenant

Geography Prizes Grade 7 Hope Hutchins 1

Grade 9 Keith Nunziata

Prizes in Spanish Beginner Katie McNamara
Intermediate Marie-Victoria Falet

Prize for Most Improvement in French (Second Language) ... Santiago Villalobos Steta

Prize for Most Improvement in English (Second Language) ... Wing Shan (Sany) Chan

Prize for Outstanding Work in English (Second Language) ... Che-Yu (Allan) Liu

Amaron Prizes for French Grade 7 Jayson Roy

Grade 8 Karin Schmidt Martinez

Grade 9 Keith Nunziata

Sybil Galambos Prizes for Frangais Grade 7 Kim McNamara
Grade 8 Katie McNamara
Grade 9 Marie-Victoria Falet

Prizes for General Proficiency Grade 7 Kim McNamara
Grade 8 Katie McNamara

Grade 9 Keith Nunziata

SENIOR SCHOOL
Anne Mackenzie English Prizes Grade 10 Kara Campbell

Grade 11 Claudine Landry

I Art Prizes Grade 10 Anamarina Macias Romero

Grade 11 Pia Supino-Mayka

I Economics Prize Grade 11 Ka Ho (Jack) Lee

Geography Prize Grade 10 Matthew Hunt

Historical Society Prize Grade 10 Sarah Birge

J.D. Ferguson History Prize Grade 11 Claudine Landry

Biology Prize Grade 1 1 Ting-Yi (Judy) Wu
Chemistry Prizes Grade 10 Rob Retchless

Grade 11 Claudine Landry

Computer Science Prizes Grade 1 0 Jonathan James
Grade 11 Ka Ho (Jack) Lee

Mathematics Prizes Grade 10 Tamara Jacobi

Grade 11 Ka Ho (Jack) Lee

I Physical Science Prize Grade 10 .... Artemio Hernandez Salort I

Physics Prizes Grade 10 Rob Retchless

Grade 11 Claudine Landry I

I A.P. Gordon Prize for Science Grade 11 Claudine Landry

The John Wells Prize for Improvement in French (Second Language) Lindt Campbell

I Amaron Prizes for French Grade 10 .... Artemio Hernandez Salort

Grade 11 Ka Ho (Jack) Lee

1 Sybil Galambos Prizes for Frangais Grade 10 Gwenaelle Journet

Grade 11 Ting-Yi (Judy) Wu

j
Prix Speciaux - Ursulines Progres Caitlin Downing

Succes Sophia Iglesias Martinez

^<=S- Stanstead College



GRADE 12

Art Prize Samantha Stremmelaar

Economics Prize Darren Gray

English Prize Olivia Moseley

Environmental Studies Prize Elizabeth Drake

History Prize Olivia Moseley

Sociology Prize Meagan Heath

Political Science Prize Elizabeth Drake

Psychology Prize Lesley Cameron
Biology Prize Isabelle Nazon
Chemistry Prize Genevieve Laquerre
Computer Science Prize Emily Nguyen
Mathematics Prize Darren Gray
Physics Prize Darren Gray
Amaron Prize lor French Ah Ra Cho
Sybil Galambos Prize for Frangais Genevieve Laquerre

SPECIAL PRIZES

The Donald McG. Hackett Prize for Creativity Samantha Stremmelaar

The Thespian Shield for Acting Olivia Moseley

The Director's Award in Theatre Arts Jean McDowell

The Year Book Award Darren Gray/ Nicolas Gariepy

The Web Site Award Rob Retchless

The Lee Audet Trophy for Public Speaking Sarah Birge

The Kathleen Harper Junior Public Speaking Prize Joshua Hansen

The Rotary Club Service Award (service above self in the SC community) Rob Retchless

Alumni Bursary Award (deserving Gr. 1 1 student going into Gr.12) Valerie Bonneau

The Fountain Family Scholarship (deserving Northeast Kingdom student) Danielle Comeau

The Raymond Lester Memorial Award (student who has benefited from being at SC) Nicolas Gariepy

The Banting Bursary Award (best local student academically) Tamara Jacobi

The Kenneth Reed Memorial Award (a local junior student returning to school) Hope Hutchins

The Leonard McGilton Memorial Award (a local senior student returning to school) Gwenaelle Journet

The Billy Huckins Memorial Scholarship (dedication, hard work, achievement, courage) Adam Parker

The Spofforth Trophy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics Darren Gray

The Arthur E. Curtis Jr. Award (top student entering an engineering programme) Darren Gray

The Geoffrey Wood Foundation Scholarship (top student entering a science programme) Lindi Campbell

The Ralph V. Meny Scholarship (top student entering a humanities programme) Ka Ho (Jack) Lee

The John H.E. Colby Scholarship (dedication to school, mission, programmes) Isabelle Chavarie

The Trustees Scholarship Adam Parker

The Jean Prieur Memorial Awards Christopher Muir / Paul Thomas Lacroix

House Director’s Award Bugbee House Shanny Breton-Bernard

House Director's Award Colby House Marie-Victoria Falet

House Director's Award Davis House Darren Gray/ Jean-Nicolas Verreault

House Director’s Award Webster House Genevieve Bettez

The Headmaster’s Award Jared Givarz

The Sheila Ferguson Shield, best all-round Girl Athlete in Junior School Annie Thibeault

The S.F. Abbott Shield, best all-round Boy Athlete in Junior School Brandon Forino

The Shirley Wolter Trophy all-round Girl Athlete in the School Tamara Jacobi
The Thomas Johnson Memorial Trophy best all-round Boy Athlete in the School Taweesak Warawong
The Wilder Shield (a junior student with most positive influence) Robert Perretta

The Bowman-Hall Award (top graduating boy scholar-athlete) Darren Gray

The Trueman-McFadyen Award (top graduating girl scholar-athlete) Genevieve Laquerre

The Birks' Bronze Medal for the best Student in Grade 10 Tamara Jacobi

The Governor General’s Medal for the best Student in Grade 11 Ka Ho (Jack) Lee

The Birks’ Silver Medal for the best Student in Grade 12.... Darren Gray

The Pitcher Memorial Prize - The School’s Highest Award Jean-Nicolas Verreault

Spectrum 2000
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Mr. Paul Duncan
Paul uncan was born in Illinois City, Illinois

where he received his early education. He went on to

arlinville, llinois where he attended Blackburn

College and attained his B.A. While at

Blackburn he met his wife Dorothy whom he married

on Jan. 30. 1960 in ille. Paul’s first teaching job was

in Joliet, Illinois where he taught Social Studies in

1959 - 1960. During the summer of I960 Paul and

Dorothy pulled up stakes and moved to Sitka,

Alaska where, in September 1960, Paul started

teaching at Sheldon Jackson College - a school

similar to ours. He started teaching History and

Geography and ended by teaching French full time.

While in Sitka Paul and Dorothy’s first two

children, Greg and Natalie were born. In 1963, with

two young children in tow, Paul and Dorothy

moved to Schenectady, New York where Paul

taught French for one year. In 1964 it was time to hit

the road again and back they went to Sitka, Alaska

where Paul put in three more years at Sheldon

Jackson College. It was at the end of this three year

period that Paul and Dorothy adopted a child. Bruce.

Paul and Dorothy, with their three children, then moved into the married student residence at the University of British Colum-
bia in Vancouver and while there, adopted yet another child, Lynnea. While at UBC Paul studied for and received his M.A.
degree in French while working as a teaching assistant in the French Department at the university.

Both Sitka and Vancouver were the places Paul enjoyed the most before coming to Stanstead. The students at Sheldon Jackson
College were boarders from all over the state and the relationships which he and his family were able to establish will long be
remembered. He loved the outdoor life, the camping, the hiking and the proximity to the sea, the mountains and the forests.

In 1969 our then Headmaster, Raymond Lester, invited Mr. Duncan for an interview and offered him the position of Head of
the Languages Department. This was pleasing for the Duncans on two counts. Firstly, they had studied French during two
summer sessions, one at the Universite de Laval and another at McGill and they loved Quebec. Secondly, it allowed them to

return to the private school milieu. So, in the summer of 1969, Paul, Dorothy and their four children headed east for Stanstead,
Quebec and a whole new chapter in their lives.

Paul soon got involved in athletics. He took over the intramural program for his first year and then moved to cross-county
skiing which he was in charge of until 1979. In those days this program was far more involved than it is today and had many
more students participating. We raced against other schools and had many a championship team. For most years that Paul was
in charge we sent a large group of students to the Canadian Marathon. During these years hiking and camping also filled Paul’s
life and it was while he was involved in outdoor ed that the school acquired a van, camping equipment and the Fitch Bay cabin.
Paul spent many a weekend with students hiking and camping and generally having a good time away from school. Paul ran a
club called "Contact francais" for many years and was involved in public speaking"in the French language. In 1987 he joined
me as an advisor for the SPECTRUM and has been a very valuable asset. The fact that he has put up with me for thirteen vears is a
feat in itself.

Paul started out as Language Department Head, a position he has held for all but one of his thirty-one years here. He was the
University Advisor for three years and was responsible for the academic program in the Junior School that was in place from
1973 to 1 977. He then became Senior Department Head followed by an appointment as Dean of Academics.
I asked Mr. Duncan what he enjoyed most about Stanstead College and I will quote his reply, because it depicts Mr Duncan so
well.“I have thoroughly enjoyed the close knit family style of life here and the friendships I have established with students and
colleagues. I especially treasure the student contacts which have turned into friendships of many years standing and I get much
enjoyment from hearing from them and from their visits with us. Of course, I absolutely love teaching French and the best part
of the day is when I am in the classroom”.

v

Mr. Duncan has provided us with an excellent French Language Program and stalwart leadership He has developed a strong
and consistent program for the teaching of French and Spanish which meets the needs of students from varying backgrounds'
and dilferent experiences in the study of French. As the years have gone by the program has become many facetted and more
and more complex but it can stand up to any scrutiny. He has had an excellent record of success
Paul was one of the founders of the Stanstead College Association of Teachers and served as its President for several vears
Paul and Dorothy will not be going far as they will keep their beautiful home in Stanstead. I do know that they will spend

‘

several months ot the year travelling. Dorothy has already made plans for a trip to Sweden where they both intend oil studying
the Swedish language. They also hope to spend a few months in Portugal to get away from our cold winters and no doubt there
will be many short trips to visit their children and their grandchildren. However, they will always return home - to Stanstead
Paul, thank you. We will miss you and Dorothy bui you will be in our thoughts. Please come back ^aud visitThe s hool£ youtwo have given so much of your lives to. y

Peter Ashworth

Stanstead College



Mme. ISABELLE PARADIS

Isabelle Paradis has been associated with Stanstead College in several capacities for the past

sixteen years. She came here in 1984 as a grade seven student and undertook the task of learning

English and beginning her studies, which she continued through university, in that language. After

finishing grade eleven at Stanstead, she went to Brescia College of Western University where she

finished her Bachelor of Arts degree. Having decided to become a teacher of French, she attended

\ McGill University and completed her Diploma in Education and then taught French in Montreal for

!
one year. During those years she visited Stanstead often, because her brother Frangois was here.

She took up the challenge of working for the Stanstead College Language Adventure for three

summers as an Outdoor Leader and House Director. In 1997 she accepted a contract as a teacher of

I

French and Spanish. We thought she was a natural candidate for the position, and she never

hesitated. During these last three school years she has shown us her dedication to teaching, her

sense of duty and commitment to her students. She has spent many hours preparing materials for

her French and Spanish classes and one would often find her in the classroom in the evenings or

during the weekend. At the same time she has been involved in coaching soccer and swimming.

Being Assistant Director of Webster has occupied any other time she might have been able to find.

She has shown by her commitment to doing good work that her tenacity and precision, first por-

trayed when she arrived at Stanstead in grade seven, have always been key elements in her suc-

cess. Her goals are well defined and she accomplishes them. Her involvement has allowed her to

establish many strong and long-lasting relationships with students and colleagues.

! For me, it has been an honour to have known and worked with her over these years. I was her

teacher for three years, a co-worker in the Language Adventure and a professional colleague as a

fellow teacher of French. She has told me that we always seem to be on the same wave length

when it comes to methods and strategies of the teaching of language, especially French. She

learned a great deal at Stanstead College, and we have all learned from her over the years.

!
We wish her much happiness in her upcoming marriage and her new teaching position in Toronto.

Please keep in touch, Isabelle. Stanstead will miss you.
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Congratulations and

best wishes big brother.

Love, Pete

Congratulations

to all the grads

from the six year

club

DMINISTRATION

ENR.

REG.

ALLAN B. CLINE
DIRECTEUR/DIRECTOR

UN SERVICE ALIMENTAIRE RASSURANT
FOOD SERVICE MADE SIMPLE

Bur.: (819) 876-7891 ext. 250
Res.: (819) 569-2770

1858, d’Orleans

Ascot (Quebec)
J1H 6L8
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Happy 2000 Stanstead

From Your
" Disco Queen "

Get Down !!!

The Cuenants!

Stanstead College
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Autobus Q. Ashby Inc.

Roger Ashby

president

Pour tout voyage !

V6hicules scolaires 48 passagers - Minibus

Vehicule adapte pour fauteuils roulants

V6hicules 7 passagers

For all travel

!

48 passenger Schoolbus - Minibus

Vehicle for wheelchairs

7 passenger Vehicles

2676, chemin Caron, Ayer's Cliff JOB ICO

Tel.: (819)838-5468
Cell.: <8191 821-0494

To the faculty

and students of

Stanstead College

with my compliments.

-Roger Ashby

The Journal
The Eastern Townships’ regional weekly, since 1845

515 Dufferin St., Stanstead, Que., JOB 3E0
(819) 876-7514 • 1-800-567-1259

email: joumal@together.net • www.stanstead-joumal.eom

Our future is your future.

Congratulations

Class of 2000

Stanstead College

450, Dufferin, Stanstead (Quebec)

Canada JOB 3E0

Andrew N. Elliot, B.A., B. Ed.
Director of Admissions

Directeur des admissions

Tel.: (819) 876-2223

Fax: (819) 876-5891

admissions@stansteadc.qc. ca

Congratulations to

the grads of the

new millenium.

Spectrum 2000 205



With Our
Compliments

1

I

&

*888 ' 8 8 W i n N T

AS50CIES!cti n c .

Alan kezber, mcps
PRESIDENT

1650, King Ouest, Suite M-60
Sherbrooke (Quebec) J1J 2C3
Sans frais : 1.888. 88.WinNT

TEl. : 819.566.6900
TElEC. ; 819.566.2612

E-mail : alan@kezber.com

Site : http://www.kezber.com

Informatique et rEseautique

Information technology

Microsoft Certified
Solution Provider

Configured
iotSolutions

Stanstead College



PTE^ Insurance Program
S w Management

THE ANSWER TO AIL YOUR

Insurance needs

> Emergency Hospital/Medical

Out-of-country Travel

Visitors to Canada

International Students

Diplomats

> Claims Management
>- 24 hour Assistance Service

>- Investment & Financial Planning

> Home and Auto

> Life

> Group

73 Queen Street

Unnoxvilu, Quebec

JIM 1J3

til: (819) 566-8833

FAX: (819) 566-8447

MEGABUROK

338, Boul. Bourque, Omerville (Qc) J1X 4GT
Tel.: 1 (819) 843-6715 / Telec.: 1 (819) 843-7951

Sans frais: 1-800-567-6949

With Our Compliments
Stanstead Historical Society

&
Colby-Curtis Museum

535 Dufferin Rd
Stanstead, Quebec

JOB 3E0

Felicitations Claudine

!

Dr. Paul Landry

Chirurgien dentiste 45, rue Centre
Bureau lOO
Magog , Quebec
J1X 5B6

-L..J4— L— L i

JLV\iu ''j <!\AI\aAAjVvA

(819 ) 847-3535

Bravo aussi a tous les

finissants.

- Dr. et Mme. Paul Landry

Spectrum 2000



Raymond Chabot GrantThornton &
THE STRENGTH OF ADVICE

Member firm of Grant Thornton International

CONGRATULATIONS !

Chartered Accountants - General Partnership

455, King St. West, Suite 500, Sherbrooke (Quebec) J1H 6G4
Telephone: (819)822-4000 Fax: (819)821-3640
Internet : www.rcgt.com

Avec Nos

Compliments

IIIIC* LES TRAITEMENTS DES EAUX

Patrick Fauret
President

810, Champagneur Tel.: (514) 270-9593
Suite 215, Outremont Fax: (514) 270-9355
(Quebec) Canada Cell.: (514) 942-3213
H2V 4S3 e-mail: poseidon.inc@videotron.ca

. -i

Pieces d’Auto et Quincaillerie

Dupont
GILLES GOBEIL

Propri6taire

Fabricant de Boyaux hydrauliques,

Peinture automobile, Peinture domiciliaire

Felicitations aux

finissants

finissantes de juin

2000.

287 Dufferin Tel.: (819) 876-5276

Stanstead, Que Fax.: (819) 876-7373

JOB 3E0

Stanstead College



Through the hockey pro-

gram, Jared found his way to

Stanstead College. Farewell

and thanks to all his team

mates, coach McNamara,
Mr. Chandler and Dugie

Ross for all his support.

Margie Givarz

UMOCAR
Vofing imnsporteor d& canfiar<o&

1075, rue Talbot
Sherbrooke (Quebec) J1G2P3
Telephone: (819)829-2299
Telecopieur

: (819) 564-1953

Specialistes certifies 9k Ok 9^ 9kA 9k

ORTHODONTISTESLEMAY
itHC

Pratique exclusive

de I'orthodontie

Jules E. Lemay Jules E. Lemay ill

O.D.S.. Cert. Ortho., F.R.C.D. (C) D.O.S., Cert. Ortho., F.R.C.O. (C)

JZimocar ‘lEstrie is proud to be

tfie official carrier of Stanstead

College.

91, rue Peel, bureau 100

Sherbrooke (Quebec) J1H4J9

(Plateau Marquette)

Bur. : (819) 822-4434

Fax
: (819) S66-1665

jul333@bigfoot.com

‘We want to congratulate all

tRe students and tfie ones wfio

graduate tRis year.

"Retd

Manager

R-ytadne 76i&eacdt

C&edouAty
JOHN HARKINS

CONSEILLER TECHNIQUE
Produits & tquipements specialises pour I'entretien

et I'emballage industriel

1 150, rue Galt Est succursales: Granby
Sherbrboke, Qc J1 G 1 Y5 (450) 375-8874
T6I.: (819) 566-2266 Boite vocale: 242 Drummondville

Fax: (819) 346-9292 (819) 477-2621

Sales representative

Spectrum 2000



COMPLIMENTS

of

ERIC T. WEBSTER
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Pierre Felteau

President

RONA
“Rpnovateur

Raymond Fluet

% Felteau
REFRGEWTION
Ol IMATiSA f IOINJ

917, rue Conseil

Sherbrooke (Quebec)

JIG 1L6

Tel.: 819.569.3695

Fax: 819.569.7596

A. FLUET ET FILS INC.
Bois - Materraux tie construction - Quirtcaiiterie

Equipement de Combustion

D®[§&[L.
8, rue Principals

Stanstead, Qc
JOB 3E5

Telephone: (819)876-2706
Telgcopieur: (819) 876-5252

Chaudronnerie, tuyauterie, mbcanique du bStiment

chaudidres, bruleurs, contr6les et accassoires

Neuf et usagb

1030, Deschaillons, Sherbrooke, QC JIG 1X7

T6L: (819) 566-5696 Fax: (819) 562-0274

compliments of

a friend

Spectrum 2000
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Tel,: (819) 566-7111
Fax: (819) 821-4257
E-mal: taptscoy@abocom.com,

R.8.Q. - 1678 4685-51

C JSayue-wv

JQcWj
(

^/ai^e and£/foencUcl

au C&S&& de la renovation

Michel Martin
President, Directeur general

R & M MARTIN INC.

7 rue Centre

Stansteod, Qu6 JOB 3E0
Tel.: 1-819-876-2751

Watts: 1-877-876-2751
Fax : 1-819-876-2828

44 rue St-Pierre

Magog, Que. J 1 X 3A2
Tel.: 1-819-843-4792

1-819-563-6641
Fax: 1-819-843-4339

G E S T I 0 N

RENALD
LAQUERRE
Administration d'immeubles
risldintiels, i bureaux et commerciaux

3960 Louis Pinard, Trois-Rivieres G8Y 4L9

Residence : (819) 375-2877

Telecopieur
:
(819) 375-0613

Bureau : (819) 375-5025

Cellulaire : (819) 372-6446

We handle all types of Real Estate

Liscensed over 20 years

Congratulations to the grads -

You will be a tribute to your

community

PAPETERIE 1MPRIMERIE

Sautier inc.
AMEUBIEMENT EQUIPEMENT

ET ARTtCLES DE BUREAU

BUREAU DES COMMANDES
2373, King Ouest

Sherbrooke (Qc) J1J 2G5
Telephone: (819)566-5366

Telecopieur: (819) 566-8656

TERRASES 777

771, rue King Est

Sherbrooke, (Qc) JIG 1C6
Telephone: (819)563-3350
Telecopieur: (819) 563-3669

RBC
DOMINION
SECURITIES

Georges A. Beaubien
Investment Advisor

RBC Dominion Securities Inc.

1000 de la Gaucheti&re West

http:www-jimmyc. together,com

E-Mail: jimmyc@together.net

Tel: (514)878-5004 40th Floor

Fax: (514) 878-5078 Montreal, Quebec
E-mail: gbeaubi@rbcds.com H3B 4W5

Stanstead College



Good Luck

To the Faculty and Students

of

Stanstead College

in the

New Millennium

From a Friend

Spectrum 2000
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*20Acte "3dacme Standtead

Residences pour personnes retraitees

A residence for retired persons

451, Dufferin

Stanstead
(Quebec)

JOB 3E0

Tel (819)876-2013

Fax (819)876-1163

whstan@together.net

BERNARD MICHELLOD
Owner - General Manager

9066-3899 Quebec Inc.

(Edmond ^uLinuiiie

Service et vente de bruleurs

Entretien de systemes de chauffage

449, rue McAuley
Coaticook (Quebec)

J1A 1J8 Tel. : (819) 849-4962

/

Ip p
r 000

i i i

Videotron wishes

the best to all

the graduates.

Videotron /,

• *

tanbigh

35 CRAIG

COOKSHIRC, P.O. job imo

TEL.:(819) 875-3386 FAX: (819) 875-5436

214': Stanstead College



T nm] et lon9ue Completement Assure
L^yJy^CxL ancj long J-^loldllV^C Fully Insured

JPT/flX
Tel. (819)876-5555

J.P. Fournier prop. Stanstead, Que

Bob Lunny
9600 Boul. St. Laurent #509

Montreal, Quebec H2N 1R2

30 years of serving Stanstead

athletic teams with equipment
and clothing.

514-281-5010 514-637-1170

Avec Nos Compliments

1 Place Ville Marie

Suite 3611

Montreal, Quebec H3B 3P2

Tel: (514) 878- 1800

Fax: (514) 878-4541

Fax : 514-361-7373
With Our Compliments
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Felicitation Aux Finissants

<3

Alain Haddad
Proprietaire 563-1368

445. rue King Est, Sherbrooke (Quebec) JIG 1 B6 Tel.: (819) 563-1212

Best Wishes To The Graduates

LE IPOEB)
SPORT!F

302, rue Sherbrooke, Magog (Quebec) J1X 2S1

Guy Blouin, prop. Tel.. (819) 843-4434

Compliments of

John H.E.

Colby

Caisse Populaire

de Stanstead
Mario Scallon

Directeur

Siege Social

1 6. Chemin Dufferin

Stanstead, CteOrford

(Quebec) JOB3EO
(819)876-7551

Stanstead College



Compliments and best

wishes to the faculty

and the students of

Stanstead College

Home
1 494 VT RT 105 Coventry

Newport, VT 05855

Telephone: 802-334-1246

Email: Robert,McDowell@vtmednet.org

Office

189 Prouty Drive

Newport, VT 05855

Telephone: 802-334-3224

Fax: 802-334-3230

Robert W. McDowell, M.D.
Diplomate, American Board of Pathology

Anatomic and Clinical Pathology

Medical Informatics

Compliments
and

Best Wishes

to the

Stanstead College

Family

FromA Friend

Bur. 819-876-2303 fles. 819-876-7360

CONSTRUCTION
GOUDREAU

INC

-Machineries Lourdes
•Gravier, Terre & Sable
•Fosses Septiques
•Deneigement

32 Maple
Stanstead, QC.
JOB 3E0

•Heavy Machinery
•Gravel, Earth & Sand
•Septic Tanks
•Snow Removal

Martial Fauteux

Proprietaire-Owner

Avec Mes Compliments

Richard et Claude Maclure

Entrepreneurs Peintres

RSsidentiel, commerciale, interieur, exterieur

876 -2095 , 876-7381 843-2876

Fax : 819-843-2876

Entrepreneur general

Construction • Renovation

Residence! !e et commerciale

876-2642
650, ch. Me Intyre

Stanstead-Est (Qc) JOB 3E0

Fax : 819-876-2605

With My Compliments

Spectrum 2000
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Students of Stanstead College 19
2
9
0
9
c

Alexander ANDERSON Newport, Vermont, U.S.A. Marie-VictoriaFALET Montreal, Quebec

Caroline ANGAR1TA Puerto Valletta, Mexico Frank FAURET Outremont. Quebec

Kensuke AOKI Yokohama, Japan Paloma FIERRO OBREGON Mexico City, Mexico

Lucia ARROYO Cancun, Mexico Brandon FORINO Virginia Beach. Virginia, U.S.A.

Genevieve BETTEZ Trois-Rivi&res, Quebec Melissa FORTIER L' Avenir. Quebec

Alexander BEYER Dusseldorf, Germany Jean-Sebastien GAGNON Biloxi, Mississippi. U.S.A.

Hannah BIRGE Newport, Vermont, U.S.A. Sandra GARCIA DEL RIO Mexico City, Mexico

Sarah BIRGE Newport, Vermont, U.S.A. Nicolas GARIEPY Outremont, Quebec

Ranee BOLDUC Orleans, Vermont. U.S.A. Tomas GAUTHIER Vi lie Mont-Royal .
Quebec

Bianca BOLOURI Kirkland, Quebec Amy GILLESPIE Newport, Vermont, U.S.A.

Bijan BOLOUR1 Kirkland, Quebec Sarah GILLESPIE Newport, Vermont, U.S.A.

Jo-Annie BONNEAU Lachenaie, Quebec Aaron GINGRAS Newport, Vermont. U.S.A.

Valerie BONNEAU Lachenaie, Quebec Stephan GINGRAS Newport, Vermont, U.S.A.

Aaron BRASSARD Pointe Claire. Quebec Jared GIVARZ Reston, Virginia, LLS.A.

Shanny BRETON-BERNARD Granby, Quebec Samara GRANOFSKY Hampstead, Quebec

Claudia BUENO ROS Veracruz, Mexico Darren GRAY Pointe Claire. Quebec

Keely BUJOLD Coventry, Vermont, U.S.A. Jose Ivan GUTIERREZ FERNANDEZ Mexico City. Mexico

Ryan BUJOLD Coventry, Vermont, U.S.A. Cristobal GUZMAN LOBO Aguascalientes, Mexico

Anderton BURKE Beaconsfteld. Quebec Jessica HADDAD Sherbrooke, Quebec

Lesley CAMERON Georgeville, Quebec Joshua HANSEN West Charleston. Vermont, U.S.A.

Kara CAMPBELL Newport. Vermont. U.S.A. Meagan HEATH Stanstead, Quebec

Lindi CAMPBELL Newport. Vermont, U.S.A. Artemio HERNANDEZ Madrid. Spain

Alexandre CARON lies des Soeurs, Quebec Christine HOFERER Berlin, Germany

Ricardo CARVALLO GOMEZ Mexico City, Mexico Jack HSU Taipei, Taiwan

Antonio CASTANONOCHOA Mexico City. Mexico Matthew HUNT Whitby, Ontario

Sany CHAN Hong Kong Hope HUTCHINS Georgeville, Quebec

Brigitte CHANNELL Stanstead, Quebec Joon Ho HWANG Seoul, Korea

Isabelle CHAVAR1E Gaspe, Quebec Sofia IGLESIAS MARTINEZ Puerto Vallerta, Mexico

Brian CHEN Changhua. Taiwan Kiyokazu IWASAKI Tokyo, Japan

Henri CHEN Kaohsiung Hsien, Taiwan Rhett JACOBI Cedarville, Quebec

Yu-Wei (Ian) CHEN Taipei. Taiwan Tamara JACOBI Cedarvi lie. Quebec

Su-Kai CHENG Taipei, Taiwan Jonathan JAMES Millersville, Maryland, U.S.A.

AhRa CHO Mason City. Korea Bertha JAUREGUI ORTIZ Cuernavaca Morelos, Mexico

Gabrielle COBURN Newport, Vermont, U.S.A. Siravach JONGVANICH Bangkok, Thailand

Danielle COMEAU Newport, Vermont. U.S.A. Gwenaelle JOURNET Stanstead, Quebec

Landon COMEAU Newport, Vermont, U.S.A. Amber JUDGE Pointe-du-Lac, Quebec

Alex COUET-MORIN Lac Megantic, Quebec Clemens KOSTLIN Berlin. Germany

Kane CUENANT Palm Beach, Florida. U.S.A. Lilian KRIEG Bochum, Germany

Lauren CUENANT Palm Beach. Florida, U.S.A. John LABEREE Ayer’s Cliff. Quebec

Christian D’ALLESSANDRO Gatineau, Quebec Stephanie LABRECQUE-SAGANISH Boischatel, Quebec

Philip DAVIS Crownsville, Maryland, U. S. A. Paul-Thomas LACROIX Cap d’Espoir. Quebec

Nicole DESJARDINS Newport Center. Vermont, U.S.A. Claudine LANDRY Stanstead, Quebec

Caitlin DOWNING Derby Line, Vermont. U.S.A. Jean-Miche! LANOT Stanstead, Quebec

Elizabeth DRAKE Wales, England Genevieve LAQUERRE St. Louis-de-France. Quebec

Christopher DREHER Hudson, Quebec Jimena LASA AGUILAR Cancun. Mexico

Gustl EDER Nurnberg, Germany Jack LEE Montreal, Quebec

Neil EDNIE Franklin Center. Quebec Seung Ki LEE Seoul, Korea

Jamie ELLIOT Stanstead, Quebec Melissa LEMAY Troy, Vermont, U.S.A.

Sarah ELLIOT Stanstead, Quebec Melissa LEMIEUX St. Lambert. Quebec

Matthew EMRICH Jay. Vermont, U.S.A. Charles LESIEUR Rouen, France

k
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Derick Ll Hong Kong Christine RICKEL Newport Center, Vermont, U.S.A.

1

1

Megan Coventry. Vermont, U.S.A. Sirapol RIDH1PRASART Bangkok, Thailand
1

Dea-Youn LJM Seoul, Korea Jean-Nicolas ROBITAILLE Granby, Quebec
i

Dea-Young LIM Seoul, Korea Victoria ROCKE Georgeville, Quebec
1

I-Hsiu UN Taipei. Taiwan James ROSS Pointe Claire, Quebec
1

I

Che-Yu LIU Taipei, Taiwan Peter ROSS Pointe Claire, Quebec
a

1

Juliana LOPEZ FAJARDO Stanstead, Quebec Patrick ROWAN Burlington, Ontario 1

1

Janisley LOPEZ CABRERA St-Donat, Quebec Jayson ROY Ayer’s Cliff. Quebec I

Stefan LUE Pembroke Pines, Florida. U.S.A. Gerardo RUIZ DE TERESA Mexico City, Mexico i

Sean MAAS Saratoga, California, U.S.A. Emi SAKATA Tokyo, Japan 1

Anamarina MACIAS ROMERO Puebla, Mexico Monica SARINANA SHAW Mexico City, Mexico 1

Alex MARCOTTE Ayer’s Cliff, Quebec Paul SAWAYA Town of Mount Royal, Quebec 1

Massimo MARINO Lecce, Italy Karin SCHMIDT MARTINEZ Mexico City, Mexico
1

Andres MARTINEZ-LANZ Mexico City, Mexico Michael SHEARER Silver Spring, Maryland, U.S.A.
I

Jean MCDOWEL Newport. Vermont. U.S.A. Peter SHEN Taipei, Taiwan
1

Luc MCDOWELL Newport. Vermont, U.S.A. Marc SICARD Pierrefonds, Quebec
i

Katie MCNAMARA Stanstead, Quebec Michael SIM Seoul, Korea
S

Kim MCNAMARA Stanstead, Quebec Emily SNAY West Charleston, Vermont. U.S.A.
1

Jessie MCRAE Campbellton, New Brunswick Thomas SPIRK Pointe-Claire, Quebec
1

1

Luis MELENDEZ ORTEGA Mexico City, Mexico Samantha STREMMELAAR Stanstead, Quebec
1

|

Javier MERINO ESCAMILLA Mexico City, Mexico Erica STUART Stanstead, Quebec 1
1

David MILLER Mougins, France Michael STUDLI Venise-en-Quebec, Quebec 1

Emmet MOSELEY Newport, Vermont, U.S.A. Remy STUDLI Venise-en-Quebec, Quebec 1

Olivia MOSELEY Newport. Vermont, U.S.A. Pia SUPINO-MAYKA Ottawa, Ontario 1

Christopher MUIR Knowlton, Quebec May TAGALIK Arviat, N.T. 1

Chiaki NAKANO Hyogo, Japan Michael TANG Dollard des Ormeaux, Quebec 1

Isabelle NAZON Plantation. Florida. U.S.A. Annie TH1BEAULT Trois-Rivieres, Quebec
1

Emily NGUYEN Montreal. Quebec Mariana TODD DIP Mexico City, Mexico
1

Thai NGUYEN Montreal, Quebec Mathieu TREMBLAY-NOEL Cowansville, Quebec
I

Gift NJOKU Rivers State, Nigeria Luis VELASCO GOMEZ Mexico City. Mexico
|

Martha NJOKU Rivers State, Nigeria Regina VELASCO GOMEZ Mexico City, Mexico
|

Shannon NUNNELLEY Craftsbury Common.Vermont, U.SA. Jean-Nicolas VERREAULT Sillery, Quebec
I

Keith NUNZIATA Newport, Vermont, U.S.A. Santiago VILLALOBOS STETA Mexico City. Mexico
1

1

Lionel OD1MBOSSOUKOU Libreville, Gabon Lucille VILLASENOR-CARON Ottawa, Ontario
1

1

Young-Joon OH Seoul, Korea Catherine VILLENEUVE St-Donat. Quebec 1

1

Frank OU Taichung, Taiwan Louis-Philip VILLENEUVE St-Donat, Quebec 1

Jason ou Taichung, Taiwan Pascale VINCENT-MARQUIS Georgeville. Quebec 1

Michael OU Taichung, Taiwan Loana VON LONSK1 Gravenwiesbach, Germany 1

Mitora OYADOMARI Chiba-Ken, Japan Alexander WAGNER Outremont, Quebec 1

Juliana PAPE Derby, Vermont, U.S.A. Paul WANG Feng-Yuan. Taiwan 1

Jung Hwan PARK Seoul. Korea Taweesak WARAWONG Rigaud, Quebec

Adam PARKER Campbellton. New Brunswick Seymour WARD Toronto, Ontario
s

Robert PERRETTA Staten Island. New York, U.S.A. Stephen WILSON Nepean, Ontario
I

Eugueni PETROUSSEVITCH Mockba, Russia Wai Hin WONG Hong Kong
1

Chatvalai PHROMBURI Bangkok, Thailand Sarah WOOD Derby Line, Vermont, U.S.A.
i

Alex PREBOLA North Branford, Connecticut, U.S.A. Timothy WOOD Stanstead. Quebec
1

i

Felix PROBST Bremen, Germany Judy Ting-Yi WU Boucherville. Quebec
1

1

Justin QUENNEVILLE Beaconsfield, Quebec David YOON Vancouver, B.C.
1

1

Jorge Luis RAMIREZCHARBONNEAU Mexico City, Mexico Jeung-Won YOON Pusan, South Korea 1

1

Rebeca RAMOS MONTOYA Mexico City. Mexico Kyohei YOSH1IKE Nagano-Ken, Japan 1

Mona RAOUF Beaconsfield, Quebec Long ZHAO Brossard, Quebec 1

Robbie RETCHLESS Stanstead, Quebec Celine ZHOU Beijing. China 1
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Pilgrimages to religious sites are seen as

acts of faith. Roads and towns develop along

the pilgrim routes, expanding trade and

communication in Europe. Beginning in

1096, Crusades to the distant Holy Land

expose Europeans to Arab culture.

Thinking he has

pioneered a westward

route to the spice-rich

East Indies, Christopher

Columbus lands in the

Bahamas. At the time of

first European contact,

about 90 million Native

Americans live in North

and South America.

Granger Collection

-k. Spanish explorer Hernando Cortes

introduces horses from Spain into the New

World, changing transportation and culture

for Native Americans. Cortes carries out a

harsh conquest of Montezuma and the Aztecs.

and covering 15 miles a day is considered a

good speed. The coaches travel in stages,

changing horses at each stop. As a result, the

stagecoach line is born.

(B) leil Ericsoo <J[)
Chinese invent Marco Polo

reaches North
]

oiagnetic compass.
|

travels to China.

Annina.

Mercator cremes ^^ First Conestoga Vulcanized robber

his world map. wagons are built. Is invented.

Transcontinental

railroad spans U.S.

Gondolas tirst London Bridge Portuguese Mayflower lands Lewis and Clark Practical Public rides

appear la Venice. is built. 1 explorers starl at Plymouth Rock. explore American West Inleraal-conibusllpu first escalator.

J €> <
Tftk slave trade.

> o ^engine appears. ^
-k. Pirates terrorize

the seas between

1690 and 1730. One of the

most notorious pirates is

Edward Teach, known as

“Blackbeard.”The fictional

Captain Hook first appears

in the 1904 play “Peter

Pan” which inspires

books, musicals and films

throughout the century.

The first practical wheelchairs provide new

mobility for those unable to walk. Early

models of wheelchairs have three wheels

and hand cranks to propel the chair forward,

A Birchbark canoes provide transportation for

many Native Americans. The canoes are made

with a light wood frame covered with pieces

of bark sewn together and made watertight

with melted pitch.

During the Revolutionary War, a submarine is

used in battle for the first time. Built byAmerican

David Bushnell, the one-person vessel is powered by a

hand-cranked propeller. TWentieth-century submarines

are complex, nuclear-powered craft used for defense and

scientific purposes.

France’s

Montgolfier

brothers launch the

first hot-air balloon.

Filled with smoke,

the silk balloon rises

to 6,000 feet. Later

that year, the first

passengers go

aloft—a rooster, a

duck and a sheep.



Patrick
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Brown

Brothers -CjW
Humans

achieve

powered flight. The

first flight of Wilbur

and Orville Wright’s

Flyer lasts 12 seconds

and carries Orville

to a height of 10 feet

above the beach at

Kitty Hawk, N.C.

Henry Ford’s moving

assembly line makes cars

affordable to the masses.

Ford produces the first

Model Tin 1908. in 1964,

the sporty Ford Mustang

rolls out at $2,368 and

sets an all-time record

for first-year sales of a

new model.

Subw
f'

s

provide a new

way to get around in

ever-more-crowded

cities. The world’s

first underground

railway opens in

London in 1863. By

1904, New York City

inaugurates its first

rapid-transit subways.

Travel by rail revolutionizes land transportation.

British engineer Richard Trevithick invents the

first steam locomotive in 1804, but it is 1825

before railroads haul passengers.

Fratelfi/Stock Market

American Stock/Archivc Photos
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station opens. solo, nonstop zeppelin crashes. orbit Earth. passenger spacecraft leaves end Sojourner

over Atlanlic. lllght begins. solar system. explore Mors.

Cleveland, Chid, Perking Jel airline McDonald's NASA develops "Chueeer links

pioneers meters appear. passenger starts drive space shuttle. 111 to France.

J)
traffic lights. ^ ^

service begins.

^^
through service. 0

Piloted

circles

Man walks on

the moon.

Apollo 11 astronauts

Neil Armstrong and

Buzz Aidrin plant the

American flag 238,000

miles from Earth as an

estimated 600 million

people on Earth watch

on television.

First built in 1903, the Harley-Davidson

becomes America’s best-known motorcycle in

the 1950s. Raw power and a distinctive rumble

appeal to rebels of the 1950s and 1960s and

to business executives of the 1990s.

On her maiden

voyage, the great

steam passenger ship

Titanic
,
thought to be

unsinkable, goes down

after hitting an iceberg in

the North Atlantic. Of the

more than 2,200 persons

aboard the ship, about

1,500 perish.

Freeways change the nature and pace of

travel in America, in 1956, President

Eisenhower authorizes construction of the

Interstate Highway System. By the 1990s,

this nationwide network includes more than

42,500 miles of highways.

Orbital construction of the international

Space Station (ISS) begins in 1998 when

space shuttle Endeavor crew members

connect the station’s first two sections.

ISS is to become the largest cooperative

space mission in history.
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As the millennium begins, European peasant

food is plain and often scarce. Feasting on

meat is reserved for the wealthy. Table

utensils include only a knife; most people

just eat with their hands, Slabs of dense

bread, called trenchers, serve as plates.

Chocolate from the

New World takes

Europe by storm.

Brought to Spain from

Mexico, chocolate is

so costly that

Europeans water it

down for use as a drink.

Natives of Mexico have

prized chocolate since

ancient times.

John Montagu, 4‘* Earl of Sandwich, instri

his servants to bring him his meat between

two pieces of bread. This way he can eat with

one hand while continuing to play cards with

the other. The term “sandwich” is born.

|4t Europe's first

coffeehouse

opens in England. By

1700, there are 2,000

coffeehouses in London

alone. Early coffeehouses

are important places to

transact business. Lloyd’s

Coffeehouse evolves into

Lloyd’s of London, the

giant insurance brokerage.

ure © Spice trade Native Americans (© Potato famine Ipt Jell-0 is a (?) Tuppenware
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m
costly luxuries.

"" ^
inspires

’’
introduce popcorn swells Irish

"
new treat

"
is introduced. become available.

exploration. lo colonists. emigration.

1 World's first Forks first 1 Boston Tea Party Canned loads First commercial 1 Pop-lop cans

I restaurant opens appear on ladles.
j

toels rebellion. appear in stores. pizzeria opens. 1 are created.

(]j)

Organic lood

sales soar.

(^

Domestic ice chests provide early refrigeration.

Blocks of ice are cut, delivered to homes and

sold for use in kitchen ice chests. It is the

early 1930s before reliable electric home

refrigerators are in common use.

Brown Brothers

Alexander

Campbell,

Brooklyn, is the

first to deliver milk

in glass bottles.

For many years the

neighborhood

milkman is the

most common way

to obtain fresh milk,

before the age

of supermarkets.

America’s first large self-service supermarket

opens, followed by the invention of the grocery

shopping cart in 1937. During the Depression,

supermarkets become a significant part of the

food distribution network.

Swanson creates

the TV dinner,

sold in boxes designed to

look like television sets.

Frozen dinners are

possible because of

Clarence Birdseye’s 1929

invention of early methods

for freezing food.

0 0 Oh
Choices expand in school lunch programs.

A growing number of public schools begin

featuring national fast-food outlets and soft

drink brands in the school lunchroom.

King

Features

Syndicate/North

American

Syndicate
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wooden blocks to print

playing cards, one of the

first uses of printing in

Europe. Playing cards

come to Europe from

the Middle East during

the Crusades.

using a

sheep’s bladder as a ball. As the millennium

doses, millions of American youth play in

organized soccer leagues. In 1999, the U.S.

women’s soccer team wins the World Cup.

Golf is a

popular

sport in Scotland. In

1552, Saint Andrews

is a favorite place

for golfing. Mary,

Queen of Scots is

reportedly the first

woman golfer and

helps spread golf’s

popularity in Europe.

Archery competition is a common pastime in

the Middle Ages. Archery skill is so important

that English kings ban football because it

takes men away from archery practice.

© 2000 PhotoDisc, Inc.
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invent checkers

and darts.

German howlers Norway introduces Ice hockey James Naismith LEGO company

use wooden pins,

stone ball.

alpine skiing

ns sport.

originates

in Canada.

invents basketball. opens in Denmark.

Football fans

enjoy first

Super Bowl.

French enjoy 1 Native Americans Scottish blacksmith Coney Island 1 Yo-yo is Barbie is born.

early lora 1 play lacrosse. invents pedal bicycle. installs first introduced

4 j)
ol tennis.

{jjjjj (J c)
roller coastor. ^ in U.S.

(J

Came consoles

incorporate

) PC technology.

Baseball is first

played as an

organized sport at Hoboken,

N J., when the New York Club

defeats the Knickerbocker

Baseball Club on June 19.

More than 100 years later,

Jackie Robinson breaks the

color barrier in major league

baseball in 1947.

Corbis-Bettmann/UPI

Tony BsparzaOS/En

Game shows become widely popular TV fare in

the 1950s. One of the top 10 shows of 1959, NBC’s

"The Price Is Right," still draws large audiences

in 1999 on CBS, where it is the longest-running

game show in television history.

Parker Brothers introduces Monopoly, which

• becomes one of the world’s most successful

board games. By the late 1990s, the popular

game is available on interactive CD.

Athens, Greece, hosts the first modern

Olympics. Winter Games are not held until

1924. At the 1998 Winter Olympics, American

figure skaters Tara Lipinski and Michelle Kwan

win the gold and silver medals respectively,

and China’s Lu Chen wins the bronze.

V
' * i

•y r>n i

'z&d

Michael

Jordan,

considered by

many to be

basketball’s

greatest player,

retires from

the NBA His

talents lead the

Chicago Bulls

to six NBA

championships

in the 1990s,

Reuters/Corbis-Bettraann



William Shakespeare’s “Romeo and Juliet”

is first performed. London’s Globe Theater

opens in 1599, where many of his plays are

staged. By 1600, the great playwright pens

at least 20 plays.

Literacy is reserved for the clergy and a few

students. Monks and scribes laboriously

copy books by hand using goose-quill pens.

Books are such rare treasures that in some

libraries they are chained to the shelf.

Sign language is a means

of communication for some

early cultures. It bridges

language differences

between societies and

eventually evolves into

a formal alphabet for

communication by the

hearing impaired.

© 2000 PhotoDisc. Inc.
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Gutenberg

invents away to mass-

produce the written

word. He devises the

first Western movable-

type system and a new

kind of printing press.

Gutenberg’s inventions

speed the spread of

knowledge and literacy.

Chinese
l
Ppinted

i

Leonardo dn Ifldci Clockmeker i Declaration

are illiterate.

" "
invent lirsl

" "
at Arabic numerals.

^
music appears. F

paints IHons Lisi.
Mw

designs tirst ol Independence

movable type. minute hand. creates U.S.

Japanese woman Some societies 1 Chancer pens Lead pencils make British Navy Mozart composes Braille develops

writes (he first novel. use smoke 1 Cseteriury Teles writing easier originates signal symphony el reading system

y <2
^signed. ^ <£» <2^

Hag messages.

^ J)
age eight.

^ J
lor the blind.
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The first

regularly

printed newspaper is

a four-page weekly

publication, the Relation,

printed in Germany. It is

1702 before the first daily

newspaper appears, The

Daily Courant of London.

One if by land, two if by sea. Lanterns signal

the advance of British troops, and Paul

Revere rides to warn American colonists

of the attack. His famous ride also signals

the beginning of the American Revolution.

Instant long-distance communication is possible.

Samuel Morse invents the telegraph and a

dot-dash code to carry messages over a wire.

In 1851, Hiram Sibley founds Western Union

Telegraph Company.

Frenchman Nicephore Niepce creates the

first permanent photograph. His partner,

Louis Daguerre, carries Niepce's work

further by inventing a process of capturing

images on metal plates.

^,i.„ Christopher

Sholes invents the

typewriter. To keep rapid

typists from jamming the

keys, Sholes designs the

keyboard so that

frequently combined

letters are located far apart.

This layout lasts into the

computer age.

C«WerW
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-fa. Alexander

Graham Bell

patents the telephone.

By the end of the

millennium, missing

a phone call is almost

impossible as answering

machines take instant

messages. Cell phones,

beepers and voice

mail expand

mmunication options.

Austria introduces the first postcards. For

only pennies, postcards keep people in touch

before telephones are common. Calling cards,

commercial valentines and other printed

personal greetings are popular customs.

-flW lnventor

Thomas Edison

patents a practical electric

light bulb. Electric lights

have a profound effect

on society, increasing

opportunities for reading,

writing, socializing

and working.

Guglielmo Marconi invents the radio,

providing away for sound to travel long

distances without the use of wires. During

the 1920s and 1930s, radio is the primary

source of news and family entertainment

for most Americans.

Bell Lids Invents

first transistor.

King delivers

y'
"I Dave a Dream"

speech.

Vietnam War Berlin Wall tails,

sparks protests.

Edison invents II. S. women Drive in theaters Russia TV carries MTV goes on air.

phonograph. win right to vote. attract crowds. launches S0nit. President Kennedy’s

<Si 4 ) <£) <3 €
^laneral.

L-fa»

HDTV Becomes

available.

-i. Movie making

"'*!*'*’ experiences a

"golden age” in the late

1930s and early 1940s. in 1939,

Gone With the Wind and

The Wizard ofOz premiere.

Citizen Kane follows in 1941,

and Casablanca in 1942. Studio

giants are MGM, Paramount,

RKO and Warner Brothers.

Persona!

computers

become available to

the mass market, thus

paving the way for

desktop publishing.

By 1990, laptop notebook

computers allow people

to compute from

almost anywhere.
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Elvis Presley’s unique blend of ^
blues, country, rock and gospel draws adoring

fans and makes him “the King” of rock and roll,

tn 1956, his debut album becomes the first in

history to sell a million copies.

Millions of people worldwide cruise the

Information Highway via the Internet, and

instantaneous e-mail communication

becomes common. As the millennium

ends, computer, TV, video and telephone

technologies begin to converge.

Television is invented in 1926, and regular

network TV broadcasts begin after World War

II. One of TV’s most popular shows is CBS's

“I Love Lucy,” premiering in 1951. Television

transforms almost every aspect of life in the

twentieth century.
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In 1278, the glass mirror

is produced in Venice,

Italy, and Europeans

see themselves clearly

for the first time.

A Crusaders

*^^returnfrom

the Middle East with

new ideas, including

that of the alass mirror.

Medieval knights wear a short wool tunic

and a coat of chain mail. Gauntlets (heavy

leather gloves) and sword complete the

attire, which is so costly only wealthy men

can afford to be knights.

Medieval men's shoes have long,

pointed toes. Individuals of higher

social status are allowed to have longer

points on their shoes, some as long as 18 inches.

Moss stuffed into the toe maintains its shape.

Queen Elizabeth is the fashion trendsetter,

popularizing the wide skirt, jeweled wig, high

bald forehead, and decorative ruff around the

neck. She is rumored to have 3,000 dresses.

*

Europeans wear Spectacles ffi) Taottibrush is invented,

simple ionics originate in Italy,

and leggings.

are

popular lor men

and women.

(2) "flappers" (2) W.W. II prompts

wear bobbed hair. shoe rationing,

short dresses.

(J) Afro hairdo

is popular.

Buttons appear Men and women Cosmetics 1 Corsets and Nylon stockings Hair gets long, "Retro"

as decoration. wear earrings. I and perlume
}

Pestles are lirst appear. skirts get short. fashions mimic

cJ not lastuners. (* J
come into lashion. effv essential attire. c> earlier decades.

Culver Pictures

Men and women

'•f' wear elaborate

powdered wigs made of

human hair, horsehair and

goat hair. Because the

large wigs are heavy and

hot, some people shave

their heads and wear a

cloth cap under the wig to

absorb perspiration.

indoor malls are popular with teens not only

for shopping, but also for socializing. The

first enclosed mall is built in 1856. In 1992,

the Mall of America, the largest mall in the

U.S., opens in Minnesota.

lostens]

With flowers in

their hair and

everywhere, hippies

express their philosophy

of world peace and love.

Hippies favor bell-bottom

jeans, granny dresses,

bare feet, long hair,

beads, headbands and

bright colors.
Henry Diltz/Corbis

Levi Strauss & Company Archives

Young Levi Strauss comes to America in

the 1850s and makes riveted canvas work

pants for California gold miners. When he

switches from canvas to blue denim, Strauss

unknowingly creates one of America’s

greatest contributions to fashion.

Granger Collection

A The industrial Revolution brings mass-produced

textiles, standard clothing sizes and the first

ready-to-wear garments. In 1851, Isaac Singer

invents the home-use sewing machine.
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